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BorderManager Enterprise 
Edition 3.5 Implementation Tips

 

........................................................................................................................................

BorderManager Enterprise Edition (BMEE) is a suite of software designed to 
enhance security and connectivity services in both NDS and NetWare. Some of 
its components will seem familiar to long-time Novell customers, since they 
evolved from products such as the MultiProtocol Router (MPR), NetWare 
Connect, and Novell Internet Access Server (NIAS). In fact, the term NIAS (now 
at version 4.2) is still used, as are utilities like INETCFG and NWCCON.

BMEE adds the following services to NetWare:

• WAN media support

• Enhanced packet filtering

• Network Address Translation (NAT), which is now native to the NOS with 
patched NetWare 5

• Virtual Private Networking (VPN), site-to-site and client-to-site

• Remote access (including RADIUS) and modem sharing

• IP Gateway (both IPX/IP and IP/IP circuit gateways)

• Multiple proxy services, including transparent HTTP proxy

• Multiple caching services, forward and reverse

• Access control

• Content filtering

This AppNote is based on version 3.5 of BMEE. It discusses server placement 
and configuration, installation of BorderManager, and configuration tips for a 
few common services. Although IPX/SPX is supported by certain BMEE 
components (RADIUS, VPN, and others), only TCP/IP is discussed.

This document assumes a professional knowledge of TCP/IP, NetWare, and 
Novell Directory Services (NDS). It also assumes a general familiarity with the 
purpose and features of BorderManager.
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Server Placement and Configuation

 

Before you install BMEE, there are some important placement and 
configuration issues you need to consider. The following sections discuss 
design considerations about the physical location of the BMEE server, its 
placement in the NDS tree, and other server settings.

 

Physical/Logical Placement

 

The placement of BorderManager servers on the physical network, and on the 
logical network, is the single most important design issue. This determines how 
(and if) your goals are accomplished. A complete understanding of your 
network infrastructure is necessary to ensure proper placement.

To serve as a firewall, the BMEE server must have at least two network 
interfaces and be functioning as a gateway between networks (see Figure 1). 
However, a BMEE server may have a single physical interface. End node 
placement may be appropriate for RADIUS or VPN servers if no firewall 
services are in use. Even proxy/cache will work with the server as an end node, 
but users can potentially bypass the proxy.

When designing firewall or hierarchical caching services, begin at the most 

 

upstream

 

 point. Typically, this is the primary connection to the public Internet. 
The connecting device can be a BMEE server or an external router. Regardless, 
the first BMEE server 

 

must

 

 have an interface with at least one registered public 
IP address (name this board PUBLIC). Multiple public addresses may be 
needed if the server will be doing static NAT. 

Ensure a large enough subnet to accommodate the network’s foreseeable 
needs. If the ISP uses an unnumbered or unrouted connection, it will be 
necessary to have an external router as the connecting device in series with the 
first BMEE server. Figure 2 shows an example configuration.

LAN A LAN B

BorderManager

Figure 1: A BMEE server acting as a 
gateway in a firewall scenario.
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You might be able to save money at remote sites by having a BMEE server act 
as the connecting device. BorderManager supports most WAN media, including 
leased line, frame relay, ISDN, and ATM. However, circuit providers often 
supply a router, whether it is needed or not, so you may find yourself with an 
extra device in series with the server. As long as the ISP will put the public 
subnet on the serial link between the ISP and the customer, this extra router 
can be configured as a transparent bridge.

 

Note:

 

On-demand connections are supported but not recommended. A permanent 56/64 
or T1/E1 connection will be the most stable and easiest to configure.

 

Larger organizations may have more complex needs that dictate spreading 
BMEE services across multiple servers and establishing a “demilitarized zone” 
or DMZ. For example, you may wish to deploy NAT and VPN services for 
several hundred users. Since both are processor-intensive functions, separate 
servers would be appropriate. However, VPN servers cannot be placed behind 
NAT devices. Since NAT puts a new header on packets, a SKIP dialogue cannot 
occur between VPN nodes and encryption cannot be negotiated, so the VPN 
server would need to be upstream of the NAT server.

Other firewall designs are discussed in detail in the BMEE product 
documentation (under Overview | Firewall Technologies), available online at 

 

http://www.novell.com/documentation/

 

.

Within the private internetwork, the normal infrastructure design principles 
apply. For example, minimize the number of hops between servers in a 
hierarchical cache structure. This may require removing some external routers 
or reconfiguring them as bridges. Leaving the router hardware in place can 
provide a backup connectivity method should a BMEE gateway server go down 
for an extended period; the old router can be reconfigured temporarily.

ISP

BorderManager Router

Private IP
LAN/WAN

Public Subnet Unnumbered

Multiple IP addresses
bound to a PUBLIC interface

Internal Host

Internal Host

Internal Host

Figure 2: A BMEE server in a 
scenario with an unrouted ISP 
connection.
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Placement in the NDS Tree

 

Although BorderManager is a server-centric product, it uses NDS for 
configuration details and authentication. Almost all application-layer 
configuration is done on the Server object. Therefore, intelligent placement of 
the BMEE Server objects in the tree is critical, as is deciding which replicas the 
servers will hold.

A BorderManager server should be placed near its users in the NDS tree. In a 
branch office, for example, the BMEE gateway server should be in the OU for 
that geographical location. The key is to minimize tree walking and the number 
of replicas the server needs. If practical, it should hold all of its users and rules 
in a local replica. (Rule placement is discussed in a later section.) As with any 
NDS design, administrative roles must also be accommodated.

 

Server Configuration Notes

 

The following minimum environment settings are recommended as a starting 
point when tuning proxy/cache servers:

The purpose of these settings is discussed in TID #2949807 and TID #10012765 
at 

 

http://support.novell.com

 

. The descriptions in these TIDs will help you 
determine what settings might need to be adjusted if you observe the need for 
further tuning.

 

set maximum packet receive buffers = 2500
set minimum packet receive buffers = 1000
set new packet receive buffer wait time = .1 sec

set maximum interrupt events = 50
set maximum service processes = 1000
set minimum service processes = 500
set new service process wait time = .3 sec
set worker threads execute in a row count = 15
set pseudo preemption count = 200

set immediate purge of deleted files = on
set enabled file compression = off
set enable disk read after write verify = off
set maximum file locks = 100000

set garbage collection interval = 5
set directory cache allocation wait time = 0.1 sec
set directory cache buffer nonreferenced delay = 60 min
set maximum number of internal directory handles = 500
set maximum directory cache buffers = 10000
set minimum directory cache buffers = 2500
set maximum concurrent directory cache writes = 125
set maximum concurrent disk cache writes = 750
set dirty disk cache delay time = .1 sec
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Maximum Physical Receive Packet Size.   

 

The BMEE online 
documentation provides suggested settings for the “Maximum Physical Receive 
Packet Size” variable. The suggested settings almost always work. However, if 
you have a WAN card in the server connected to frame relay, the telco switch 
may necessitate a setting lower than 1514. If no data is flowing through the 
WAN link with the conventional settings, use PING.NLM and change the ping 
packet size, starting at 1514 and going down until the replies come. Then use 
that as the maximum physical receive packet size. “Set Use Specified MTU = 
On” is a quick fix for this, but can result in less efficient throughput.

If Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) is in use on the WAN link (such as an async 
dial-up line or a “clear channel” DDS circuit), the maximum physical receive 
packet size may need to be increased by ten from the recommended values, to 
accommodate the PPP header.

 

Minimum Hardware Requirements.   

 

All of the BorderManager services 
can run simultaneously on surprisingly minimal hardware. As long as the server 
has at least 64MB of RAM, you can use it to service a small work center. 
However, caching functions are vastly improved with more RAM; 256MB is 
recommended, or more if possible.

Since encryption and translation are processor-intensive functions, VPN, NAT, 
and IP Gateways should be on dedicated boxes in large environments (more 
than a few hundred users).

 

Server Volumes.   

 

Separate volumes should be set up for cache and logging 
so that the SYS volume does not get filled. To improve cache efficiency, use a 
block size of 8KB or 16KB, with compression and block suballocation disabled. 
NSS volumes work well for caching but have additional tuning requirements 
(see TID #2949807 at 

 

http://support.novell.com

 

).

 

Static Routing.   

 

Whenever possible, use static routing on BMEE servers. It 
places almost no load on the server, and does not add to the router discovery 
traffic that may already exist on the network. Since BMEE servers are usually 
upstream gateways, one static default route and the minimal network routes can 
be very simple to enter.

 

Licensing Issues.   

 

BorderManager licensing is different from most Novell 
products. Network layer services (filtering, NAT, site-to-site VPN, and so on) 
require only a server license. Services that require user authentication (remote 
access, content filtering, and so on) require a user license. Users authenticate to 
the BorderManager applications running on the server, not to NetWare itself, so 
a server running BorderManager will usually be fine with the included NetWare 
base license. It is possible to buy components separately in three different 
packages (Firewall Services, VPN Services, and Authentication Services), which 
saves money on dedicated function servers.

For more information on BorderManager licensing, see the AppNote entitled 
“Understanding BorderManager Licensing” in this issue.
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BorderManager Installation

 

Once you have the server placement planned, BorderManager installation is 
easy. The install routine puts all components in place for you to configure and 
implement at your convenience. There are three steps: 

• Install BorderManager on the server

• Install the NWAdmin snap-ins

• Install CyberPatrol (if desired)

 

Installing BorderManager on the Server

 

BMEE 3.5 can be installed on NetWare 4.11, 4.2, 5.0, or NetWare for Small 
Business 4.2 or 5.0. Current OS support packs must be in place. Separate 
installation instructions are provided in the online documentation for each OS. 
BorderManager does extend the NDS schema, so the installer must be a user 
with the Supervisor right to the root of the tree. As with any major NDS 
operation, you should ensure the health of the tree before starting.

By default, BRDCFG.NLM will load when you first boot the server after 
installation. You can “Secure the Public Interface” by enabling packet filters 
with the default exceptions. (Packet filters will be discussed in detail in the next 
section.) On NetWare 4.x, all BMEE services are disabled by default. On 
NetWare 5, access control and HTTP proxy are enabled by default, with all 
other BMEE services disabled.

 

Installing the NWAdmin Snap-Ins

 

After installing the support pack and restarting the server, run the SETUP.EXE 
program found in SYS:PUBLIC\BRDRMGR\SNAPINS\ to install the NetWare 
Administrator snap-ins. If the PKI snap-in does not already exist, it is also 
installed, but to SYS:PUBLIC\. You may also need to copy PKISNAP.DLL to the 
WIN32\SNAPINS\ subdirectory.

 

Installing CyberPatrol (Optional)

 

CyberPatrol is a canned set of deny-by-URL rules. It may be installed by running 
SYS:ETC\CPFILTER\CP_SETUP.EXE. BorderManager includes a 45-day trial 
version of CyberPatrol.

 

BMEE Configuration: Server Console

 

Most of BorderManager’s configuration is done in NWAdmin. However, much 
of the lower layer configuration is done at the server console with INETCFG, 
FILTCFG, and NWCCON. There are two additional utilities, VPNCFG and 
BRDCFG, plus a gateway NLM to all the utilities called NIASCFG. 

Packet filtering and NAT are two common services that are configured at the 
server console.
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Packet filtering is the simplest border control mechanism. Filters work at the 
network and transport layers and take precedence over all other 
BorderManager components. They are configured in FILTCFG.NLM.

Use of dynamic NAT (or of the IP Gateway with routing disabled) provides a 
natural firewall in the sense that no one on the public Internet can initiate a 
dialogue with an internal node. However, that does not protect the BMEE 
server itself, or hosts set up with static NAT. In the absence of access rules, 
these features also do not control what dialogs can be initiated by users. Packet 
filters fill those security needs.

There are two approaches to packet filtering (and border security in general): 
“allow all and deny by exception,” or “deny all and allow by exception.” 
BorderManager defaults to the latter. If you did not do so during installation, 
you may implement the default filters and exceptions by loading BRDCFG. It 
will create the following denied TCP/IP packet filters:

BRDCFG will also create the following filter exceptions:

 

* This is the actual IP address of the public interface.

 

Source 
Interface

Destination 
Interface

Protocol 
ID

Source 
Port

Destination 
Port

Source 
Address

Destination 
Address

 

Public Any IP All All Any Any

Any Public IP All All Any Any

 

Source 
Interface

Destination 
Interface

Protocol 
ID

Source 
Port

Destination 
Port

Source 
Address

Destination 
Address

 

Public Any TCP All 443 Any Public*

Public Any TCP All 1024-65535 Any Public 

Public Any UDP All 1024-65535 Any Public 

Public Any TCP All 213 Any Public

Public Any TCP All 353 Any Public

Public Any UDP All 353 Any Public

Public Any SKIP (57) All All Any Public

Public Any TCP All 80 Any Public

Any Public IP All All Public Any
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Note that BorderManager 3.x supports stateful filtering. If desired, the 
exceptions for dynamic ports 1024-65536 may be removed. Stateful filter 
exceptions can then be entered for services running on the BorderManager 
server and for services running on hosts being accessed via static NAT. This is a 
more secure configuration because dynamic ports are blocked except when 
actually in use by a dialog.

Excellent step-by-step instructions for creating filter exceptions are contained in 
the following TIDs:

 

Network Address Translation (NAT)

 

NAT allows the use of “private” or unregistered IP addresses behind a 
BorderManager server, and throughout an organization’s internetwork. The 
primary advantage of dynamic NAT is the conservation of rapidly-disappearing 
public IP v4 addresses. With dynamic NAT, a single registered address can 
service thousands of private nodes. A nice side effect, as mentioned in the 
previous section, is that dynamic NAT creates a natural firewall that prevents 
anyone on the public Internet from initiating a dialogue with a private node.

 

Service TID #

 

Ping 2941091

DNS server 2932684

DNS client (TCP) 2942501

NetWare 5 (NCP, NTP, SLP, and CMD) 10013531

SMTP server behind BMEE 2933206

HTTP server on BMEE server 2936875

HTTP server behind BMEE 2933282

HTTP client behind BMEE 2943229

POP3 client behind BMEE 2933125

Real Audio client behind BMEE 2932188

ICQ client behind BMEE 2945221

NNTP client behind BMEE 2933126

Passive FTP client behind BMEE 2938697

Active FTP client behind BMEE 2935141

Telnet client behind BMEE 2939550
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When an internal host needs to be accessed from the Internet, a public address 
is selected for the host, bound to the public interface of the NAT server, and 
mapped to the corresponding private address. This is “static NAT.” Filters can 
then be created on this public address to protect the internal host.

Dynamic and static NAT are enabled on the public interface in INETCFG 
(see Figure 3). Go to Bindings | 

 

<Public Interface Name>

 

 | Expert TCP/IP 
Bind Options | Network Address Translation. Select dynamic, static, or both. 
If you select static only or both but make no entries in the NAT table, the 
setting will revert back to dynamic only. Once you reinitialize the system, you 
have a NAT server! 

To configure static NAT, select public addresses for those hosts that need them. 
Add them to the NAT table for the public binding with the corresponding 
private addresses. Then, add the public addresses to the BMEE server’s public 
interface binding by typing “add secondary ipaddress 

 

xx.xx.xx.xx

 

” at the console 
prompt for each address in turn. The address will be automatically assigned to 
the correct interface. Add those statements to the AUTOEXEC.NCF after the 
INITSYS.NCF line (put it towards the end). To verify secondary IP address 
configuration, type “display secondary ipaddress” at the console prompt.

Once NAT is enabled, you may need to type at the console prompt: “set nat 
dynamic mode to pass thru = on”. This is required when applications that need 
to be accessed from the public Internet (GWIA, HTTP, and others) are running 
on the NAT box.

Figure 3: Enabling dynamic and 
static NAT using INETCFG.NLM.
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Any addresses will work on the private network; however, if you are using a 
range that is in use on the Internet, internal nodes will be unable to 
communicate with the real owners of those addresses. The following address 
ranges are reserved for private use:

 

BMEE Configuration: NetWare Administrator

 

Once you’ve locked down the border with packet filters and NAT, you can begin 
configuring application layer services in NWAdmin. This is where you configure 
VPN, access control, proxies, and caching. Before you begin to configure 
services on the BorderManager Setup page of the Server object, be sure to add 
the server’s IP addresses where indicated and to specify whether they are 
public or private. Most changes to BMEE settings in NDS are automatically 
synchronized out to the NLMs and go into effect immediately.

 

Site-to-Site Virtual Private Networking

 

VPN configuration starts at the server console in VPNCFG. Follow the prompts 
to specify whether the server is a master or slave, assign network addresses to 
the VPN channel, and generate encryption keys.

A site-to-site VPN is a new logical segment in the internetwork. Effectively, it is 
an additional interface on the server. It therefore needs its own network 
addressing. The master and slave servers all have node addresses on this 
subnet. You need two IP addresses to complete setup in VPNCFG. “Public IP 
Address” is the address of the physical public interface. “VPN Tunnel IP 
Address” is the address you are assigning to the new logical segment.

 

Note:

 

If NAT is enabled on the public interface, on the same box as VPN, the VPN logical 
segment itself is on the 

 

private

 

 side of the NAT firewall.

 

Once the addresses are assigned and the encryption keys created and 
exchanged, the remainder of the VPN configuration is done via NWAdmin. 
Here the Master and Slave servers can be added. Under the Master server, the 
protected networks and security parameters can be set. By default, the VPN 
nodes regenerate the data encryption key every 1000 packets (by employing 

 

jitter

 

, VPN servers vary when they change data encryption keys so that it is not 
exactly 1000 packets every time). While this can be changed, it should be 
sufficient for most users. Likewise, the default encryption technique, RC5, 
should be sufficient as well. TripleDES is technically more secure; however, the 
additional processing overhead required causes a significant performance hit.

 

Class From IP Address To IP Address Total Node Addresses

 

A 10.0.0.0 10.255.255.255 16,777,214

B 172.16.0.0 172.31.255.255 1,048,544

C 192.168.0.0 192.168.255.255 64,770
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For the VPN network topology, the default of 

 

mesh

 

 is usually most appropriate. 
Mesh allows all the VPN servers to communicate directly with one another. 
This generates more routing traffic when RIP or OSPF are used, but static 
routing keeps the mesh topology efficient. Also with mesh, if one node goes 
down the rest of the VPN stays up.

While not mandatory, Novell does recommend regenerating the Diffie-Hellman 
shared secret every 6 to 12 months. Since the keys are exchanged “out-of-band” 
(such as via floppies, e-mail, and others), the chances of someone stealing a key 
are rare. However, the only way to ensure that security is never compromised is 
to re-exchange the keys periodically. The keys can be regenerated using the 
VPNCFG.NLM on both the Master and Slave servers. After they are generated, 
they need to be exchanged and installed at each site. 

Master and slave servers do not need to be in the same NDS tree. However, the 
goal is often to merge a tree at a remote site into the main organizational tree. 
The VPN should be observed for some time for stability and performance 
before proceeding with a tree merge.

 

Access Rules

 

To enable access rules, check the “Enforce Access Rules” box on the 
BorderManager Setup page on the server object. Access rules apply to all users 
who attempt to go through the BMEE server. A default rule of Deny All is 
placed on the server object, and gets pushed down (stays at the end of the list) 
as new rules are created.

Unlike ZENworks policies, BorderManager rules are not user- or 
container-centric, they are server-centric. Each time a BMEE server comes 
online, the server searches the tree for rules, from the server object up to the 
root. It will only search upward, 

 

not across Os or OUs

 

. Each rule found is placed 
in the ACL of the server. They are ordered as follows:

• Rules created at the Server object

• Rules created at the parent container of the Server object

• Rules created at other up-line containers

• Rules created at the O container

 

Note:

 

ACLCheck looks for changes every fifteen minutes, with a full refresh every 
twenty-four hours.

 

Each user request is checked against the ACL to determine if a rule exists that 
applies to that request. If an applicable rule is found, the search stops. 
Therefore, server-based rules take precedence.
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An example will help illustrate how this works:

If users exist in all three containers, you might think that only users in the Legal 
container would have access through BMEE_Server. But since the server looks 
at rules from the Server object up, it would find an applicable rule for all 
requests at 

 

OU=Legal

 

 (rule=Allow All). So, users in all three containers have 
full access.

The needs of each network drive rule-placement decisions. In small 
environments, putting all rules on the Server objects can help keep things 
simple. However, rules implemented at a container can eliminate duplication 
because they can apply to multiple subordinate servers. They can also facilitate 
administrative roles, but be mindful of replica placement. Follow the standard 
NDS design principles by avoiding excess tree walking, too many replicas, and 
replication across WAN links. Note that CyberPatrol rules can only be set on 
Server objects. This is by design, to ensure license compliance.

 

Summary

 

This AppNote has provided guidance for the effective design and 
implementation of a basic BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3.5 system. It 
discussed packet filtering, NAT, site-to-site VPN, and access control, services 
which enhance the security and manageability of an internetwork. Additional 
services, such as forward and reverse proxy, enhance performance, while 
client-to-site VPN and RADIUS enhance connectivity. The broad range of 
services in the BMEE suite make BorderManager a powerful, flexible solution 
for any network.

 

O=EMEA (rule=DENY ALL)
 |______OU=Corp (rule=DENY ALL)

  |______OU=Legal (rule=ALLOW ALL)
|______CN=BMEE_Server
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Overview of New Features in 
BorderManager Enterprise 
Edition 3.5

 

........................................................................................................................................

BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3.5 provides the following new features not 
included in BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3 or BorderManager 2.1:

• A Login Policy object (LPO) in NDS for centralized administration of 
authentication for VPN users, proxy users, SOCKS 5 clients, and 
BorderManager Authentication Services (RADIUS) clients.

• Support for ActivCard, Inc. token authentication that includes the ability to 
manage and store Novell/ActivCard smart card assignments in NDS for 
VPN users, proxy users, SOCKS 5 clients, and RADIUS clients.

• Interoperability with Security Dynamics, Inc. (SDI) ACE/Server for SecurID 
token authentication of VPN users, HTTP proxy users, SOCKS 5 clients, and 
RADIUS clients.

• Proxy support for Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) which is used to 
efficiently stream multimedia content over IP networks.

• Built-in transparent Telnet proxy.

• Support of LAN and broadband access for both Windows 95/98 and 
Windows NT 4.0 VPN clients using a cable modem or Digital Subscriber 
Line (DSL) to access the Internet.
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BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3.5 also provides the following 
enhancements to improve the functionality and ease-of-use of the software:

• Improved installation to allow selective installation of all or some of the 
BorderManager Enterprise Edition services on a single server (or across 
multiple servers).

• Capability to enable from NetWare Administrator all the BorderManager 
alerts or just the ones of interest.

• Text-based logs and log file configuration files for IP packet filtering.

• VPN client support for Windows NT 4.0 clients.

• VPN client phone book capability.

• Single sign-on for FTP users.

This AppNote describes the new BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3.5 
features and enhancements and how to configure them in your enterprise 
environment.

 

Login Policy Object

 

Prior to the release of BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3.5, authentication 
rules for users of BorderManager Authentication Services were configured for 
Dial Access System (DAS) objects in NDS. A user could dial in to a remote 
access server only if an administrator assigned an authentication rule for the 
user at the DAS object representing the server in NDS. If a user dialed in 
through multiple remote access servers, the administrator was required to 
create an authentication rule at each DAS object representing those servers. 
The Login Policy object (LPO) enables an administrator to define authentication 
rules for users as part of a policy that can be accessed by multiple servers. The 
function of the LPO has also been extended to the authentication of Virtual 
Private Network (VPN) clients, proxy users, and SOCKS 5 clients.

The following is now true for BorderManager authentication:

• Only one LPO is allowed per NDS tree. It is created in the Security container 
at the root of tree.

• Authentication rules and policies are defined and stored in NDS at the LPO 
and are globally managed with NetWare Administrator.

• A module called the Authentication Device Manager (ADM) running on 
each BorderManager server is responsible for processing all authentication 
requests and checking the LPO authentication rules for each 
BorderManager service enabled on the server.

• If an LPO is not defined, the ADM cannot process authentication requests 
and access to BorderManager services requiring authentication is denied.

• A BorderManager server that does not have a local NDS replica cannot 
access the LPO unless it is a trustee of the LPO with Read rights to the SAS: 
Policy Credentials attribute explicitly assigned.
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Creating a Login Policy Object

 

To create a Login Policy Object (LPO) in your NDS tree, do the following from 
NetWare Administrator (you must be logged in as Admin or another user with 
administrative rights to the root of the NDS tree):

 

1.

 

Under [Root], right-click the Security object and select Create.

 

2.

 

Double-click Login Policy and click Create. (You are warned that you must 
define at least one rule for each BorderManager service. See the next 
section for the procedure.)

 

3.

 

Click OK to view the Login Policy details page.

 

Creating Login Policy Rules

 

When you create a Login Policy authentication rule, you can specify the 
following:

•

 

Service Type

 

—Which BorderManager service the rule applies to (VPN, 
SOCKS, Proxy, or a DAS object name for Authentication Services)

•

 

User List

 

—Which NDS users the rule applies to (User, Container, or Group 
objects)

•

 

Methods

 

—Which authentication methods the rule will enforce

•

 

Method Enforcement

 

—How the rule is to be enforced

•

 

Method Restrictions

 

—Whether to limit the number of grace logins

To create a Login Policy authentication rule, do the following from NetWare 
Administrator:

 

1.

 

If you just created your Login Policy object (LPO), the Login Policy page is 
automatically displayed. Otherwise, right-click the LPO and select Details.

 

2.

 

Click Rules > Add.

 

3.

 

Select Predefined to specify VPN, SOCKS, or Proxy service types, or select 
Object name and browse to select a DAS object (for BorderManager 
Authentication Services).

 

4.

 

Click User List > Add to add the User, Container, or Group objects whose 
authentication will be enforced by the authentication rule.

 

5.

 

Click Methods > Add to configure the Login Method options.

 

6.

 

Click OK.

Figure 1 shows the Login Method configuration window.
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The Method Types are defined as follows:

•

 

Object name.

 

 Although this method type has the same identifier as one of the 
service types, they are completely different objects. The object name for 
Service Type represents a DAS object. The object name for Method Type 
represents a Login Method Container. A Login Method Container holds the 
Authentication Device objects (tokens) from a particular vendor. See the 
next section for more information about tokens.

•

 

NDS password. 

 

This method type requires the user to enter an NDS 
password when authenticating.

•

 

Dial access password.

 

 This method type requires the user to enter a dial 
access (RADIUS) password separate from the NDS password. The password 
is exchanged using the Password Authentication Protocol (PAP).

•

 

Dial access password (CHAP).

 

 This method type requires the user to enter 
a dial access (RADIUS) password separate from the NDS password. The 
password is exchanged using the Challenge Handshake Authentication 
Protocol (CHAP).

•

 

Any user-defined device. 

 

This method enables token-based authentication 
using tokens from multiple vendors. See the next section for more 
information about tokens.

 

Note:

 

Dial access passwords are valid only with BorderManager Authentication Services.

Figure 1: The Configure Login 
Method Window.
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The Method Enforcement options are defined as follows:

•

 

Mandatory. 

 

This option enforces the Login Method at all times.

•

 

Required if assigned. 

 

This option enforces the Login Method only if the user 
has an assigned token.

•

 

Acceptable. 

 

This option accepts the Login Method as one of multiple 
methods that are available.

Not all Method Types and Method Enforcement options are available to all 
Service Types. Further, the ability to decrement grace logins for VPN clients 
is not applicable. Refer to Table 1 for the Login Method options available for 
each service type.

 

Table 1: 

 

Login method options available for each service type.

 

Note:

 

Although NDS password does not appear as an available method type for VPN client 
authentication, if token-based authentication is used to authenticate a VPN client, the 
user must provide both a token password and an NDS password during login. NDS 
password is listed as the default Method Type with 

 

Prerequisite 

 

listed for Method 
Enforcement.

 

Service Types Method Types Method Enforcement Method Restrictions

 

VPN (Predefined) Object name (Login Method 
Container for tokens)
Any user-defined device

Mandatory
Required if assigned
Acceptable

Not applicable

SOCKS (Predefined) Object name (Login Method 
Container for tokens)
NDS password
Any user defined device

Mandatory
Acceptable

Decrement grace logins

Proxy (Predefined) Object name (Login Method 
Container for tokens)
NDS password
Any user-defined device

Mandatory
Acceptable

Decrement grace logins

Object Name (DAS 
object)

Object name (Login Method 
Container for tokens)
NDS password
Dial access password
Dial access password 
(CHAP)
Any user-defined device

Mandatory
Acceptable

Decrement grace logins
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All authentication rules defined by the LPO are stored in a single list regardless 
of which services they apply to. However, the first rule in the list that applies to 
an authentication request is used. If there are two rules for proxy authentication 
and a user’s authentication request succeeds based on the first rule, the 
subsequent rule does not apply. After a rule matches, rules sequentially lower in 
the list are not considered. (This is similar to how BorderManager access 
control rules are executed.)

For example, as shown in Figure 2, if a user has been assigned an ActivCard 
token, it is an acceptable authentication method (1st method in list). If the user 
has been assigned a token from another vendor, the user must login with a 
token (2nd method in list). Finally, if the user has not been assigned a token, 
the user must authenticate using an NDS password (3rd method in list).

 

Note:

 

Although both are stored in NDS, authentication rules and BorderManager access 
control rules have a different function. For example, a proxy user may have an access 
control rule granting access to Web content and a separate authentication rule 
specifying the authentication method. If the user fails to authenticate using the method 
specified by the authentication rule, access is denied, even though the BorderManager 
access control rule grants access.

Figure 2: Order of authentication 
rules.
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Assigning Trustee Rights to BorderManager Servers 
without a Local NDS Replica

 

A BorderManager server with a local Read/Write or Read-Only NDS replica 
can automatically access the authentication rules defined by the LPO. 
However, a BorderManager server that does not have a local NDS replica 
cannot access the authentication rules. You must make the server a trustee 
of the LPO. See Figure 3.

To make the server a trustee of the LPO, do the following in NetWare 
Administrator:

 

1.

 

Select the LPO located in the Security container at the root of your NDS tree. 

 

2.

 

Select Object > Trustees of this Object.

 

3.

 

Select Add Trustee.

 

4.

 

Browse for and select the Server object representing the BorderManager 
server.

 

5.

 

Deselect all object rights.

 

6.

 

Click Selected Properties.

 

7.

 

Scroll down and select the SAS: Policy Credentials attribute.

 

8.

 

Under Property Rights, click Read.

 

9.

 

Click OK.

Figure 3: Granting LPO Trustee 
Rights to servers without an NDS 
replica.
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Token-Based Authentication

 

BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3.5 supports token-based authentication for 
VPN, SOCKS, Proxy, and remote access clients.

Token-based authentication is an example of 

 

two-factor authentication

 

. In contrast 
to password authentication, which relies solely on the use of a single password, 
two-factor authentication incorporates a personal identification number (PIN) in 
addition to a hardware or software token device. Smart cards (credit-card-sized 
devices that are preprogrammed with unique passwords) are an example of 
hardware tokens. Software tokens are generated by software installed on a 
computer. After being activated by a user entering a PIN, a software token 
provides a unique password for authentication. Because of the additional 
requirement of token generation, two-factor authentication is more secure than 
password authentication and is often referred to as

 

 strong authentication

 

.

There are two methods for token authentication. The 

 

asynchronous

 

 (or 
challenge/response) method requires that the server send the token device an 
encrypted message. The token device uses a preset algorithm and shared secret 
to decrypt the message and respond with the correct password encrypted with 
the shared secret. The 

 

synchronous

 

 method requires that the server and the 
token device simultaneously calculate a challenge message using parameters 
from a time counter or login event counter, or both. If the calculated messages 
match, the authentication is successful.

 

Note:

 

With BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3.5, only the synchronous method can be used 
to authenticate tokens used by VPN, proxy, or SOCKS clients. However, BorderManager 
Authentication Services supports both synchronous and asynchronous methods.

 

How Tokens Are Stored in NDS

 

BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3.5 natively supports Novell/ActivCard 
tokens. A special container in NDS stores information about these tokens.

Novell/ActivCard tokens must be initialized (or imported) for storage in NDS 
and assigned to users before token authentication can occur. Initialization of 
smart card tokens involves attaching a hardware token programming device to 
a serial port on the administrative workstation and inserting the smart card to 
be initialized into this device. This is known as 

 

local initialization

 

. During 
initialization of Novell/ActivCard tokens, you use NetWare Administrator to 
specify the type of device (smart card), a profile, a language, the serial port 
(COM1 or COM2), and an initial PIN. Novell/ActivCard devices support 
English, Finnish, French, Norwegian, Spanish, and Swedish.

You can also perform what is known as a 

 

manual initialization

 

. With manual 
token initialization, you use NetWare Administrator to generate and display a 
secret code for the token. You then manually enter the code into the token 
programming device so the smart card uses the same code.
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Novell/ActivCard smart cards that have been pre-initialized at the factory can 
also be used. In this case, you must use NetWare Administrator to import the 
device image files from a disk into NDS. The tokens must be assigned to users 
before they can be used for authentication.

 

Note:

 

If your network users are already equipped to use SDI SecurID tokens in conjunction with 
an ACE/Server, the BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3.5 software can forward 
authentication requests to an ACE/Server when a BorderManager service requires a 
user to authenticate. However, unlike ActivCard tokens, information about SecurID 
tokens is not stored in NDS.

 

To better understand how to manage both ActivCard and SecurID token 
authentication for BorderManager services, consider the objects that are 
created in NDS:

• Authentication Device objects 

• ActivCard Containers

• External Login Service objects 

 

Authentication Device Objects

An Authentication Device object stores information about a single token in 
NDS. Each token that is initialized or imported results in the creation of a 
unique Authentication Device object in NDS.

ActivCard Containers

BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3.5 natively supports Novell/ActivCard 
One, Novell/ActivCard Plus, and Novell/ActivCard Gold smart card tokens. A 
new class of object called ActivCard Container stores the Authentication 
Device objects created from the initialization or import of ActivCard tokens. 
The ActivCard Container is created in the Security container under [Root] in 
your NDS tree.

External Login Service Objects

BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3.5 provides interoperability for SecurID 
token authentication through a Security Dynamics, Inc. (SDI) ACE/Server. 
ACE/Server network security software runs on UNIX and Windows NT 
platforms. When the BorderManager receives a request for SecurID token 
authentication, it uses the RADIUS protocol to forward that authentication 
request to an ACE/Server. The ACE/Server can be an internal server residing 
on the same network as the BorderManager server, or it can be an external 
server on a public network.

To support SecurID token authentication, you must create an External Login 
Service object in the Security container under [Root] in your NDS tree. The 
External Login Service object stores details about the primary and 
secondary IP addresses of the ACE/Server and the primary and secondary 
shared secrets for RADIUS. These fields must be configured before users 
can authenticate using SecurID tokens.
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Managing Tokens with NetWare Administrator

In summary, you can use NetWare Administrator to

• Create ActivCard Container and External Login Service objects

• Initialize tokens

• Import token device files

• Assign tokens to users

• Enable and disable tokens

• Test token passwords

• Synchronize tokens (If you are using synchronous token authentication and 
the counters on the server and a token device become out-of-sync, you can 
use NetWare Administrator to synchronize the token with the server.)

• Unlock tokens (For security purposes, a token is typically locked after a user 
enters a series of incorrect PINs. The locked token cannot be used until an 
administrator unlocks it.)

RTSP Proxy
BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3 enabled clients using Real Players to 
connect to RealAudio servers through the RealAudio proxy. Because 
requests were fulfilled through the RealAudio proxy, private hosts were 
essentially hidden from the public network. However, a limitation was that 
the RealAudio proxy did not support Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP). 
RTSP controls multiple data delivery sessions that are multicast to clients. 
Therefore, any UDP, TCP, IP, or IP Multicast application that required RTSP 
could not connect through the RealAudio proxy. BorderManager Enterprise 
Edition 3.5 extends the RealAudio proxy to support connections to servers 
using RTSP. To enable this feature using NetWare Administrator, check the 
RealAudio and RTSP Proxies check box within the Application Proxy tab on 
the BorderManager Setup page.
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Transparent Telnet Proxy
BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3 did not have a built-in Telnet application 
proxy. However, you could create a Telnet proxy by configuring the Generic 
TCP proxy or the Generic UDP proxy. However, one difficulty with using a 
generic Telnet proxy was that each Telnet session had to be configured to 
connect to the specific IP address representing the Telnet proxy. 
BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3.5 now has a built-in transparent Telnet 
proxy that enables users to seamlessly connect to the Telnet proxy without 
requiring that each session be configured to point to the proxy server. The 
function of the transparent Telnet proxy is similar to that of the transparent 
HTTP proxy. To enable this feature using NetWare Administrator, check the 
Transparent Telnet Proxy check box within the Transparent Proxy tab on the 
BorderManager Setup page. Double-click Transparent Telnet Proxy to specify 
the connection ports for Telnet sessions that are to be monitored and redirected 
to the Telnet proxy. You also have an option to specify the IP addresses of 
Telnet servers for which you want redirection to be disabled.

VPN LAN Client Software
When you install the VPN client software you have the option to select the 
Dial-Up VPN Login check box, the LAN VPN Login check box, or both. The 
installation program automatically creates shortcuts on your desktop 
corresponding to these login options. If you install both the Dial-Up VPN 
Login and the LAN VPN Login options, two different shortcuts are created 
on your desktop.

Logging in using the VPN LAN Login option is very similar to logging in 
using Dial-Up Login option except the VPN LAN Login option does not 
require the following:

• Configuration of a dial-up entry name (created by double-clicking the Make 
New Connection icon)

• Configuration of the server type (Novell Virtual Private Network) for the 
dial-up entry

• Entry of the dial-up username and password during login

• Entry of a RADIUS domain for authentication by a RADIUS proxy server.

Figure 4 shows what is required for login using the VPN LAN Login option.
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Note: The NetWare Options and the information shown under VPN Status for VPN LAN Login 
are the same as those for VPN Dial-Up Login.

Additional BorderManager Enhancements
This section briefly describes other BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3.5 
software enhancements.

Improved Installation

The BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3 software required that you install 
all the software components as part of an integrated installation. The 
installation program copied all the firewall/caching NLMs on servers even if 
you wanted to set up a VPN only. The BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3.5 
software now provides check boxes to select which services to install. You 
can select to install BorderManager Firewall/Caching Services, 
BorderManager VPN Services, or BorderManager Authentication Services 
individually, or select to install all three.

Figure 4: Fields required by the VPN 
LAN Login Option.
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Flexible Alert Notification

BorderManager Alert sends an e-mail message when certain server events 
occur, such as a disk space shortage or a TCP SYN packet flood. However, 
when BorderManager Alert was enabled for the BorderManager Enterprise 
Edition 3 software it was an all-or-none event. Only the entire set of alerts could 
be enabled or disabled. The BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3.5 software 
now provides the capability to enable all of the alerts or a subset of them. To 
select the alerts during setup, you can check the check boxes in NetWare 
Administrator corresponding to the following alerts:

• Disk space shortage

• Loading of security sensitive NLM

• ECB shortage

• License error

• Oversized Ping packet

• SYN packet flooding

• Oversized UDP packet

• ICP parent down

• SOCKS server down

• POP3 or SMTP server down

Text-Based IP Packet Filter Logs

BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3 packet filter logging relied on the 
Btrieve database. Some drawbacks to using the Btrieve database included the 
requirement that IPX be supported on your network, the slow performance of 
Btrieve, and the nonstandard (proprietary) log format required by 
CSAUDIT.NLM. The BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3.5 software now 
provides text-based logging for IP packets. You can view the log files with any 
text editor. In addition, the log configuration file is a text file. You can specify 
the archiving, rollover, and size of the log files by editing parameters in the 
log configuration file. 

The IP packet filter logs are stored in the SYS:ETC\LOGS\IPPKTLOG directory. 
The log configuration file is located in the SYS:ETC directory and is named 
IPPKTLOG.CFG.

Note: IPX packet filter logs still rely on Btrieve and have not been converted to text-based logs. 
With BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3.5, you can no longer view or export IP or IPX 
packet filter logs from NetWare Administrator.
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VPN Support for Windows NT 4.0 Clients

BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3.5 now supports VPN connectivity from 
Windows NT 4.0 clients. Windows NT 4.0 clients can now access a VPN 
server using either a dial-up or LAN connection. See the previous VPN 
LAN client software section in this article for more information about VPN 
LAN connections. 

VPN Client Phone Book Capability

The phone book capability enables clients to easily dial in to an ISP by selecting 
a phone number from a pre-configured or custom phone book. Because the 
VPN client can use any phone book created by Microsoft Connection Manager, 
the VPN client can access any phone books distributed by ISPs as long as they 
were created in that format. Phone books that are not created in that format can 
be converted using the VPN client software.

When the phone book capability is selected, phone books located on the 
workstation are listed in the Phone Book drop-down menu.

Single Sign-On for FTP

BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3 supported single sign-on for the HTTP 
proxy and Novell IP Gateway through the use of the CLNTRUST.EXE and 
DWNTRUST.EXE modules on Windows 95/98 and Windows NT 4.0 clients. 
BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3.5 extends single sign-on to the FTP proxy. 
If a user is already authenticated to one of these proxies or the Novell IP 
Gateway, use of another proxy does not require the user to log in again. The 
additional authentication occurs in the background and is seamless to the user.

Conclusion
This AppNote has described the new features and enhancements in 
BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3.5. Refer to the online NetWare 
Administrator Help, the product documentation, and the Readme for specific 
configuration procedures.

The BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3.5 documentation is located at: 
http://www.novell.com/documentation/lg/bmee3.5/docui/index.html

The BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3.5 Readme and updates to the Readme 
are located at: http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/tidfinder.cgi?2952460 
and http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/tidfinder.cgi?2951388

For more information about configuring BorderManager Enterprise Edition 3.5 
servers to operate with third-party authentication servers, refer to: 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/tidfinder.cgi?2952863

Editor’s Note: Laura Pan’s book, Novell’s BorderManager Administrator’s Handbook, is a task-oriented 
guide that provides instructions for installing, monitoring, and troubleshooting 
BorderManager. For more information see: http://www.shop.novell.com/
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BorderManager: Managing

Virtual �Borders� Between

Corporate Networks and the

Internet

Businesses in every industry and in every country are turning their corporate

networks into Internet-enabled intranets to help them compete. Corporate

networks that incorporate Web and other Internet

technologies�intranets�can put the Internet�s vast resources at employees�

fingertips. Using the Internet as a backbone for intranets can provide

competitive advantages such as closer contact with remote employees,

customers, and vendors�reliably and economically.

The term �border services� is a category describing the boundary area between

the corporate network and the Internet. Novell is delivering the security,

management, high performance, and easy access needed to extend corporate

networks or intranets to the Internet by introducing a unique suite of open

technologies and services. This suite of open services includes proxy, cache,

circuit gateways, Virtual Private Network (VPN) technology, routing, and

remote access.

Novell�s offering represents a unique combination of open technologies and

services. Shipping as a stand-alone software solution, Novell BorderManager

works in concert with existing networking products� including Novell and

non-Novell technologies�to deliver:

C Enhanced security with single-point-of-management capability

C Managed access to Internet resources

C Enhanced networking performance

C Reduced network operating cost
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In a nutshell, Novell BorderManager helps businesses take advantage of the

Internet without compromising the security, management, reliability, and

performance they�ve come to expect from their corporate network.

Businesses are moving to intranets to better manage user bandwidth, improve

the quality of available information, and accelerate information delivery. And

they need to do all this while managing computing resources, network and

Internet access, and associated costs. When an organization connects to the

Internet, it risks exposing confidential internal information to millions of people

beyond the enterprise network�s �border.�

Because corporate networks have management tools and security mechanisms

to protect sensitive information and the Internet doesn�t, connectivity issues

need to be taken seriously and incorporated in a business� planning process.

Only then can an Internet-connected intranet be considered a safe business

resource. This article outlines key issues surrounding intranets�including

security, implementation, and performance�and discusses technologies that

can enhance security while boosting performance and reducing overall network

costs.

The Intranet/Internet Performance Gap

Technical discrepancies between corporate intranets and the Internet are

slowing many organizations� drive to connect. From a user perspective, there is

a noticeable performance slowdown and quality degradation in accessing the

Internet when compared with a corporate intranet. Internal LANs, for example,

have bandwidths ranging from 10 to 100 megabits per second.

The bandwidth of Internet access links, on the other hand, generally ranges

from 14.4 kilobits per second to 1.5 megabits per second. Aggravating this

performance gap is the fact that both the number and size of files on the World

Wide Web are growing rapidly�fueled by the increasing use of graphics and

streaming audio and video.

Since corporations need robust Internet access to stay competitive, most IT

vendors are offering products for implementation at the level of Web browsers

and servers. But this isn�t the end of the story. While Internet access through

departmental Web servers or user PCs is a relatively easy first step, solid

productivity, security tools, and administrative tools for Web-enabled networks

can and should reside at the connection between the intranet and the Internet.
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Security Isn�t an Issue, It�s the Issue

In a recent survey of businesses, 42 percent of the companies surveyed

experienced unauthorized use of their computer systems in the previous 12

months. Only 37 percent reported no unauthorized use, and 21 percent of those

surveyed didn�t know if their systems had been breached or not. Less than 17

percent of respondents who experienced computer intrusions \reported them to

law enforcement.

Figure 1: Computer Security Issues.

Source: Computer Security Institute�s 1996 CSI/FBI Computer Crime and

Security Survey

The Internet community, with its freewheeling, no-holds-barred approach,

threatens at times to undo all the progress that�s been made in network

communications. The Internet is a technological wonder, to be sure. With no

manageability in sight for overall performance, however, the Internet is also a

gaping security breach waiting to happen to corporate intranets. Vandals are

poised at the gate to steal business-critical data or send viruses tearing through

organizations. On the other side�your side�employees are chatting, surfing,

buying stock, and (hopefully) doing some work.

Thousands of companies are rushing to use the Internet for a simple reason�it

has millions and millions of users. Of course, that�s the same reason the

Internet is far less secure than nearly any private network. Productivity is on

the rise at many companies that have Internet-enabled their networks.
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Web browsers and servers provide quick, easy, near-universal access to

information for users and groups; those same software tools also raise potential

security problems. With thousands of widely available Web tools, technologies,

and information available to friends (vendors and partners) and foes (hackers)

alike, there will always be someone out there knocking (or hacking) at your

electronic door.

Business Models as Different as Night and Day

The Internet is based on a model of free speech, unlimited access, and no

charge for usage. Corporate intranet business models differ significantly, with

imperatives such as secure, controllable global access and charges levied for

specific services. This mismatch between corporate networks and the Internet

is becoming obvious as the Internet moves from its academic and research

paradigm to a business and commercial paradigm.

Connectivity requirements for organizations dictate that an Internet access

solution reconcile Internet/intranet disparities in security, management tools,

and business models. To be effective, this connectivity solution must:

C Provide an integrated intranet security and management solution

C Maintain tight, manageable security

C Be easy to manage and administer

C Improve user productivity with quicker access to more information

C Support existing infrastructures

C Allow the implementation of virtual private networks (VPNs)

C Support open standards

C Accelerate performance

Providing an Integrated Solution

An integrated Internet access solution is easier to implement and far easier to

use and manage than the alternative. What�s more, integrated services at the

border are inherently more secure than an integrated mixture of vendor

solutions resident on network operating systems, in client PCs, or on network

Web servers. Placing connection services at the intranet-to-Internet border

yields several critical advantages. It lets organizations:

C Monitor and manage both inbound and outbound access

C Manage both intranet and Internet resources as effectively as conventional

LAN services

C Increase the reach of network management utilities to include

heterogeneous, multivendor browsers and Web servers
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C Implement performance accelerators at the border to reconcile performance

mismatches

Support for Open Standards

Implementing an intranet requires an integrated solution that supports open

standards for easy integration between the corporate intranet and the Internet.

Open standards support allows organizations to combine best-of-breed

technology in all areas, including protocol stacks, Web browsers, and Web

servers.

Maintaining Intranet Security

An Internet access solution must provide flawless security in two directions�

inbound and outbound. Inbound security protects the intranet from

unauthorized access by people on the Internet. Outbound security manages

and focuses access to Internet resources by internal users.

The overall solution must implement a standard Internet firewall security

architecture, which defines a three-tiered model comprising packet filters,

circuit-level proxies, and application-level proxies.

C Packet filters use routers to filter information coming to and from a network,

checking each packet against access controls and blocking packets from

unknown sources.

C Circuit-level proxies provide a general virtual circuit relay between the

Internet and intranet desktop applications. (Unlike application-level proxies,

circuit-level proxies provide access control at the session layer.)

C Application-level proxies, similar to circuit-level proxies, relay all data

between the Internet and intranet desktop applications. (Application-level

proxies intercept all traffic and apply content-based semantic access controls

prior to relaying the data.)

For maximum effectiveness, the security system should provide multiple levels

of access control, including:

C Host control, to determine which hosts can be accessed

C Application-level control, to determine which applications can be accessed

(For example, allowing users access to World Wide Web and FTP

applications, but denying access to news group applications.)

C Content control, to allow control over which network files and documents

are accessed (Content control is the finest degree of granularity.)

In addition, the administrator needs to be able to tailor each of these levels to

specific users and user groups.
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Security should also provide authentication services in which different levels of

authorization are granted, depending upon the user�s entry location�such as a

local workstation, the Internet, or a dial-in connection. Authentication should

support leading authentication standards for virtual networks and electronic

commerce. These standards include Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP)

to provide security for remote users accessing intranet resources from a serial

connection to the Internet.

In addition to multiple-level access control and authentication, the security

system should provide end-to-end information encryption. This requirement is

particularly important for virtual private networks (VPNs) and online

transactions. The encryption mechanism should support leading encryption

standards, such as IP SEC, for virtual networks and electronic commerce.

Security for an intranet-to-Internet connection needs to be flexible and easily

adaptable to organizational security policies. An administrator should be able to

manage security from a central location to reduce the risk of holes in the

security screen. In addition, the administrator should be able to configure

security only once for the entire network, with all systems used to implement

security sharing a common configuration. Finally, security should protect the

network from viruses, hostile applications, worms, and logic bombs on

incoming files.

Accelerating Performance

Due to the increasing use of images and other large files, such as video and

audio streams, Internet traffic is growing at a rapid pace, slowing overall

Internet performance. It is essential for an intranet-to-Internet connectivity

solution to use state-of-the art acceleration technology to offset performance

disparities between intranets and the Internet.

Proxy caching moves frequently accessed Internet information, such as Web

pages, from the Internet to the "border" between the corporate intranet and the

Internet, bringing the information closer to the users who need it. This

approach minimizes traffic on the Internet and the primary Web server and

reduces the number of node-to-node hops between users and data.

Adding more intelligence to proxy caching can further reduce delays. For

example, a hierarchical caching system in which each cache knows the content

of all other caches can direct the client to the nearest cache where the data is

stored if the needed data isn�t in the local cache or if it is a first-time access.

Multiple-level access control is another factor that improves performance by

eliminating traffic due to the use of unauthorized or unessential applications, or

traffic due to users surfing to nonproductive Web sites.
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Enabling Implementation of Virtual Private Networks

Implementing a dedicated network connection between branches, from one

company to a supplier or customer, or for telecommuting, ensures secure,

private networking�but it�s expensive. VPNs, on the other hand, establish

secure, encrypted connections across low-cost public Internet links. And, VPNs

established with border software don't need custom desktop or laptop software

for mobile or remote users. To allow flexible and secure VPNs, an intranet

solution must do all of the following:

C Allow configuration of multiple VPNs on a single enterprise network

C Ensure administrative control over who participates in each VPN

C Enable sending secure data over the public network

C Prevent unauthorized users from breaking into the intranet by hiding the

intranet�s topology from non-VPN users

Managing and Administering with Ease

The ability to create VPNs is a strong economic benefit of intranets, allowing

organizations to use the Internet as a backbone for enterprise networks.

However, expanding enterprise networks into WANs that include the Internet

can dramatically increase network complexity and complicate network

management. An effective intranet-to-Internet solution lets administrators

manage VPNs from a central location with the same ease with which they

manage LANs.

Supporting Existing Infrastructures

Organizations have significant investments in current information systems and

networks. It is imperative that a border solution leverages existing IT

investments by accommodating:

C Popular desktop operating systems, including DOS/Windows, Windows 95,

Windows NT Workstation, Macintosh System 7, UNIX and network

computer workstations

C Popular NOSs, including IntranetWare, Windows NT Server and UNIX

C Popular network transport protocols, including TCP/IP and IPX/SPX

C Widely used Web browsers, including Netscape Navigator and MS Explorer

C Existing applications and scripts, including WinSock, CGI, PERL and Visual

Basic
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In addition, the connectivity solution between the intranet and the Internet

should let administrators gather information, such as user IDs, resources,

break-in attempts, security holes, data accessed, performance bottlenecks, and

under-utilized resources�all from a central location�using this information to

tune and optimize the network.

Novell BorderManager

Novell software services at the border between intranets and the Internet let

organizations connect their intranets to the Internet in an integrated, flexible,

and secure manner while boosting performance and productivity. Because

Novell BorderManager is a natural extension of IntranetWare, the software is

an ideal solution for networks small or large. These services add three

components:

C Security services to leverage Novell Directory Service (NDS) filtering,

circuit gateway and proxy server technologies to provide firewall-class

security

C Intelligent proxy caching to accelerate performance of Internet operations

and optimize use of WAN bandwidth

C Virtual private networks to allow organizations to use the Internet as an

economical medium in implementing WANs

Figure 2: Novell software for border services provides a complete, integrated solution

for intranet-to-Internet connection security, manageability, and performance.
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Novell software for services at the intranet-to-Internet border includes a

runtime version of IntranetWare as the server operating system. The software

integrates with NDS to provide a single point of administration for the border

area across the entire enterprise.

Securing Your Intranet's Internet Connection

If your business uses the Internet, a firewall is absolutely essential. But you

really need much more than a simple firewall. Novell software secures and

manages the border where the corporate intranet meets the Internet. Novell

BorderManager lets IT management manage access to information at key

network check points. The organization can set policies to manage or limit

access to approved business purposes only, with gateway filtering of all

network traffic, whether inbound or outbound. Novell software enables the

following:

C Access to Internet services from the intranet�Employees increasingly

need to access the Internet as more and more information and services are

added to it. People conducting market research, for example, must be able

to access and use the World Wide Web. However, for both legal and

productivity reasons, organizations need the ability to manage this access.

C Access to intranets from remote locations�Employees need to access

and share information and services like E-mail on the corporate intranet;

many employees need to access the intranet from remote locations. Remote

users include employees who travel or workgroups that are widely

dispersed. In addition, customers, business partners, and outside

contractors often need to access corporate information and services on the

intranet.

C Links to geographically dispersed sites�Novell software allows

organizations to combine sites into virtual private networks running on top

of existing enterprise networks. These VPNs combine the corporate intranet

and the Internet, letting organizations serve multiple constituencies, both

external and internal, over the same network. An added value is that each

constituency sees only the VPN it is authorized to use. Also, VPNs allow

organizations to "push" data over the Internet closer to users for faster

access, which increases user productivity and reduces network traffic.

The IntranetWare Platform

IntranetWare continues the evolution of NetWare into a full-service intranet and

Internet- access platform. This modern platform builds on the distributed

services of NetWare 4.11, integrating intranet and Internet technologies to

deliver a comprehensive network solution.
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Today�s IntranetWare solution includes:

C A high-performance Web server

C The Netscape Navigator Web browser

C A gateway between industry-standard TCP/IP and IPX networking protocols

C A multiprotocol router for wide area network and Internet connections

C Industry-leading performance with fast protocol stacks and a file system that

operates at the kernel level for maximum speed.

Security is paramount when organizations connect their private networks to the

Internet. Novell software services at the border will deliver two major security

capabilities:

C Access control from the Internet to the intranet�Potential intruders

from the Internet will not be able to penetrate the intranet. Approved users,

however, will have managed access to intranet resources from the Internet.

C Monitor and manage Internet access by users on the intranet�The

types of Internet services users can access can be managed to meet

corporate policy or legal requirements.

Novell software for services at the border operates on multiple levels: the

packet level, the circuit level, and as an application proxy. At each level, the

software provides a combination of services, including address translation,

authentication, and filtering. With these capabilities, Novell provides enhanced

firewall-class security for all platforms in your network.

Address Translation

With Novell software at the border, all users share a common IP address, which

enhances security by hiding intranet addresses from Internet-based intruders.

In addition, the address-translation capability of the gateway creates proper

external addressing, even resolving duplicate network addresses when

necessary. This simplifies network administration by allowing administrators to

set up internal network addresses as required, without worrying about external

addressing.
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Figure 3: Novell BorderManager provides multiple levels of security.

Packet Filtering

Novell software provides packet-level filtering and optional logging of the

following information:

C Source or destination host IP addresses to restrict access to or from IP hosts

C Source or destination IPX addresses to restrict access to or from IPX hosts

C IP protocols/port to restrict access to HTTP, FTP, Gopher, etc.

C IPX protocol to restrict access to certain types of NetWare Core Protocol

(NCP) requests

Packet-level functionality includes both dynamic and static IP network address

translation. Dynamic IP network address translation maps all source addresses

to a single IP address. Static IP translation maps individual source addresses to

fixed IP addresses and is commonly used for accessing resources outside the

border server, such as a Web server or FTP site.

Circuit-Level Proxy

The Novell circuit gateway supports IP and IPX clients with appropriate

gateway-enabled protocol stacks. The software establishes a control channel

between the client and the gateway in which the gateway authenticates the user

to the directory using NDS authentication. NDS authentication makes users of

the circuit gateway and proxy server identifiable and allows control of access by

users or user groups.

Circuit gateway filtering further leverages NDS by allowing the security

administrator to define access control rules once for the entire network,

independent of the number of circuit gateways deployed in the network. From

that point on, all access will be through the IntranetWare gateway. All sessions

connected through the circuit gateway use the common circuit gateway

address, masking the original IP address of the requestor.
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Authentication

The circuit gateway authentication capability of Novell software services at the

border lets organizations manage and focus access by all users or user groups.

The gateway establishes a control channel between the client and the gateway,

which authenticates users to NDS and makes them identifiable to the border

services software.

Access Control

NDS provides common access control to all intranet and Internet resources and

services, allowing circuit gateways and HTTP application proxy servers to share

authentication and access control services. Common access control simplifies

access by permitting users to gain access to all network services through a

single login.

Because the Novell software at the border can determine who a user is through

NDS, it can apply access control to individual users and groups. The software

grants access to non-authenticated users based on global access restrictions,

and grants access to authenticated users based on their inherited NDS rights.

HTTP Application-Level Proxy

The HTTP application proxy provides access control when URL requests are

made from browsers that have CERN proxy support. The HTTP application

proxy shares access control information with the circuit gateway. Users are

allowed access to URLs based on their inherited NDS rights. Non-authenticated

users are allowed access to HTTP, FTP, and Gopher URLs based on global

access restrictions.

The HTTP application proxy server also supports Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)

tunneling, allowing an encrypted path between the client and server. All

requests passed through the proxy use the common proxy address, masking

the original IP address of the requestor.

Proxy Caching Services

Novell delivers dramatically increased performance and improved WAN

bandwidth for Web server access through advanced proxy caching technology.

Preliminary benchmarks indicate that advanced Novell proxy caching

technology delivers from 4 to 10 times the performance and scalability of

competitive proxy caches built on general-purpose operating systems.

Novell�s proxy cache server implements high-performance caching for Web

browsers, copying frequently used information on a local server. Proxy caches

can be applied to geographically dispersed internal Web sites or to World Wide

Web sites. By caching data on a LAN-based proxy server, IntranetWare reduces

requests across the WAN�typically by more than 60 percent. Organizations

can realize two and a half times as much throughput over the same physical

WAN connection without purchasing expensive, higher-bandwidth WAN

connections.
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Intelligent Caching to Improve Performance

Novell proxy caching is based on next-generation Harvest/Squid proxy cache

research to deliver superior functionality in an open standards environment.

Novell intelligent proxy caching enhances performance significantly by using

proxy cache hierarchies. Hierarchical proxy caching increases performance

dramatically because this approach allows first-time access and cache-miss data

to be fetched from the optimal nearby border server without going all the way

to the source Internet Web server. Intelligent proxy caching also improves

first-page caching performance by detecting and pre-fetching online images and

documents, even before the browser requests them.

Novell proxy cache software provides negative caching of Web pages that

cannot be located. The proxy cache service intercepts and responds to requests

for Web pages that are negatively cached to off-load network and Web server

use. Novell also provides reverse proxy cache acceleration (sometimes referred

to as HTTPD acceleration), which allows content publishers to push

information from their Web servers out to border servers to reduce loading on

their Web servers.

Proxy Cache Tuning

Administrators can tune and optimize Novell proxy cache performance and

network bandwidth access based on:

C Total disk and RAM available

C Least recently used (LRU) pages

C HTML page/file size

C Time to live (TTL) tags

C Cost to retrieve the page (hops/link costs)

Virtual Private Network (VPN) Services

Novell VPN services let users run private networks securely over the Internet,

providing a wide range of WAN connectivity options, including Point-to-Point

Protocol (PPP) over leased lines, Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN)

lines, analog dial-up lines, as well as frame relay and X.25. VPNs typically use

tunneling to accomplish connection between sites. The tunnel appears to IP and

IPX stacks as a point-to-point WAN medium, which makes the entire public

network infrastructure appear as a single point-to-point link to a VPN,

simplifying connection.
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Figure 4: Tunneling provides a secure link between locations.

Novell tunneling takes advantage of maintenance traffic-reduction techniques,

such as header compression and efficient WAN routing updates, to deliver high

bandwidth for applications over the VPN. Tunneling also allows VPN sites to

share address and routing information without exposing information to the

public network. Also, tunneling allows the use of multiprotocol traffic over a

single-protocol network like the Internet. For example, an organization can use

both IP and IPX over the Internet�even though the Internet itself supports

only IP traffic.

Novell employs the RC2 encryption algorithm because the software

implementation of this algorithm delivers performance for WAN lines up to T1

speeds. RC2 implementation also supports symmetric multiprocessing (SMP),

allowing it to take advantage of multiprocessing hardware to increase

encryption speed.

Remote Access

Novell uses the Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP) for authenticating

remote clients accessing a site from the Internet. This method allows

multiprotocol access using an IP tunnel in either of two ways: they can use

PPTP-enabled clients configured to establish tunnels with intranet servers, or

remote users with standard PPP dialers on their computers can dial into an

Internet service provider (ISP) that supports PPTP.
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Key Management

In the absence of key management standards to distribute encryption keys

between sites, Novell VPN technology employs a master/slave relationship to

simplify key management. In setting up a VPN, the administrator manually

transmits the public key from each slave site to the master site. At the same

time, the master automatically distributes its authentication key to each of the

slave sites. The master then distributes all the authentication keys it has

received to all the slave sites automatically, signing each message using its

authentication key. This allows the slave sites to validate messages from the

master site.

Centralized Administration

Novell BorderManager installs easily, providing a simple migration path for

IntranetWare servers and clients. The administrator can upgrade IntranetWare

servers to include border services through the IntranetWare upgrade install

capability. And, using NWAdmin or any SNMP-enabled console, administrators

can easily manage Novell software for border services using NDS from a

central location in the same manner as other IntranetWare components.

The console presents all border services to the administrator as a consolidated

and unified facility, ensuring easy and secure management. To simplify

management even further, all Novell border servers share a single set of access

control rules from NDS. As a result, control rules are the same regardless of

the border servers that users traverse. This means even dial-in, remote access

authorization for PPTP is seamlessly integrated with NDS and your intranet.

Transaction Logging

Administrators can view and report incoming and outgoing requests and

transactions in both common and extended formats. Through transaction logs,

administrators can quickly identify security attacks, resource over- and

under-use, misuse of network resources, and trends to plan and optimize

resource and security deployment across the enterprise.

Simple Browser Configuration

To take advantage of Novell software for border services, users simply point

their browsers at the IntranetWare proxy server. Once this is done, the

browser automatically directs all requests through the proxy server. And, users

only have to perform this simple procedure once.
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Conclusion

Novell is well positioned to provide a border solution as the developer of

NetWare and IntranetWare�the world�s most popular intranet solution. The

NetWare platform has long been the network of choice, with more than 60

million users worldwide�65 percent of the world�s installed base. That�s more

than three times the installed base of UNIX, Novell's nearest competitor, and

it�s more than 10 times the installed base of Windows NT Server.

Using IntranetWare to securely connect intranets to the Internet, organizations

can position themselves to take advantage of the Internet�s nearly universal

reach and rapidly growing wealth of information and services. Large

organizations can use IntranetWare to strengthen and streamline their network

operations and maintain a competitive edge. Also, small organizations can

quickly establish an extensible, controllable worldwide presence without large

investments.
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SecretStore
Novell Single Sign-on
Version 1.1

 

As a foundation to the upcoming version 2.0 in the Spring of 2000, a set of 
enhancements has been added to the existing Novell Single Sign-on 
version 1.0. Some of these enhancements pave the way for migration to the 
future version. Other important enhancements deal with performance in the 
way the client goes about locating the service on the network. Version 1.1 has 
a localized companion that will be released worldwide for international 
customers. All of the Novell connectors have been updated for the new 
release with enhancements. Last but not least, the security enhancements 
provide better protection and confidentiality for the clients of the service.

In this article the updates in all of the three categories mentioned above will be 
discussed in detail. In addition to the updates, the rationale behind the new APIs 
will be discussed with some examples that match the postings of Novell’s NDK.
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Security Enhancements

 

Novell Single Sign-on is built on Novell’s International Cryptographic Services 
(NICI). NICI provides the means for applications independence from having 
different builds for different cryptographic strengths for export and domestic 
purposes. In version 1.0, NSSO client had the export version of the NICI 
statically linked into it. This was due to the client NICI being in its preliminary 
stages and not available as an external service on the client operating system 
platform. As a result, in order to be able to get worldwide export classification 
for the product, it had to be built and packaged with the lowest common 
denominator for cryptography. With respect to the strength of the 
cryptography, this meant that the negotiation between NSSO client and the 
SecretStore would result in a 56 bit strength session key.

NSSO client cryptographic operations can be summarized in negotiating the 
strongest common cryptographic algorithm between the client and the server 
for encrypting the data on the wire. A session key, negotiated between the 
NICI client and server, is used to encrypt the key to the NSSO common 
cryptographic algorithm for protection. Both the session key and the 
algorithm are known to NICI on the server and client and are negotiated at the 
end of the successful Novell client authentication process. NSSO has always 
been able to select the strongest cryptographic algorithm for the wire 
encryption, regardless of the underlying cryptographic service. As mentioned 
before, this is the feature of the applications built on top of the NICI. The 
grade of the cryptographic service for the session was the effect of the session 
keys being export grade. The export grade of the cryptographic service on the 
wire has nothing to do with the grade of the cryptographic strength of the 
SecretStore. SecretStore selects the strongest algorithm available through the 
server NICI for encrypting secrets for the purpose of storage. In version 1.0 
NSSO, it was possible to have export grade cryptographic services on the wire 
and domestic grade cryptographic services in the SecretStore resulting from 
the server being in the United States or Canada and having had the domestic 
strength NICI shipped with it.

In version 1.1 or greater, NSSO client does not statically link the NICI into it. 
The proper strength client NICI for the locale can be downloaded from 

 

www.novell.com/products/cryptography 

 

free of charge and should be installed 
separately on the client before NSSO client can be operational. The version for 
this NICI is 1.5x. Consequently, newer NSSO clients can benefit from stronger 
cryptography based on their locale.
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Performance Enhancements

 

Version 1.0 NSSO client was designed to go query the root of the NDS partition 
to obtain a list of the writable replicas in that partition. Then, these writable 
replicas were each pinged by the NSSO client until one that had the SecretStore 
NLM and the service installed on it responded. After this stage, the access to 
the SecretStore was established and operation could continue. This mode of 
operations posed a problem for the networks that had their roots over WAN 
links. This required having a replica of the root locally and a copy of the writable 
replicas on the root in the large distributed networks, for optimal performance.

The solution to this problem has been implemented in the NSSO client 
versions 1.1 or better. Newer client will first ping the primary connection for 
SecretStore. This is the connection to the server that holds the writable copy 
of the user’s object unless the use has changed connection to a different tree 
or server since logging in. If the connection has not changed since logging in 
and the SecretStore is installed on that server, the access will be established 
to the services. In case of failure due to a change of the primary server since 
logging in or no SecretStore on the target server, the client will revert back to 
the old scheme as described above to locate the service. Proper design of the 
NDS by IS personnel is easier and cheaper and performance too can be 
improved more easily.

 

New Features

 

There is a new API (NSSOGetServiceInfo) that allows the NSSO client to return 
information regarding the service. The server related parameters are optional 
and using them results in a ping to the SecretStore for obtaining the 
information.

The following code sample demonstrates the use of the new 
NSSOGetServiceInfo call. 

 

  if(rcode = NSSOGetServiceInfo(&cVer, &sVer, &cCrypto, &sCrypto, NULL))
  {

printf("\nError [%d] NSSOGetServiceInfo\n", rcode);
  }
  else
  {

printf("\nClient Version = [%d.%x]\n", (cVer >> 8), (cVer & 0x000000FF));
printf("Server Version = [%d.%x]\n\n", (sVer >> 8), (sVer & 0x000000FF));
if(cCrypto == NSSO_NICI_DOMESTIC_ENGINE)
{

printf("Client Crypto Strength = DOMESTIC\n");
}
else if(cCrypto == NSSO_NICI_EXPORT_ENGINE)
{

printf("Client Crypto Strength = EXPORT\n");
}
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NSSO APIs on the different versions of the Microsoft Windows operating 
system used the _cdecl parameter passing convention on the stack. This made it 
difficult for developers who needed to write Visual Basic and COM (Component 
Object Model) wrappers on top of the NSSO APIs. New APIs (version 1.1 and 
greater) use _stdcall parameter passing convention that solves that problem for 
the developers and allows them to write necessary wrappers. 

The future release of the NDK will provide a set of VB, COM, and Java wrappers 
for the developers. These new wrappers are based on the new APIs and support 
the new features. 

There is a new lock removing feature built into the NSSOUnlockSecrets that 
allows the locked secrets to be removed from the SecretStore when the NDS 
password change is due to forgotten password problem. This can be accomplished 
by setting the NSSO_REMOVE_LOCK_FROM_STORE_F on this call.

In order to provide a simple way for users to detect a lock on the SecretStore 
and unlock it, this feature has been implemented in the Novell’s Client32 for 
Windows NT/2000 in versions 4.7 or better. As a result, a locked SecretStore is 
detected at the point of logging on to the workstation, and the user can choose 
to unlock or remove the lock from the workstation.

Code samples A and B show the difference between removing the lock from 
SecretStore by removing all of the locked secrets and unlocking the SecretStore 
using the short form of NSSOUnlockSecrets:

 

Code Sample A: 

 

if(sCrypto == NSSO_NICI_DOMESTIC_ENGINE)
{

printf("Server Crypto Strength = DOMESTIC\n");
}
else if(sCrypto == NSSO_NICI_EXPORT_ENGINE)
{

printf("Server Crypto Strength = EXPORT\n");
}

  }

// remove lock from the SecretStore
if (rcode = NSSO_UnlockSecrets(NSSO_REMOVE_LOCK_FROM_STORE_F, NULL))
{

printf("Error [%d] NSSOUnlockSecrets (remove locked secrets) \n", 
rcode);

}
else
{

printf("Secret Store Lock Removed...\n"); 
}
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Code Sample B:

 

 

 

NSSO version 1.0 required that all strings be passed in their local code page and 
internally converted them to Unicode for internal consumption. This caused 
difficulties for some products that already had strings in Unicode. They had to 
convert them into local code page before passing them to NSSO APIs to be 
internally converted to Unicode again. NSSO version 1.1 and greater is capable 
of recognizing the Unicode strings using NSSO_ALL_STRINGS_UNICODE_F 
flag. Passed in on the APIs, this flag causes the system to bypass the 
conversions and return all results in Unicode to the caller. This is a universal 
flag for all SecretStore calls.

The following code sample demonstrates the use of this new feature with 
NSSOEnumerateSecretIDs:

 

  

 

// unlock the SecretStore
if (rcode = NSSO_UnlockSecrets(0, pword))
{

printf("Error [%d] NSSOUnlockSecrets (unlocked secrerts)\n", rcode);
}
else
{

printf("Secret Store Unlocked...\n"); 
}

// enumerate the secrets
count = 0;
uniSecIDList.len = secretIDBuf->len = NSSO_ENUM_BUFFER_GUESS;
secretIDBuf->data = secBuf;

if (rcode = NWLocalToUnicode(uniHandle, (unsigned short *)uniSrchStr.id,
sizeof(uniSrchStr.id), "*", (unicode) NULL,

  (nuint *)&uniSrchStr.len))
{

printf("Error [%d] NWLocalToUnicode Failed\n", rcode);
Pause();

}

if (rcode =            NSSO_EnumerateSecretIDs(NSSO_ALL_STRINGS_UNICODE_F, 
uniSrchStr.id, &count, &uniSecIDList))

{
printf("Error [%d] NSSOEnumerateSecretIDs\n", rcode);

}
else
{

// convert the list back from unicode to print
if(rcode = NWUnicodeToLocal(uniHandle, secretIDBuf->data, 

secretIDBuf->len, (punicode)uniSecIDList.data, 
 (nuint8)NULL, 

(pnuint)&secretIDBuf->len))
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New Console1 Snapin

 

There is a new Console1 snapin that supports the regular expression search 
features of the SecretStore when enumerating the secrets as well as ability to 
remove locks from a locked SecretStore. A notable improvement on the new 
snapin, and Console1 itself, is the performance. The new snapin is written to 
operate on Console1 version 1.2b.20 or newer.

 

Original APIs Support

 

NSSO DLL on the client still exports the original version 1.0 APIs. These APIs 
are implemented as wrappers on top of the new APIs. Since new APIs are 
designed to be future compatible with complete support for the upcoming new 
features, they should be used for new connector implementations. Original APIs 
that are exported form the NSSO version 1.1. DLL are not capable of supporting 
and passing all of the new features to the new APIs, and they are only supported 
for backward compatibility. The support for these APIs will be discontinued in a 
future version. For now, they are there to allow for the existing Novell and 
customer connectors to continue operations.

 

{
printf("Error [%d] NWUnicodeToLocal Failed\n", rcode);

}
else
{

printf("Number of Secrets = [%d]\nRaw Secret ID Buffer from SS 
[%s]\n", 

count, (char*)secretIDBuf->data);
}

nameStr = strtok((char *)&secretIDBuf->data[0], "*");

for(i = 0; i < count; i++)
{

strcpy(secretID[i].id, nameStr);
secretID[i].len = strlen(secretID[i].id)+1;
printf("Extracted SecretID[%d] = [%s], len = [%d]\n",

  i, secretID[i].id, secretID[i].len);

nameStr = strtok(NULL, "*");
}

  }
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Localization of the Install and Connectors

 

Installation and all of the new versions of connectors (Notes, Entrust, etc.) that 
are associated with NSSO version 1.1 are localized and language enabled for 
export out of United States and Canada.

 

Sample Code for 1.1 NSSO

 

The following sample code is a working code that demonstrates the use of all of 
the NSSO version 1.1 long form of the APIs in a situation where the client DLL 
has been loaded directly by the sample code. Microsoft Visual C++ version 6.0 
has been used to compile this code. 

 

 

 

#include <windows.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <nwnet.h>
#include <nwdsapi.h>
#include <nwndscon.h>
#include <nwcalls.h> 
#include <nwclxcon.h> 
#include <nwlocale.h>
#include <unicode.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <nwdsdc.h>

#include "nwss.h"

/******************************************************************************
 *** This code is available at "www.developer.novell.com/ndk/
 *** sample code for the old wrapper APIs for version 1.1 and above.
 *** demonstrating the loading of the DLL without the lib and using Unicode.
 ******************************************************************************/

#define PASSWORD        "kIllERaPp11tWO99"

/ set types and initialize for the new APIs to bypass loading the DLL
typedef NWRCODE (__stdcall *NSSOADDSECRETID_T)

(SS_CONTEXT_T *, char *, unsigned long, SS_SECRET_ID_T *, SS_EXT_T *);
typedef NWRCODE (__stdcall *NSSOWRITESECRET_T)

(SS_CONTEXT_T *, char *, unsigned long, SS_SECRET_ID_T *, SS_SECRET_T *, 
SS_EXT_T *);
typedef NWRCODE (__stdcall *NSSOREADSECRET_T)

(SS_CONTEXT_T *, char *, unsigned long, SS_SECRET_ID_T *, SS_SECRET_T *, 
SS_EXT_T *);
typedef NWRCODE (__stdcall *NSSOREMOVESECRETID_T)

(SS_CONTEXT_T *, char *, unsigned long, SS_SECRET_ID_T *, SS_EXT_T *);
typedef NWRCODE (__stdcall *NSSOREMOVESECRETSTORE_T)

(SS_CONTEXT_T *, char *, unsigned long, SS_EXT_T *);
typedef NWRCODE (__stdcall *NSSOENUMERATESECRETIDS_T)

(SS_CONTEXT_T *, char *, unsigned long, char *, unsigned long *, 
SS_SECRET_T *, SS_EXT_T *);
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typedef NWRCODE (__stdcall *NSSOUNLOCKSECRETS_T)
(SS_CONTEXT_T *, char *, unsigned long, char *, SS_EXT_T *);

typedef NWRCODE (__stdcall *NSSOGETSERVICEINFO_T)
(unsigned long *, unsigned long *, unsigned long *, unsigned long *, 

SS_EXT_T *);

// set types and initialize for the original APIs to bypass loading the DLL
typedef NWRCODE (_cdecl *NWSSADDSECRETID_T)

(NWDSContextHandle, char *, long, SS_SECRET_ID_T *, void *);
typedef NWRCODE (_cdecl *NWSSWRITESECRET_T)

(NWDSContextHandle, char *, long, SS_SECRET_ID_T *, SS_SECRET_T *, void *);
typedef NWRCODE (_cdecl *NWSSREADSECRET_T)

(NWDSContextHandle, char *, long, SS_SECRET_ID_T *, SS_SECRET_T *,  
SS_EXTINFO_T *);
typedef NWRCODE (_cdecl *NWSSREMOVESECRETID_T)

(NWDSContextHandle, char *, long, SS_SECRET_ID_T *, void *);
typedef NWRCODE (_cdecl *NWSSREMOVESECRETSTORE_T)

(NWDSContextHandle, char *, long, void *);
typedef NWRCODE (_cdecl *NWSSENUMERATESECRETIDS_T)

(NWDSContextHandle, char *, long, char *, unsigned long *, SS_SECRET_T 
*, void *);
typedef NWRCODE (_cdecl *NWSSUNLOCKSECRETS_T)

(NWDSContextHandle, char *, long, char *, void *);

// new _stdcall APIs
static NSSOADDSECRETID_T p_NSSOAddSecretID = NULL;
static NSSOWRITESECRET_T p_NSSOWriteSecret = NULL;
static NSSOREADSECRET_T p_NSSOReadSecret = NULL;
static NSSOREMOVESECRETID_T p_NSSORemoveSecretID = NULL;
static NSSOREMOVESECRETSTORE_T p_NSSORemoveSecretStore = NULL;
static NSSOENUMERATESECRETIDS_T p_NSSOEnumerateSecretIDs = NULL;
static NSSOUNLOCKSECRETS_T p_NSSOUnlockSecrets = NULL;
static NSSOGETSERVICEINFO_T p_NSSOGetServiceInfo = NULL;

// original _cdecl APIs
static NWSSADDSECRETID_T p_NWSSAddSecretID = NULL;
static NWSSWRITESECRET_T p_NWSSWriteSecret = NULL;
static NWSSREADSECRET_T p_NWSSReadSecret = NULL;
static NWSSREMOVESECRETID_T p_NWSSRemoveSecretID = NULL;
static NWSSREMOVESECRETSTORE_T p_NWSSRemoveSecretStore = NULL;
static NWSSENUMERATESECRETIDS_T p_NWSSEnumerateSecretIDs = NULL;
static NWSSUNLOCKSECRETS_T p_NWSSUnlockSecrets = NULL;

NWDSContextHandle context = -1;
char objDN[MAX_DN_CHARS];
nptr uniHandle; //* global for local to unicode conversions
nptr uniHandle; //* global for unicode to local conversions

/*
 * NAME - InitNDS
 *
 * DESCRIPTION
 * This function initializes the NDS related resources.
 *    
 */
static int InitNDS(void)
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{

uint32 reqFlagValue;
LCONV convert;

NWDSCreateContextHandle(&context);
memset(objDN, 0, MAX_DN_CHARS);

//*  Initialize NWCalls and unicode tables
NWLlocaleconv(&convert); 
NWInitUnicodeTables(convert.country_id, convert.code_page);
NWGetUnicodeToLocalHandle(&uniHandle);
NWGetLocalToUnicodeHandle(&uniHandle);

if(NWDSGetContext(context, DCK_FLAGS, &reqFlagValue ))
{

return(NSSO_E_NDS_INTERNAL_FAILURE);
}

reqFlagValue |= DCV_TYPELESS_NAMES | DCV_XLATE_STRINGS;
if(NWDSSetContext(context, DCK_FLAGS, &reqFlagValue ))
{

return(NSSO_E_NDS_INTERNAL_FAILURE);
}

if(NWDSSetContext(context, DCK_NAME_CONTEXT, DS_ROOT_NAME ))
{

return(NSSO_E_NDS_INTERNAL_FAILURE);
}

if (NWDSWhoAmI(context, objDN))
{

return(NSSO_E_NDS_INTERNAL_FAILURE);
}

return(NSSO_SUCCESS);

}

/*
 * NAME - DeInitNDS
 *
 * DESCRIPTION
 * This function frees the NDS related resources.
 *
 */
static void DeInitNDS(void)
{

NWDSFreeContext( context );
NWFreeUnicodeTables();

}

 
/*
 * NAME - LoadFuncs
 *
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 * DESCRIPTION
 * This function loads the nwsso.dll and gets the function references.
 * 
 */
static int LoadFuncs(void)
{
 

HINSTANCE   dllHandle = LoadLibrary("nwsso.dll");
if(dllHandle == NULL) 
{

printf( "Couldn't find DLL\n" );
return(FALSE);

}

// loading all of the new APIs
p_NSSOAddSecretID = 

(NSSOADDSECRETID_T)GetProcAddress(dllHandle, "NSSOAddSecretID");
p_NSSOWriteSecret = 

(NSSOWRITESECRET_T)GetProcAddress(dllHandle, "NSSOWriteSecret");
p_NSSOReadSecret = 

(NSSOREADSECRET_T)GetProcAddress(dllHandle, "NSSOReadSecret");
p_NSSORemoveSecretID = 

(NSSOREMOVESECRETID_T)GetProcAddress(dllHandle, "NSSORemoveSecretID");
p_NSSORemoveSecretStore = 

(NSSOREMOVESECRETSTORE_T)GetProcAddress(dllHandle, 
"NSSORemoveSecretStore");

p_NSSOEnumerateSecretIDs = 
(NSSOENUMERATESECRETIDS_T)GetProcAddress(dllHandle, 

"NSSOEnumerateSecretIDs");
p_NSSOUnlockSecrets = 

(NSSOUNLOCKSECRETS_T)GetProcAddress(dllHandle, "NSSOUnlockSecrets");
p_NSSOGetServiceInfo = 

(NSSOGETSERVICEINFO_T)GetProcAddress(dllHandle, "NSSOGetServiceInfo");

// loading all of the original APIs
p_NWSSAddSecretID = 

(NWSSADDSECRETID_T)GetProcAddress(dllHandle, "NWSSAddSecretID");
p_NWSSWriteSecret = 

(NWSSWRITESECRET_T)GetProcAddress(dllHandle, "NWSSWriteSecret");
p_NWSSReadSecret = 

(NWSSREADSECRET_T)GetProcAddress(dllHandle, "NWSSReadSecret");
p_NWSSRemoveSecretID = 

(NWSSREMOVESECRETID_T)GetProcAddress(dllHandle, 
"NWSSRemoveSecretID");

p_NWSSRemoveSecretStore = 
(NWSSREMOVESECRETSTORE_T)GetProcAddress(dllHandle, 

"NWSSRemoveSecretStore");
p_NWSSEnumerateSecretIDs = 

(NWSSENUMERATESECRETIDS_T)GetProcAddress(dllHandle, 
"NWSSEnumerateSecretIDs");

p_NWSSUnlockSecrets = 
(NWSSUNLOCKSECRETS_T)GetProcAddress(dllHandle, "NWSSUnlockSecrets");

return((p_NSSOAddSecretID && p_NSSOWriteSecret && p_NSSOReadSecret && 
p_NSSORemoveSecretID && p_NSSORemoveSecretStore && 
p_NSSOEnumerateSecretIDs &&
p_NSSOUnlockSecrets && p_NSSOGetServiceInfo && p_NWSSAddSecretID && 
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p_NWSSWriteSecret && p_NWSSReadSecret && p_NWSSRemoveSecretID &&
p_NWSSRemoveSecretStore && p_NWSSEnumerateSecretIDs &&
p_NWSSUnlockSecrets) ? TRUE : FALSE);

}

/*
 * NAME - main
 *
 * DESCRIPTION
 * This is the main routing of the program.
 *
 */
int main(void)
{ /* beginning of the call */
/* ########################## DECLARATIONS START HERE ######################### */

NWRCODE   rcode;
SS_SECRET_T secret= {0};
SS_SECRET_ID_T secretID = {0};
SS_SECRET_ID_T uniID = {0};
SS_SECRET_ID_T uniDN = {0};

SS_SECRET_T *secretIDBuf = NULL;

SS_SECRET_ID_T uniSrchStr = {0};
SS_SECRET_T uniSecIDList = {0};

int i, count;
char *nameStr = NULL;
unsigned long cVer, sVer, cCrypto, sCrypto;
SS_CONTEXT_T dsCtx = {NSSO_DS_CTX_F, context, NULL};

 /* ############################## CODE STARTS HERE ############################ */

 if(!LoadFuncs()) 
 {

exit(NSSO_E_SYSTEM_FAILURE);
 }

 secret.data  = (char *)malloc(256);
 strcpy((char *)secret.data, PASSWORD );
 secret.len = strlen(PASSWORD)+1;

 strcpy(secretID.id, "\\\\novell.com\\SSO Loader Test:ver 1.0");
 secretID.len = strlen(secretID.id)+1;

 if(InitNDS()) 
 {

return(NSSO_E_SYSTEM_FAILURE);
 }

 secret.data  = (char *)malloc(256);
 strcpy((char *)secret.data, PASSWORD );
 secret.len = strlen(PASSWORD)+1;
    

 strcpy(secretID.id, "\\\\novell.com\\SSO Loader Test:ver 1.0");
 secretID.len = strlen(secretID.id)+1;
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 if(InitNDS()) 
 {

return(NSSO_E_SYSTEM_FAILURE);
 }
    
 if(rcode = NWLocalToUnicode(uniHandle, (unsigned short *)uniID.id,

sizeof(uniID.id), secretID.id, (unicode) NULL,
(nuint *)&uniID.len))

 {
rcode = NSSO_E_UNICODE_OP_FAILURE;
goto Exit;

 }
 uniID.len = unisize((unicode *)uniID.id);

 //* convert DN to unicode
 if(rcode = NWLocalToUnicode(uniHandle,(unsigned short *)uniDN.id,

MAX_DN_CHARS, objDN, (unicode) NULL,(nuint *)&uniDN.len))
 {

rcode = NSSO_E_UNICODE_OP_FAILURE;
goto Exit;

 }

 uniDN.len = unisize((unicode *)uniDN.id);

 if(rcode = p_NSSOGetServiceInfo(&cVer, &sVer, &cCrypto, &sCrypto, NULL))
 {

printf("\nError [%d] NSSOGetServiceInfo\n", rcode);
goto Exit;

 }
 else
 {

printf("\nClient Version = %x\n",  cVer);
printf("Server Version = %x\n",  sVer);
if(cCrypto == NSSO_NICI_DOMESTIC_ENGINE)
{

printf("Client Crypto Strength = DOMESTIC\n");
}
else if(cCrypto == NSSO_NICI_EXPORT_ENGINE)
{

printf("Client Crypto Strength = EXPORT\n");
}
else
{

printf("Client Crypto Strength = UNDETERMINED\n");
}
if(sCrypto == NSSO_NICI_DOMESTIC_ENGINE)
{

printf("Server Crypto Strength = DOMESTIC\n");

}
else if(sCrypto == NSSO_NICI_EXPORT_ENGINE)
{

printf("Server Crypto Strength = EXPORT\n");
}
else
{

printf("Server Crypto Strength = UNDETERMINED\n");
}

 }
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 printf("Creating secret ID [%s] in SS\n", secretID.id);
 rcode = p_NSSOAddSecretID(&dsCtx, uniDN.id, NSSO_ALL_STRINGS_UNICODE_F, &uniID, NULL);
 if (rcode) 
 {

printf("Error [%d] NSSOAddSecretID...\n", rcode);
goto Exit;

 }

 printf("Added secretID\n");

 rcode = p_NSSOWriteSecret(&dsCtx, uniDN.id, NSSO_ALL_STRINGS_UNICODE_F|
 NSSO_ENHANCED_PROTECTION_F, &uniID, &secret, NULL);
 if(rcode) 
 {

printf("Error [%d] NSSOWriteSecret\n", rcode);
goto Exit;

 }
 
 printf("Wrote secret [%s] len [%d]\n", secret.data, secret.len);
 
 // zero out secret 
 memset(secret.data, 0, secret.len);
 
 rcode = 

p_NSSOReadSecret(&dsCtx, uniDN.id, NSSO_ALL_STRINGS_UNICODE_F, &uniID, 
&secret, NULL);

if(rcode) 
{

  printf("Error [%d] NSSOReadSecret\n", rcode);
  goto Exit;

}

printf("Read secret [%s] len [%d]\n", secret.data, secret.len);
        

/* allocate and initialize the secretIDBuf */
if(!(secretIDBuf = (SS_SECRET_T *)malloc(NSSO_ENUM_BUFFER_GUESS + 

sizeof(SS_SECRET_T))))
{

  printf("Error: secreIDBuf MALLOC FAILED!\n");

  goto Exit;
}

secretIDBuf->data = (nuint8 *)(secretIDBuf + sizeof(SS_SECRET_T));

if (!(uniSecIDList.data = (char *)malloc(NSSO_ENUM_BUFFER_GUESS + 
sizeof(SS_SECRET_T))))

{
  printf("Error: uniSecIDBuf MALLOC FAILED!\n");

goto Exit;
}

/* enumerate the secrets */
count = 0;
uniSecIDList.len = secretIDBuf->len = NSSO_ENUM_BUFFER_GUESS;

rcode = p_NSSOEnumerateSecretIDs(&dsCtx, uniDN.id, NSSO_ALL_STRINGS_UNICODE_F, 
uniSrchStr.id, &count, &uniSecIDList, NULL);
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if(rcode)
{

printf("Error [%d] NSSOEnumerateSecretIDs\n", rcode);
goto Exit;

}

/* convert the list back from unicode to print */
if(rcode = NWUnicodeToLocal(uniHandle, secretIDBuf->data, 

secretIDBuf->len, (punicode)uniSecIDList.data, 
(nuint8)NULL, 

(pnuint)&secretIDBuf->len))
{

printf("Error [%d] NWUnicodeToLocal Failed\n", rcode);
goto Exit;

}

printf("Number of Secrets = [%d]\nRaw Secret ID Buffer from SS [%s]\n", 
count, (char*)secretIDBuf->data);

nameStr = strtok((char *)&secretIDBuf->data[0], "*");

for(i = 0; i < count; i++)
{

strcpy(secretID.id, nameStr);
secretID.len = strlen(secretID.id)+1;
printf("Extracted SecretID = [%s], len = [%d]\n",

secretID.id, secretID.len);

nameStr = strtok(NULL, "*");
}

rcode = p_NSSORemoveSecretID(&dsCtx, uniDN.id, NSSO_ALL_STRINGS_UNICODE_F, 
&uniID, NULL);

if(rcode) 
{

printf("Error [%d] NSSORemoveecretID\n", rcode);
}

printf("Removed secret...\n");
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/* ########################## CODE EXITS HERE ##################### */

Exit:
if(secret.data)

free(secret.data);

if(secretIDBuf)
free(secretIDBuf);

if(uniSecIDList.data)
free(uniSecIDList.data);

printf("hit a key...\n");
getch();

rcode = p_NSSORemoveSecretStore(&dsCtx, uniDN.id, NSSO_ALL_STRINGS_UNICODE_F, 
NULL);
    

DeInitNDS();
exit(rcode);

    
/* ########################## CODE ENDS HERE ##################### */
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Understanding Novell’s Single 
Sign-On

 

.......................................................................................................................................

Password administration has always been a burden for network administrators. 
As more applications authenticate users as a prerequisite for access, users are 
plagued not only with trying to create new and different passwords, but also 
with the difficulty of remembering them. As a result, administrators are 
spending more time assisting users with forgotten passwords. 

Novell’s Single Sign-on (SSO) allows users to gain access to various applications 
based on the user’s authenticated Novell Directory Services (NDS) connection. 
Users can thereby log in to the NDS tree and access SSO-enabled applications 
without having to enter any additional passwords or other credentials.

Single Sign-on leverages the Novell International Cryptographic 
Infrastructure (NICI) to securely store and retrieve user authentication 
secrets (passwords and other credentials). SSO-enabled applications make 
read and write calls to the SecretStore Service on the server, which processes 
and executes all SSO requests.

This AppNote introduces the basic concepts behind Single Sign-On and 
discusses a number of related issues and procedures, including:

• NDS design considerations

• Upgrading NICI to version 1.3.1

• Installing Single Sign-On

• Management with ConsoleOne

Readers should have good understanding of NDS and NICI. For additional 
information about Novell’s security solutions, see our security Web site at:

 

http://www.novell.com/security

 

P U N I T  V I R

 

Consultant 
Novell Consulting Services
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Overview of Single Sign-On

 

Before launching into a discussion of Single Sign-on design considerations and 
installation procedures, it will be helpful to review some basic concepts. 
(Portions of this overview come from the Technical Overview document 
available on the Single Sign-on Web site.)

 

Major Security Components

 

Through the 

 

Novell Single Sign-on

 

 technology, “secrets” (passwords and other 
authentication credentials) are securely encrypted at all times, whether in 
transmission or in storage, and accessible only by the owner of the data. Since 
the data type is irrelevant, passwords and tokens can be safely stored and 
retrieved to enable a true single login experience for all applications.

 

Novell International Cryptographic Infrastructure (NICI)

 

 provides the 
underlying infrastructure for network cryptographic services on a worldwide 
basis. It supports strong cryptography and multiple cryptographic technologies. 
All network security services are built on NICI.

 

SecretStore 

 

(SSS.NLM) is a security subsystem built around the NICI 
version 1.3.1 crypto-system and NDS 7.x and higher. SecretStore version 1.x 
is NetWare 5.x-based and only supports Client 32-authenticated users on 
Windows NT 4.x or Windows 95/98 workstations. Its function is to process 
and execute all SSO requests.

The SecretStore service in Single Sign-on uses NICI to encrypt data that is 
stored in and retrieved from NDS. When the data is first created, a symmetric 
key is generated and stored for the user. This key is wrapped (encrypted) using 
the partition key. Subsequent read and write requests to the SecretStore data 
cause the key to be unwrapped and used to encrypt and decrypt the stored data. 
The SSO client negotiates a supported algorithm for decrypting and encrypting 
the data. SecretStore always selects the strongest algorithm available through 
NICI policies for encrypting the data.

 

Other Key Concepts

 

With Novell Single Sign-on, passwords and credentials are never stored or 
transmitted in the clear; they are encrypted using NICI, as explained above. 
When a client application retrieves a secret from NDS, the secret is decrypted at 
the client side. Upon successful completion of the application’s authentication 
process, the secret is promptly destroyed and removed from memory (similar to 
how the NDS private key is handled in the NDS authentication process). To 
give users access to network services, NDS uses an authentication service 
based on the RSA public-key/private-key encryption and decryption algorithms. 
This authentication mechanism uses a private key attribute and a digital 
signature to verify a user’s identity.
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NDS authentication is session-oriented, and the client’s signature is valid only 
for the duration of the current session. With Novell Single Sign-on, however, the 
client doesn’t have to be reauthenticated every time the user asks for additional 
services or applications, since reauthentication takes place automatically in the 
background. Thus, the integrity of SSO-enabled applications is protected and 
secure, and the user can access resources globally without being hampered by 
having to authenticate over and over again.

Novell Single Sign-on uses session-oriented security, and each internal call from 
the enabled applications is considered a session from beginning to end. An 
encrypted “tunnel” is established for the session between client requests and 
server responses. After one such session is completed, the tunnel is “torn down” 
and a new tunnel will be established for the next client request. This mechanism 
guarantees the uniqueness of the session keys. 

 

SD Key Server.   

 

The “Security Domain” is the trustee of security objects 
which are stored in the Key Access Partition (KAP) container, part of the 
security container. The first server on which Single Sign-on is installed becomes 
the SD Key Server. Its function is to generate and manage the NICI “tree key” 
which is required for the installation of Single Sign-on.

 

Enhanced Protection.   

 

Novell Single Sign-on includes an optional 
“Enhanced Protection” setting that a user can apply to each secret to provide 
non-repudiation capability. Enhanced Protection means that a user’s secret is 
not only protected from the view of others, but becomes locked when an 
administrator changes the user’s NDS password.

For example, suppose a network administrator attempted to view another user’s 
secrets by changing the user’s NDS password and then logging in as that user 
using the new password. The administrator would be unable to view the secrets, 
which are blocked from view because the secret has enhanced protection 
enabled. If the administrator attempted to unlock the secret, he or she would be 
prompted to enter the user’s previous NDS password, rather than the new one 
that the administrator created.

Secrets can only be unlocked with the last valid password that the user entered 
via a user-initiated Change Password request. Even if the user or administrator 
changes the NDS password multiple times after the secrets have been locked, 
the status of the locked secrets is not affected.

 

How It All Works

 

Users first log in to NDS and, once authenticated, have single sign-on access to 
enabled applications. As a user launches these applications, he or she is granted 
access without seeing any password dialog or other screens. It appears to the 
user as if access was granted automatically.
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Applications are enabled by making the API calls provided by Novell through 
the Novell Developer Kit (NDK). Only the application’s client is modified, 
resulting usually in a .DLL file so that deployment by the network 
administrator is easy. The updated client can be distributed easily and 
automatically to the user via ZENworks.

When the administrator installs SSS.NLM, a schema extension to NDS is created. 
As previously noted, only the user has access to his or her set of secrets, because 
these secrets are stored in hidden attributes that prevent unauthorized access.

When the user first launches an enabled application, the application’s client 
queries NDS as to whether or not the user is authenticated to NDS. If the user is 
not authenticated, the application’s client displays the password entry dialog. 
After the user enters his or her password, the application authenticates the user 
and grants access. If the user is authenticated to NDS, the client asks for the 
secret from NDS. The first time the user logs in to that application, no secret is 
available, and the user is prompted to enter the password. This time, the user is 
granted access into the application, but the secret is also accessed and 
encrypted and stored in NDS for subsequent use.

In the case of password administration where users are required to change their 
passwords after a certain number of days, a user doesn’t have to remember a 
password that he or she hasn’t been using; the current password is 
automatically inserted into the password change dialog box, requiring that the 
user only enter the new password. When the user presses <Enter> to invoke the 
password change, the new secret is accessed and encrypted. The NDS attribute 
that implements Novell Single Sign-on is updated with the new password, 
ensuring single login the next time the user launches that application.

 

NDS Design Considerations

 

Single Sign-on and SecretStore are NDS -aware services. SecretStore 
(SSS.NLM) can only be installed on a NetWare 5.x server, but it can be 
accessed by NetWare 4.x users in a mixed NetWare 4.x/5.x environment. 

As explained previously, the first server on which SecretStore is installed 
becomes the SD Key Server. Subsequent installations of SSS.NLM within the 
same tree must connect to this server to retrieve the SD tree key.

When a user authenticates to the NDS tree, there are two requirements for 
SSO-enabled applications to be able to retrieve the secrets for that user:

• The user must have an authenticated, primary connection to a server which 
holds the Master or a Read/Write replica of the partition in which the User 
object exists.

• SecretStore (SSS.NLM) must be loaded on that server.
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If the user is not authenticated to such a server, the SSO client “pings” NDS 
(DS.NLM) to get the replica ring of the partition containing the User object. 
(This is done using an NCP 92 ping, not an IP ping.) DS.NLM returns a list 
containing the server holding the Master replica first, followed by those 
holding Read/Write copies. The SSO client checks each of the servers in turn 
until it finds the server with SSS.NLM loaded. The client then retrieves the 
secrets from that server.

This discovery process may result in unwanted traffic, especially if the servers 
holding the replicas are located across a WAN link. Therefore, it is good design 
to have SecretStore loaded on the default server that the users log in to. 
Alternatively, you can have the server holding the Master replica run SSS.NLM 
(provided it’s not located across a WAN link, since it will be first server in the 
list that DS.NLM returns to the client).

If you have a “DS-Master” type of architecture in which a central server holds 
most of the replicas, you may want to move the Master replica somewhere local 
to the users for better performance.

Thanks to NDS, secrets are replicated and synchronized to all the servers in the 
replica ring. Since Single Sign-on is NetWare 5-based, you must have at least 
one NetWare 5.x server in the tree running SSS.NLM and holding the Master or 
a Read/Write replica for the partition in which the User object exists. For 
redundancy and load balancing, you should have at least two servers per replica 
ring running SecretStore. That way, if one server fails, the SSO client can 
continue to retrieve the secrets from the other.

An example of this recommended setup is shown in Figure 1. In this sample NDS 
tree, SecretStore (SSS.NLM)was loaded first on server FS1, which also holds the 
Master replica of the “NORAD” partition. For redundancy, SecretStore was also 
loaded on FS2, which holds a Read/Write replica of the partition.

Users in this partition (such as “Einstein”) can authenticate to either of these 
servers. The Single Sign-on client performs the background authentication and 
retrieves the users’ secrets.
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User “ALincoln” in OU=PR logs in to FS3, a NetWare 4.11 server. In this case, 
the user’s secrets cannot be retrieved from server FS3. The SSO client performs 
a ping (NCP 92) and DS.NLM returns a list containing all the servers in the 
replica ring. FS1 will be the first server in the list, so that is the one from which 
ALincoln will retrieve his secrets.

[Root]

O=ACME

OU=NORAD OU=RIO OU=SYDNEY

OU=PR

FS3

NetWare 4.11

R/W Replica

CN=ALincoln

OU=SALES

FS2

NetWare 5

Running SSS.NLM

R/W Replica

CN=Einstein

FS1

NetWare 5

Running SSS.NLM

Master Replica

Figure 1: A sample NDS tree in 
which Single Sign-on has been 
implemented.
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Upgrading NICI

 

Before installing Single Sign-On, you need to ensure the following 
prerequisites are met:

• The server should be patched with the latest NetWare 5 Service Pack (at 
least Service Pack 1).

• Licensing should be properly installed on the server.

• The server should be running NICI version 1.3.1 or higher. 

NICI version 1.3.1 is available in one of two editions:

•

 

U.S./Canada (128-bit) edition.

 

 This edition upgrades a NetWare 
server’s 128-bit Cryptographic Engine (XENG) modules. This edition is 
available for use only on servers within the U.S. or Canada, unless prior 
authorization has been obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce.

•

 

Worldwide (56-bit) edition. 

 

This edition will upgrade key strength from 40 
to 56 bits in the Cryptographic Engine (XENG) for data encryption with 
DES; from 256 to 512 bits for data encryption with RSA; and from 512 
to 1024 bits for key management with RSA. It may be installed on any 
worldwide edition of NetWare 5.

The URL from which to download NICI 1.3.1 is:

 

http://www.novell.com/products/cryptography

 

Download NICI-U0.EXE for the U.S./Canada edition, or NICI-W1.EXE for the 
Worldwide edition. You will need to extract the contents of the file to a floppy 
diskette in order to install this product on your NetWare 5 server.

 

Loading the Upgraded Version

 

To upgrade NICI to version 1.3.1, complete the following steps:

 

1.

 

Load NWCONFIG.

 

2.

 

Select Product Options.

 

3.

 

Select “Install a Product Not Listed”. 

Indicate where the self-extracted files will be installed from by pressing 
<Enter> for a floppy diskette or <F3> for a network directory. 

 

4.

 

When the product description and software license are displayed, you will be             
prompted to accept the License Agreement. If you accept the agreement, the                
files are copied to appropriate destination directories on the server (see 
Figure 2).
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5.

 

When prompted that the installation was successful (see Figure 3), press 
<Enter>.

 

6.

 

When prompted that the installation is complete, notify all logged-in users to 
log out, and then reboot the server. 

 

Resolving NICI Upgrade Problems

 

If you experience problems with any of the security services after you have 
upgraded either the U.S./Canada or Worldwide editions of NICI, review the 
SYS$LOG.ERR file in the SYS:\SYSTEM directory for any NICI errors. Some 
example errors are shown below: 

 

8-20-1999   4:40:16 pm:    CCS-3.13-1
Severity = 5 Locus = 17 Class = 19
NICI CCS: WARNING - Could not load server private key
NCP Packet Signature Option may not be available.

8-21-1999   4:40:13 pm:    XMGR-3.6-13
Severity = 5 Locus = 17 Class = 19
Required Foundation Key Set not present.
NICI cannot initialize.

Figure 2: This message is displayed 
while the NICI files are copied to the 
server.

Figure 3: This prompt is displayed 
while NICI installation is complete.
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These problems may be resolved by installing the foundation key as follows:

 

1.

 

Copy the 

 

xxxxxxxx

 

.NFK file from the MLA license disks or the 

 

xxxxxxxx

 

.NLF 
file on non-MLA license disks to SYS:SYSTEM. 

 

2.

 

Rename the file to NICIFK. 

 

3.

 

Reboot the server.

If the errors persist, delete the following files on the SYS volume:

• SYS:_NETWARE\XMGRCFG.DA0*

• SYS:_NETWARE\XMGRCFG.KS0*

• SYS:SYSTEM\NICI\XMGRCFG.DA1

• SYS:SYSTEM\NICI\XMGRCFG.KS1

• SYS:SYSTEM\NICI\XARCHIVE.000

• SYS:SYSTEM\NICI\NICICFG.CFG 

* You will require special tools to access this directory.

After you have done this, reinstall NICI 1.3.1 with the new foundation key as 
explained in Steps 1-3 above.

 

Installing Single Sign-on

 

To install Novell Single Sign-On in an NDS tree, you must have NDS Supervisor 
object rights to the [Root] of the tree. Keep in mind that the first server on 
which Single Sign-On is installed will become the SD Key Server. Subsequent 
installations of Single Sign-On within the same tree will connect to this server to 
retrieve the SD tree key.

 

1.

 

At the NetWare 5 server console, type:

 

NWCONFIG

 

 <Enter>

 

2.

 

Select Configuration Options | Product Options.

 

3.

 

Select Other Installation Actions | Install a Product Not Listed.

Indicate where the self-extracted files will be installed from by pressing 
<Enter> for a floppy diskette or <F3> for a network directory.
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4.

 

When prompted for which file groups to install, select Novell SecretStore v1.0 
and ConsoleOne v1.2, if needed (see Figure 4).

 

5.

 

You will see a welcome screen similar to the one shown in Figure 5. Press 
<Enter> to continue.

 

6.

 

When the product description and software license are displayed, you will be 
prompted to accept the License Agreement. If you accept the agreement, the 
files are copied to appropriate destination directories on the server.

 

7.

 

Enter the administrator password when prompted. (If this is not the first 
server, you will be given an option to change the SD Key Server. Answer “No”.) 
SSSI.NLM will display its progress, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 4: This screen prompts you for 
which file groups to install.

Figure 5: This is the welcome screen 
for the SecretStore Service Installation 
program (SSSI.NLM).
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8.

 

When prompted that the installation was successful, press <Enter>.

 

9.

 

After the installation is complete, review the AUTOEXEC.NCF file to verify 
that the Novell Single Sign-On entries are in place, as shown in the example 
below: 

These entries should precede the PKI/SAS entries in the 
AUTOEXEC.NCF file.

 

10.

 

Reboot the server. 

For subsequent installations of Single Sign-On, ensure that the new SSO server 
is able to communicate with the SD Key Server.

 

Note:

 

Never use “DSTRACE = *.* “to update DS.NLM on a server running SSS.NLM. If you 
want to upgrade or reload NDS on the server which is running SSO, load the new 
DS.NLM and then reboot the server.

 

Novell Single Sign-On Client Installation

 

When you install the Novell Single Sign-On workstation software, DLL files are 
installed for the following third-party applications:

• NWSSENTRUST.DLL for Entrust Entelligence 4.0

• NWSSNOTES.DLL for Lotus Notes 4.5 or higher

• PSUSER.DLL for PeopleSoft 7.0

Novell Single Sign-on will use these files only if the workstation is running these 
specific applications.

 

# BEGIN SECRETSTORE
LOAD NICISDI.XLM
LOAD SASDFM.XLM
LOAD SSS
# END SECRETSTORE

Figure 6: This screen displays the 
results of the SecretStore installation.
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You must either map a search drive to SYS:PUBLIC\WIN32 or copy the 
NWSSO.DLL file to each user’s local drive in the C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32 or 
C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM directory.

SD Key Server Disaster Recovery

In the event the SD Key Server crashes, any existing NetWare 5 server running 
SSS.NLM can be promoted to act as the SD Key Server. To do this, simply load 
SSSI.NLM on the server, authenticate as Admin, and then answer “Yes” to the 
option to make this the SD Key Server.

Management Through ConsoleOne
Novell Single Sign-on can be managed using ConsoleOne 1.2x or higher. You will 
need to install the ConsoleOne snap-ins that come with Novell Single Sign On. 
ConsoleOne is installed in the SYS:PUBLIC\MGMT\CONSOLEONE\ 1.2\BIN 
directory. It will update the appropriate DLL on your workstation when run 
for the first time.

The administrator can add, modify, or delete secrets using ConsoleOne.

The optional Enhanced Protection can be selectively enabled for different 
secrets. This feature can be turned on only at the time the secret is created.

With Enhanced Protection enabled, secrets can be unlocked only with the last 
valid password that the user entered using a user-initiated Change Password 
request. As a result, even if the user or administrator changes the NDS password 
after the secrets have been locked, the status of the locked secrets is not affected. 
The user must provide his or her old NDS password to unlock the secrets.

Neither Admin nor the user can recover the secret if a user forgets the old NDS 
password. In this case, you have to delete and then re-create the secrets. 

The administrator can only create secrets, not view any user’s secret. You have 
to log in with the same user ID to view the secrets for that user.

Note: To manage and coordinate SecretStore name changes worldwide, it is important to 
register your names with Novell Developer Support. For further information, contact:

http://developer.novell.com/ndk/support.htm
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Conclusion
With the release of Novell Single Sign-on, Novell provides a secure, easy-to-use 
single login product that minimizes password administration headaches. With 
NDS as the key to managing users, their access rights and authentication, the 
administrator has a true single-point-of-administration solution that is backed by 
the strong security of NICI.

By developing APIs and providing them to third-party developers, and 
through its continued concentration of enabling top enterprise applications, 
Novell is committed to making Novell Single Sign-on the logical single 
sign-on solution of choice. 

Novell Single Sign-on is available to NetWare 5 customers for US $49 per user. 
The product can be purchased from an authorized Novell reseller or by calling 
(888) 321-4272. In addition, you can download Novell Single Sign-on for all 
PeopleSoft applications from http://www.novell.com/products/sso.

For Additional Information

This AppNote has covered various aspects of Novell Single Sign-on, including 
NDS design considerations, installation, and management. Those desiring 
further information are referred to the following resources:

• For additional deployment information, see the SETUP.PDF and README 
files supplied on the Novell Single Sign-on installation CD.

• Developers can download the Novell Single Sign-on Software Development 
Kit (SDK) for free from http://developer.novell.com/ndk/sdk/index.htm.

• For information on SSO-enabling an application and the APIs, see 
“SecretStore Single Sign-on” in the November 1999 issue of Novell 
Developer Notes.
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SecretStore Single Sign-on

 

........................................................................................................................................

As a foundation to most security software solutions, there has always been a 
need for a secure storage of sensitive data. The inherent function of this kind of 
storage is to protect the confidentiality and integrity of the data stored in it 
against unwanted modification and disclosure for a later use of the security 
system. Consequently, the methods of access, storage, and retrieval of the 
sensitive data should also protect the confidentiality and integrity of it. Since 
networks have become an integral part of the computing environment, access, 
storage, and retrieval of data from secure storage in a secure manner from any 
point on the network is a must, and it is a complex problem to solve.

SecretStore™ Service (SSS) is an NDS based solution to this problem. It is 
designed to provide a foundation for the security applications and subsystems 
on the network. Access to this storage is governed by authentication to NDS 
and having a valid identity and set of credentials known to NDS. The clearance 
granted to the user trying to access the SecretStore is controlled by 
Discretionary and Mandatory Access Controls in NDS. One of the first 
applications of the SecretStore is Single Sign-on (SSO.)
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Rationale behind Single Sign-on

 

Due to the distributed nature of the client-server applications, there is a need for 
authenticating clients of these applications before granting them access to their 
services and resources. Even though these applications are running on the 
network, they ignore the fact that a user must have authenticated to the network 
before accessing the target application. Therefore, these applications ignore 
that the user must have an identity and a set of credentials on the network.

The reason network applications are ignoring the client’s credentials is that 
these applications have not been Directory Enabled. In order to enable the 
applications to take advantage of the security features of the Directory, there 
has been a need for making the authentication interfaces available to the server 
and client components of the network applications. The last step in this process 
is to standardize Directory interfaces to solve the problem of accessing 
Directories provided by multiple vendors.

Ultimately, in an ideal situation in the future, all users will have a unified identity 
across all of the networks and the applications will all be Directory enabled. As a 
result, users will only log in once to the network, and all applications across the 
intranet and internet will be able to use their unified identities and credentials to 
grant clients access to their services. However, between now and then a 
solution is needed to manage the multiple identities of each user and provide 
their credentials to the network applications for authentication to give the 
illusion of having a single identity and a single set of credentials. 

Novell Single Sign-on is our SecretStore and NDS based solution to this 
problem. In its current form, Novell SSO provides this solution in the Novell 
intranets. At a higher level, in the internet space, Novell’s DigitalMe will provide 
the same solution for internet community of the users. Both SSO and DigitalMe 
are services that need to use SecretStore to store client’s multiple identities, 
secrets, and credentials needed to authenticate them to their target applications.

Novell Single Sign-on is the first application of the SecretStore. SecretStore is 
also employed in Novell’s PKIS and other security subsystems.

The illustrations (fig.1, fig.2, and fig.3) demonstrate the user’s authentication 
process to a network application, and how Novell SSO enabled applications can 
interface with the SecretStore to authenticate the user.
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SSO Operation

Login

Network
Application

User
The user runs a
network application.

The authentication module
is called by the application.

The user is prompted to log in by module.
The user submits credentials (user ID, SmartCard, etc.),
secrets (password, PIN number, etc.), and authenticates.

The authentication
module notifies
the application
that access has
been granted.

The user 
starts inter-
acting with
the application.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Figure 1: Application’s successful 
authentication before Novell SSO 
enabling.

Login

Network
Application

User
The user runs an SSO enabled
network application.

The authentication module
is called by the application.

The user is prompted to log in by module.
The user submits credentials (user ID, SmartCard, etc.),
secrets (password, PIN number, etc.), and authenticates.

The authentication
module notifies
the application
that access has
been granted.

The user 
starts
interacting
with the
application.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Single Sign-on
xxxx

xxxx

The authentication module
updates the SecretStore
with user’s verified
authentication information.

Figure 2: First time successful 
authentication to an enabled 
application.
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As it is shown in Fig. 3, the interaction of the authentication module with the 
user has been eliminated and is replaced with the interaction of that subsystem 
with the SecretStore to provide SSO. It should be intuitively clear that in order 
for all of this to succeed, a user must be logged in and authenticated to NDS 
before accessing SecretStore.

 

SecretStore Architecture

 

SecretStore implementation in NDS is based on a 

 

hidden set of attributes

 

. 
Inherently, hidden attributes in NDS are not accessible from the client through 
normal means such as administrative utilities or DSAPIs. The only way to 
access SecretStore is through the use of SecretStore APIs. These APIs in 
version 1.0 are based on SecretStore NCP 92 and its subverbs. NCP 92 is a self 
contained, stand alone protocol that is not based on NDS NCPs. This NCP and 
SecretStore APIs are unique in the sense that they have the ability to create an 
encrypted tunnel between client and server to protect the confidentiality and 
integrity of the data in transmission. SecretStore operations between client and 

Login

Network
Application

User
The user runs an SSO enabled
network application.

The authentication module
is called by the application.

The authentication
module notifies
the application
that access has
been granted.

The user 
starts
interacting
with the
application.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Single Sign-on
xxxx

xxxx

SecretStore returns the user’s
authentication secrets
(identity, secrets) to the
authentication module, and
the user is authenticated.

The authentication module
calls SecretStore to retrieve 
the user’s authentication secrets.

Figure 3: Subsequent user 
authentication to the application.
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server, unlike NDS APIs, do not have iterations, and no states are kept in 
between the operations. Each API call sets a session between the client and 
server for one request and one response and negotiates the key sizes and 
encryption algorithm between the two if necessary. At the end of the API call, 
upon receiving the response from NDS, the session information is destroyed, 
and the same process will be repeated for the next API operation.

In an NDS tree that has the SecretStore Service installed, each user that tries 
the service with an enabled application will have a SecretStore created on its 
User Object. SecretStore is a per user object. Based on its architecture and 
protocols, SecretStore is only readable by the owner. However, an NDS entity 
with sufficient administrative rights can manipulate the users’ SecretStores. 
This will allow creation, modification, and removal of users’ SecretStores by the 
administrator. However, successful reading of the secrets can only be done by 
the owner of the secrets in the SecretStore.

 

Deployment

 

For discussions on deploying the SecretStore on your network, refer to the 
Novell Research Web site at 

 

www.novell.com/research

 

 for current Developer 
Note and AppNote articles. There is also useful information in the “readme” 
files on the SSO installation CD.

 

Enabling Applications

 

There are several ways of enabling the client components of the applications 
that are listed below. These methods depend on the type of applications, the 
availability of source application, or extensibility of interfaces provided by the 
manufacturer of the software. 

 

1.

 

Having access to the source of the client applications. This is the easiest 
way for enabling applications.

 

2.

 

Having extensible interfaces where you are able to add extensions to 
connect the application authentication to SecretStore for SSO. Lotus Notes 
and Entrust Entelligence are examples of these kinds of applications.

 

3.

 

Writing SSO enabled application launchers that can feed secrets through 
command line parameters to the applications.

 

4.

 

Creating screen scraping application launchers that can 

 

Read 

 

from and 

 

Write

 

 to SecretStore to SSO enable applications.

 

5.

 

Having applications that have a replaceable authentication module that can 
be replaced with an SSO enabled version of the module. An example of this 
kind of applications is PeopleSoft.
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6.

 

Use applications that have input/output streams that can be intercepted for 
capturing and feeding secrets to SecretStore to be used during 
authentication process. An example is capturing authentication related 
fields in XML forms on Web based applications to interface with 
SecretStore.

Commonly, those developers that are enabling application code should find and 
modify the following points in the application’s client code:

 

1.

 

Point of 

 

Begin User Authentication

 

 code. At this point, the SSO interface 
code for 

 

Read

 

 to SecretStore should be inserted. 

 

Success

 

: The application secret is retrieved from SecretStore and is passed 
to the application.

 

Note:

 

Failure of the authentication using the secret that was read out of SecretStore in this 
stage would mean that the secret in SecretStore did not match the application 
secret. At this point, step 2 should be signaled to update the SecretStore with the 
correct secret.

 

Failure

 

: Step 2 should be signaled to populate the SecretStore after the 
successful authentication.

 

2.

 

Point of 

 

End User Authentication

 

 code. At this point, the SSO interface code 
for 

 

Add

 

 and 

 

Write

 

 should be added to the application if the authentication 
was performed successfully through the interaction with the user. If the 
signal from step 1 was for update, only a 

 

Write

 

 of the verified secret is 
needed to refresh the SecretStore.

 

3.

 

Point of 

 

Forced Periodic Credential Change

 

 Code. A periodic forced change 
of the password should update the user secret with a 

 

Write

 

 to the 
SecretStore.

 

4.

 

Point of 

 

Manual Credential Change

 

 Code. The user’s manual password 
change should update the user secret with a 

 

Write

 

 to SecretStore.

 

Novell’s Convention for Secret IDs

 

To prevent name collisions, Novell has devised a naming convention for 
defining Secret IDs. Conforming names can be registered with Novell through 
DeveloperNet for the best result. Conforming names should have the following 
format:

 

\\

 

DNS Name

 

\

 

Software Name

 

: 

 

Optional information

for example:

 

\\Novell.com\SSO Sample App: Version 1.0

 

As defined by the SecretStore architecture, these IDs can be 256 characters 
long (including the null character).
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Support of Multiple Secret IDs for the Same User in the Same 
Application

 

Support for multiple application user IDs for the same NDS client can be 
achieved through concatenation of those IDs to the end of the secret ID. This 
way the same application can have unique secrets per user IDs for the same 
NDS client. 

In the example below, a client of NDS has two different user IDs for his/her 
GroupWise accounts.

 

\\Novell.com\GroupWise: Version 5.5\JDoe

\\Novell.com\GroupWise: Version 5.5\Admin

 

or

 

\\Novell.com\GroupWise: Version 5.5\Prv-mail6\JDoe

\\Novell.com\GroupWise: Version 5.5\Prv-mail9\JDoe

 

Enhanced Protection

 

In the current NDS authentication scheme with passwords, it is possible for the 
administrator of the NDS to launch the following attack on the SecretStore. The 
administrator can change the user’s NDS password through the available 
administrative means, log in as the user with the new password, and attempt to 
read the secrets in the user’s SecretStore. To prevent this attack, SecretStore 

 

Write 

 

API has an optional flag for 

 

Enhanced Protection

 

 that turns the 
non-repudiation feature on for that target secret. Once a secret is flagged with 
EP feature, it will be locked if the user’s NDS password was changed by the 
administrator. Periodic password changes by the user does not result in EP 
flagged secrets getting locked. Once the SecretStore gets locked, the 

 

Unlock

 

 
API should be used to unlock the SecretStore. This API requires the user to 
supply the last valid NDS password in order to unlock the SecretStore. If the 
Admin changes the password multiple times, the last valid user password will 
still be the key to unlock the SecretStore, not the last password entered by the 
Admin. If the administrative password change is due to the user forgetting 
his/her NDS password, the locked secrets will be useless and the user should 
remove them all in order to release the lock on the SecretStore. The latter 
situation is the motivation behind making the EP an optional feature. It is highly 
recommended that the sensitive secrets be flagged with EP, so in case the user 
forgets the NDS password, all the secrets in the user’s SecretStore will not 
be lost. 
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Management APIs

 

Enumerate

 

, 

 

RemoveSecretStore

 

, and 

 

RemoveSecret

 

 are management APIs. These 
APIs can be used to perform management functions. For example, a 
combination of management functions and enabling functions were used to 
create the ConsoleOne Snap-in for managing the SecretStore. Since this utility 
can be used by the user, as well as the Administrator, the long form of the APIs 
was used to create a set of Java wrapper functions to provide the APIs in Java for 
ConsoleOne consumption (sso.jar.)

 

Enumerate

 

 API lists all the SecretIDs in the user’s SecretStore. Since all of the 
SecretStore APIs are one time calls with no iteration, the caller should allocate a 
big enough buffer to return the user secrets. Maximum buffer size is regulated 
by the NCP restrictions and can be as big as 64k. These SecretIDs will be 
returned in the SecretIDList buffer and are “*” separated. Calling code can 
parse the buffer using the “*” as a delimiter token. As a result, “*” is the only 
reserved character with a special meaning for SecretStore. If the buffer is small, 
SecretStore returns as many SecretIDs as it can in the buffer, with the 
appropriate error code.

This API has the regular expression parsing capability. If you define a 

 

search 
string,

 

 you will be able to limit the scope of SecretIDs that will be returned. For 
example, “GW*” search string will cause the SecretStore to return every 
SecretID that starts with the letters “GW”. Consequently, a NULL or “*” search 
string will act as no search string and SecretStore will return all of the secrets. 

 

RemoveSecretStore

 

 API causes the SecretStore to be removed from the target 
user object in NDS. This API should be used strictly for management purposes 
and with care.

 

RemoveSecret

 

 API provides the means for removing a single secret from a user’s 
SecretStore. If this secret were the last on in that target SecretStore, it would 
cause the service to remove the SecretStore all together.

 

Management Through ConsoleOne

 

Installation of the SSO Snap-in in the ConsoleOne version 1.2 or better will 
enable this utility to provide the means for the Administrator or the user to 
manage SecretStore. ConsoleOne provides the functionality to view a list of 
SecretIDs in the SecretStore. The user can create new secrets, remove old 
secrets, modify existing secrets, and view secrets. As the functionality of read 
API was explained, it only allows the owner to view secrets. This would mean 
that in this utility the Administrator can perform all of the functions listed above 
except for viewing user secerts.
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Since with SSO it is possible that users would not be using their passwords for 
long periods of time, the view option in ConsoleOne will be extremely handy. A 
user can use this feature to look up secrets and to remember them if there was a 
need to use the applications in the absence of NDS. For example, users going 
on trips, trying to use enabled applications on laptops, can lookup the old 
passwords in their SecretStores to refresh their memories.

 

Sample Code

 

The following code excerpts are from a hypothetical application. 
LaunchPassowrdDlg function is the code that calls authentication sub-functions.

CSSOTutorDlg class is the code that puts up the dialogs for user name and 
password and verifies the correct password.

To enable this application an engineer will have to locate these functions; this is 
where the person will go to SSO enable the code.

 

int LaunchPasswordDlg(void)
{

AfxSetResourceHandle (theApp.m_hInstance); 
CSSOTutorDlg  dlg;
return (dlg.DoModal ());

}

void CSSOTutorDlg::OnOK() 
{

// Declare an instance of the Authenticated Dialog
CAuthDlg dlgAuth;
// Declare an instance of the Not Authenticated Dialog
CNotAuthDlgdlgNotAuth;

// Declare a new string variable to hold the returned password
CString sPassword;

// Return the content of the password field to it's variable
UpdateData(TRUE);

// Transfer the password the sPassword variable for comparison
sPassword = m_strPassword;

if (sPassword == "killerapp")
// Show the successful authentication dialog
dlgAuth.DoModal();

else
// Show the not authenticated dialog
dlgNotAuth.DoModal();

CDialog::OnOK();
}
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The following shows the same functions after they have been enabled.

 

/* ========================
 * SecretStore header files 

 * =======================
 */
#include "nwss.h"
#include "splash.h"

#define APP_ID "\\\\novell.com\\SSO Tutor Application:Version 1.0"

int LaunchPasswordDlg(void)
{

AfxSetResourceHandle (theApp.m_hInstance); 

//***********************************************
//* Check for the existence of the SecretStore
//***********************************************

int doAuthenticate = FALSE, rcode;
SS_SECRET_T appSecret;
SS_SECRET_ID_TsecretID;
char secret[128];

/* BEGIN C Code HERE 
   * =================
   */

/* initialize the data structures */
appSecret.data = secret;

/* define the secret name */
strcpy(secretID.id, APP_ID);

/* calculate the secret name's length */
secretID.len = strlen(APP_ID) + 1;

/* get the lenght of the secret buffer */
appSecret.len = sizeof(secret);

/* now call the SecretStore with the short form of the Read API */
if (NWSS_ReadSecret(&secretID, (SS_SECRET_T *)&appSecret, NULL))
{

/* in case of error continue */
doAuthenticate = TRUE;

}
else
{

/* in case of success verify the secret */
if(strcmp(appSecret.data, "killerapp"))
{

/* if the secret is out of sync then we need to update
    SecrStore

*/
doAuthenticate = TRUE;
/* remove the outdated password */

rcode = NWSS_RemoveSecretID(&secretID);
/* instead of removing an application can update SecretStore

with a write to
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If in the function above the authentication class was called,  it would mean that 
either it is the first time that the application is trying to populate the SecretStore, 
or the secret in NDS is out of sync with the application. 

*/
}
else
{

/* secret matched (success)*/
/* display Novell SSO splash screen */

CSplashWnd splash(IDB_NOVSSO, NULL, NULL);

splash.ShowWindow (SW_SHOW);

/* display 2 seconds */
Sleep (2000);
splash.SendMessage(WM_CLOSE, 0, 0);  // clear the splash screen

}
}

/* END C CODE HERE 
  * ===============
  */
/* if the authenticate flag was set then perform authentication */

if (doAuthenticate)
{

   CSSOTutorDlg  dlg;
   return (dlg.DoModal ());

}

return 0;
}

void CSSOTutorDlg::OnOK() 
{

//***********************************************
//* Check for the existence of the SecretStore
//***********************************************

int doPopulate = FALSE;
int rcode = NWSS_SUCCESS;
SS_SECRET_T appSecret;
SS_SECRET_ID_TsecretID;
char secret[128];

// Declare an instance of the Authenticated Dialog
CAuthDlg dlgAuth;

// Declare an instance of the Not Authenticated Dialog
CNotAuthDlgdlgNotAuth;

// Declare a new string variable to hold the returned password
CString sPassword;

// Return the content of the password field to it's variable
UpdateData(TRUE);
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Code samples and documentation for SecretStore is available through 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk. SSO client components are freely available 
through Novell’s DeveloperNet. In addition to these components, there are 
downloadable code samples and documentation on this Web site. 

// Transfer the password the sPassword variable for comparison
sPassword = m_strPassword;

if (sPassword == "killerapp")
{

// Show the Authenticated dialog
dlgAuth.DoModal();
doPopulate = TRUE;

}
else

// Show the Not Authenticated dialog
dlgNotAuth.DoModal();

CDialog::OnOK();

/* BEGIN C Code HERE 
  * =================
  */
/* now that the authentication was successful and the 
    populate flag was set we update the SecretStore
*/

if(doPopulate)
{

/* initialize the data structures */
appSecret.data = secret;

/* define a secret name */
strcpy(secretID.id, APP_ID);

/* calculate the secret name's length */
secretID.len = strlen(APP_ID) + 1;

/* get the lenght of the secret buffer */
appSecret.len = sizeof(secret);

/* now call the SecretStore using the short form of the read API */
if (rcode = NWSS_ReadSecret(&secretID, 

(SS_SECRET_T *)&appSecret, NULL))
{

/* initialize or populate the SecretStore */
if (rcode = NWSS_ERR_STORE_NOT_FOUND)
{

rcode = NWSS_AddSecretID(&secretID);
strcpy(appSecret.data, "killerapp");
rcode = NWSS_WriteSecret(&secretID, &appSecret);

}
}

}
/* END C CODE HERE 

  * ===============
  */

}
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Novell Announces Novell 
Modular Authentication Services 
(NMAS)
.......................................................................................................................................

Novell recently announced new directory-enabled Net security software for 
managing user authentication to network resources. The Novell Modular 
Authentication Service (NMAS, pronounced en-mass) leverages NDS 
eDirectory to provide a single point of administration and management for an 
expanded set of authentication methods to business network resources. For 
enterprises using NDS that require the strongest forms of authentication 
security, Novell Modular Authentication Service simplifies the integration of the 
variety of authentication solutions currently available.

Authentication is the process by which users prove who they are as they log in 
to a network. While password authentication combined with sound password 
policy measures has traditionally been accepted as a sufficient authentication 
method in business networks, the e-business explosion has caused many 
businesses to reexamine their network security and in particular, how users 
authenticate to the network. Many businesses are now expanding their network 
authentication requirements beyond traditional password authentication to 
support advanced strong authentication methods such as smart cards, physical 
tokens, or biometrics.

“As companies increasingly rely on the Net for e-business the need for secure 
authentication is paramount,” said Patrick Harr, director of product 
management, Novell Inc. “Security is evolving from providing something you 
know, such as a password, to something that you are, such as biometrics, or 
something you have, in the case of tokens and smart cards. Being able to 
support and manage all of these new security devices in a single place with 
NMAS demonstrates the value of NDS eDirectory for managing access to your 
network services, data and information.”
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Fifteen top security companies also announced support today for the Novell 
Modular Authentication Service. Biometric, smart card, and token vendors alike 
announced that their specific authentication solutions would support NMAS, 
including ActivCard, Arcot Systems, Biometric Access Corporation, Compaq 
Computer Corporation, Datakey, Dialog Communication Systems (DCS), 
Gemplus, Identix, Keyware Technologies, Protocom, RSA Security, SAFLINK, 
Schlumberger, Secure Computing, and VASCO Data Security. Please see 
www.novell.com/products/nmas for more information.

NMAS is a unique framework that allows users to authenticate using different 
and multiple NDS authentication methods and thus provide flexibility and 
advanced security in a network environment. With native integration with NDS 
for ease of use NMAS provides support of all authentication types (face, finger, 
voice, signature, iris, tokens, smart cards, and passwords) and delivers the 
ability to dynamically assign authentication policies to users, groups, 
applications and access methods. Novell Modular Authentication Service will be 
delivered in two forms:

• NMAS Starter Pack—which provides a single point of administration and 
supports an expanded set of network authentication methods in NDS. 
NMAS Starter Pack allows for any provided single form of user login 
method. This means that NDS users can now authenticate using either a 
smart card, physical token, biometric, X.509 certificate, or various forms of 
passwords.

• NMAS Enterprise Edition—(which includes the NMAS Starter Pack) 
provides a single, cost-effective point of administration for managing, 
grading, and accessing an expanded set of network authentication methods 
in NDS. Additionally, the NMAS Enterprise Edition includes: 

• Multi-factor Authentication—which provides greater network security 
by allowing the administrator to set up users to log in following a 
sequence of authentication requirements (for example, requiring a user 
to provide a fingerprint and insert a smart card).

• “Graded Authentication”—which delivers greater network security by 
allowing the administrator to establish grades among the different 
authentication methods and then grant NDS partition or volume access 
based on authentication methods used. “Graded Authentication” 
assures that only users completing all required authentication methods 
in a login sequence are able to access confidential or sensitive 
information.

Licenses for the Novell Modular Authentication Service Starter Pack are now 
available free of charge via download from the Web. Please visit 
www.novell.com/products/nmas to get started. Licenses for the Novell Modular 
Authentication Service Enterprise Edition begin at $995 for a server plus 5 users 
and will be available for order at the end of March from Novell channel partners 
or via shopnovell at www.shopnovell.com.
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Novell Consulting Services’ Rapid Deployment program reduces customers’ 
deployment time by 30 to 50 percent. Networking consulting experts will 
design, plan, pilot and rapidly deploy Novell Modular Authentication Service 
and other customized solutions based on NDS in a customer environment, thus 
providing immediate business benefits and a competitive advantage from this 
technology. This Rapid Deployment Solution is implemented quickly and 
optimally the first time, allowing users and network administrators to 
immediately become more productive. To order Rapid Deployment Solutions, 
select “Engage Consulting” at the Novell Consulting Web site 
http://consulting.novell.com.

NMAS and NDS
Before the introduction of NMAS, NDS used a very secure two-process mutal 
authentication method, known as “password challenge response” user 
authentication. The first process involved user login where a password and 
nonce (identifiers that are used only once) values generated by both the client 
and server were hashed twice using two different hash algorithms and later 
encrypted using and RSA encryption algorithm. The second process involved 
background authentication to an NDS server.

While Novell makes a concerted effort to make its password challenge response 
authentication method secure, many NDS-installed organizations have 
determined that password authentication is insufficient for their security needs. 
Such organizations have decided to expand their network authentication from 
requiring the network user to authenticate via “something you know” (for 
example, a password) to “something you have” (for example, a smart card), or 
“something that you are” (for example, a fingerprint).

The NMAS framework is extensible in that it allows for these and other forms of 
alternative authentication methods. NMAS-supported authentication methods 
include both authentication modules developed by Novell as well as by third 
parties. A summary of each of these authentication methods follows:

Cleartext

Cleartext (or plaintext) authentication is a process of sending a password over 
the wire in an unencrypted form. Aside from no authentication at all, from a 
security standpoint, this is the lowest form of user authentication. Because there 
is no encryption process, plaintext authentication is normally quite fast. This 
authentication method is included in NMAS to provide faster authentication in 
networks requiring less security, as well as to provide interoperability with 
systems that use cleartext authentication (for example, FTP/Telnet, and POP3 
e-mail).
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SHA-1

Developed and published by the National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) in 1993 and 1995, the secure hash algorithm (SHA-1) is a popular hash 
algorithm for network authentication based on a hash algorithm. A hash (or 
message digest) is the transformation of a string of characters into a usually 
shorter fixed-length value or key that represents the original string. In terms of 
security, SHA-1/MD5 authentication is more secure than cleartext because the 
password is altered when it travels across the network. Authentication is 
relatively fast because it is easy to compute a shorter hashed value.

MD-5

Developed by Ron Rivest at MIT, this message-digest algorithm takes a 
message of arbitrary length and produces a 128-bit message digest (or hash) 
output. MD-5 was, at one time, the most widely used secure hash algorithm.

Standard NDS Password Authentication

As discussed previously, this is the password challenge response authentication 
method that used different hash algorithms, and, beginning with the release of 
NMAS, the DES (Data Encryption Standard) algorithm. The multiple cyphering 
techniques provide a very secure password authentication method. Because of 
the increased security it offers, the standard NDS password authentication is 
slower than cleartext or SHA-1/MD-5 authentication.

Other Methods of Authentication Supported by NMAS
NMAS also supports physical device authentication and biometric 
authentication.

Physical Device Authentication

This method involves the use of an object that users carry with them 
(“something you have”) to prove their identity. Third-party authentication 
developers have written authentication modules for two types of physical 
devices: smart cards and tokens.

A smart card is a plastic card, about the size of a credit card, that includes an 
embedded microchip that can store data and perform cryptographic functions. 
Depending on what is stored on the chip, a smart card can be used for a variety 
of tasks. With NMAS, a smart card can be used to establish an identity when 
authenticating to NDS. The ActivCard Gold, for example, lets users prove their 
identity by using private keys and associated X.509 v3 user certificates stored on 
the smart card.

With Novell’s Certificate Server 2.0 product, which is shipped with NMAS, a 
network administrator has a powerful PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) where 
the administrator can issue X.509 v3 user certificates for NDS authentication 
(among other things).
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A token is a hand-held hardware device that generates a one-time password to 
authenticate its owner. Token authentication systems are based on one of two 
alternative schemes: challenge response and time-synchronous authentication.

With the challenge-response approach, the user logs in to an authentication 
server, which then issues a prompt for a personal identification number (PIN) 
or a user ID. The user provides the PIN or ID to the server, which then issues a 
“challenge”—a random number that appears on the user’s workstation. The 
user enters that challenge number into the token, which then encrypts the 
challenge with the user’s encryption key and displays a response. The user 
types in this response and sends it to the authentication server.

While the user is obtaining a response from the token, the authentication server 
calculates what the appropriate response should be based on its database of 
user keys. When the server receives the user’s response, it compares that 
response with the one it has calculated. If the two responses match, the user is 
authenticated to the network. If not, access is denied.

Vasco Data Security provides a module for NDS authentication using its 
Digipass token.

RSA Security uses a time-synchronous authentication scheme. RSA SecurID is a 
two-factor authentication solution requiring a PIN that the user knows, and an 
RSA SecurID authenticator, which the user has. RSA SecurID authenticators 
generate a one-time passcode every sixty seconds. The combination of user PIN 
and current authenticator code is valid only for that particular user at that one 
moment in time. The RSA ACE/Server security software protecting the network 
takes just seconds to verify the code and grant access.

RSA Security Inc. provides a module for NDS authentication using RSA SecurID 
authenticators along with RSA ACE/Server security software.

Biometric Authentication

Another technique supported by NDS is biometric authentication. Biometrics is 
the science and technology of measuring and statistically analyzing human body 
characteristics (“something you are”). Biometric authentication can be 
classified into two groups: static biometric authentication and dynamic 
authentication.

Static biometric authentication captures and verifies physiological 
characteristics linked to the individual. Common static biometric characteristics 
include fingerprints, eye retinas and irises, and facial features.

Dynamic biometric authentication captures and verifies behavioral 
characteristics of an individual. Common dynamic biometric characteristics 
include voice and handwriting.
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Biometric authentication requires readers or scanning devices, software that 
converts the scanned information into digital form, and, wherever the data is to 
be analyzed, a database or directory that stores the biometric data for 
comparison with entered data. In converting the biometric input, the software 
identifies specific points of data as match points. The match points are 
processed using an algorithm into a value that can be compared with biometric 
scanned when a user tries to gain access.

Indenticator, a division of Identix, provides a module for NDS authentication 
using its BioLogon 2.0 fingerprint authentication software.

SAFLINK Corp. provides three modules for NDS authentication using licensed 
biometric authentication technology for facial, fingerprint, and voice 
authentication.

Managing Authentication
NMAS is managed through an easy-to-install ConsoleOne snap-in module. 
ConsoleOne is the Java authored, GUI-based, NDS management framework. 
Specific ConsoleOne property pages let the administrator manage 
authentication methods, the sequence of those methods, and the security grade 
associated with those methods. Each of these management tasks is explained 
further below.

Managing Methods

During the installation of the snap-in module, NMAS extends the NDS schema 
and creates new objects in the NDS tree’s Security container. These new objects 
are the Authorized Login Methods container and Login Policy objects. All 
authentication methods are stored and managed in the Authorized Login 
Methods container.

By default, NMAS installs the standard NDS password authentication 
method. Additional authentication methods can be installed using a wizard 
launched from the Authorized Login Methods container using the Create 
New Object option.

Managing Sequences

Assigning how a user authenticates using NMAS is done by defining a login 
sequence and then enrolling a user with a method (such as password, token, 
or biometric). Sequences incorporate one or more authentication methods 
and are stored in the Login Policy object in the Security container. A 
sequence includes the methods and the order in which those methods 
execute during user authentication.
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For example, suppose your organization implements a login policy that requires 
users to log in using “something they are” and “something they know.” As the 
administrator, you decide to require each user to authenticate using the 
Identicator BioLogon method, along with a SHA-1 password method. You would 
first decide the sequence of login prompts and then create the sequence in the 
Login Sequences property page.

The NMAS framework lets administrators easily chain both Novell and 
third-party authentication methods as part of a login sequence. No collaborative 
engineering work between different companies is needed. The NMAS 
framework does the collaboration. This makes it possible to create a sequence 
using, for example, the Identicator fingerprint reader, a Vasco token, and a 
standard NDS password.

Graded Authentication

This powerful feature lets administrators determine a scale or grade of the 
authentication methods supported and grant access rights accordingly. For 
example, the organization’s security policy might specify that a biometric is a 
stronger form of authentication than a password (Novell makes no claims as to 
the superiority of one method over another). As a result, a user successfully 
authenticated with a biometric might receive a wide set of access rights because 
the administrator has greater confidence in that form of authentication. NMAS 
thus allows network rights to be more finely controlled.

NDS Partition and Volume Labels

Graded authentication lets administrators assign security labels to NDS 
partitions and volumes based on the number and type of login factors deemed 
necessary to enable access to these partitions and volumes. For example, an 
administrator might assign a Biometric & Token label to a NetWare volume and 
subsequently create a login sequence that would include both a biometric and 
token authentication method. 

NMAS lets administrators assign any one of the following labels to NDS 
volumes and partitions: 

• Biometric & Password & Token

• Biometric & Password

• Biometric & Token

• Password & Token

• Biometric

• Password

• Token

• Logged in
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The access requirements associated with each of these labels are self-evident, 
except perhaps with the access requirements of the Logged In label, which 
enables access without requiring the use of a specific NMAS login method. All 
users who have authenticated to NDS have at a minimum, read-only rights to 
any partition and volume labeled Logged In. All NDS partitions and volumes 
have the Logged IN label by default, so an administrator must label only those 
partitions and volumes requiring restricted access.

Clearance Level Assignments

Enforcing user access to labeled NDS volumes and partitions is done through 
assigning clearance levels to users. At the discretion of the network 
administrator, and NDS User object can be assigned one or many clearance 
levels. A user’s access is dependent on both the label of the NDS volume or 
partition and the clearance the user has when logging in.

No matter what method users use to log in, they cannot access volumes and 
partitions with similar-method security labels unless they have been granted 
clearance that allows such access.

The clearance level names are identical to the security label names. That is, an 
administrator can assign User objects clearance levels such as Biometric & 
Password & Token, Biometric & Password, Biometric & Token, and so on down 
the list. In addition, administrators can assign a Multilevel Administration 
clearance. Multilevel Administration clearance provides read-write access to all 
areas on the network—a clearance that should be assigned to only a select few.

Enforced Restrictions

Users are prohibited from accessing NDS partitions and volumes that require 
login factors not included in their clearance level. For example, a user with 
Biometric & Token clearance does not gain access to volumes and partitions 
labeled Biometric & Password & Token. This ensures that users cannot access 
areas with labels that are higher (or entirely different) from their clearance 
level.

Users are granted read-only access to partitions and volumes with labels that 
require fewer but at least one of the factors stated in their clearance level. For 
example, if a user is granted Biometric & Token clearance and requests that 
clearance at login, that user gains read-only access to partitions and volumes 
labeled Biometric or labeled Token. This security measure ensures that 
confidential information remains on the volume or partition where it resides 
without being accidentally or maliciously copied to an area where it should not 
be stored.

Frequently Asked Questions
Q. Why did Novell create NMAS? 
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A. NMAS represents another step in Novell’s strategy to deliver security 
solutions. Today many businesses have a mixture of authentication methods 
and no way to manage them or to use a combination of those methods.

In addition, many NDS-installed organizations have determined that password 
authentication is insufficient for their security needs. Such organizations have 
decided to expand their network authentication from requiring the network 
user to authenticate via “something you know” (for example, a password) to 
“something you have” (for example, a smart card), or “something that you are” 
(for example, a fingerprint).

Novell recognizes the value that these different forms of network authentication 
provide and has developed an extensible framework to support and manage 
different and multiple authentication methods in NDS.

Q. Who needs this kind of solution?

A. NMAS is a dual product offering answering the needs of many customers.

NMAS Starter Pack is a free Web download at www.novell.com/products/nmas 
that allows for any provided single form of user login method. This means that 
NDS users can now authenticate using either a smart card, physical token, 
biometric, X.509 certificate, or a simple or NDS password.

NMAS Starter Pack is targeted towards organizations looking to implement 
different single-method NDS authentication policies. Undoubtedly, many of 
these initial customers will be existing customers whose authentication 
methods Novell is making available on the Web download.

NMAS Enterprise Edition is a for-charge product (available in April, 2000) that 
allows for multi-factor authentication as well as “Graded Authentication.” 
Multi-factor authentication is the ability to chain authentication methods in a 
login sequence. Graded Authentication is the ability to grant network access 
based on authentication methods used.

NMAS Enterprise Edition is built for organizations with security needs that 
require multi-factor and Graded Authentication. While this can be virtually any 
large enterprise, the greatest need will come from health services, financial 
services, government agencies, pharmaceuticals, and utilities.

Q. How will NMAS help the CIO?

A. First, NMAS simplifies management of the authentication process, lowering 
costs of administration on the CIO’s IT staff. Second, NMAS offers the 
management framework to increase security throughout the organization by 
offering IT the ability to write access policies that offer greater access protection 
to various volumes and partitions within the NDS. No dollar amount can be 
placed on undesired access to highly sensitive information.

Q. How will NMAS help the network administrator?
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A. NMAS is flexible in allowing administrators to set the access policies for 
accessing NDS partitions and volumes, and then establishing who can access 
those areas through authentication.

With Graded Authentication, network administrators will feel confident in 
knowing that secure information in an NDS partition or volume requiring a 
certain login sequence, cannot be accidentally or purposefully moved or copied 
to any area that is not as equally secure.

Q. How will NMAS help the user?

A. More than anything, network users want to easily authenticate to NDS and 
get to their work. The Novell and third party authentication methods included in 
NMAS provide easy to follow user prompts that let the user authenticate to NDS 
quickly and securely.

Q. Why is network authentication management so important in an enterprise 
security program?

A. Authentication is the demonstration of credentials that indicate the user is 
who he or she claims to be. As the practical repository for enterprise data, 
network services must be able to adequately maintain the security of network 
data by limiting access to authorized users. These users validate their identities 
through authentication prompts and, provided the authentication credential is 
provided, are granted access.

NMAS supports a variety of strong authentication methods (smart card, 
physical token, biometric, X.509 certificate authentication) from many of today’s 
leading network authentication developers.

Q. What are the primary security problems associated with passwords alone?

A. In many cases, it’s unwise user tendencies that make password 
authentication vulnerable. For example, many users set up passwords that are 
easy to guess. Some users have their passwords noted in plain view of others on 
a sticky note on their monitor. For these reasons, and others, many 
organizations have decided to adopt strong authentication methods such as 
smart cards, physical tokens, biometrics, and PKI systems using X.509 
certificates.

Q. What are tokens?

A. A token is a hand-held hardware device that generates a one-time password 
to authenticate its owner. Token authentication systems are based on various 
schemes.

NMAS includes a challenge-response token authentication from VASCO, and a 
time-synchronous token authentication method from RSA Security.

Q. What are biometrics?
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A. Biometric authentication involves providing a unique physical characteristic 
that distinguishes one user from another. These characteristics might be a 
fingerprint, voice, handwriting, facial features, eye or retina scan, etc. Biometric 
characteristics are measured using sensors that produce data values that can 
then be processed by a computer using specialized algorithms for analysis and 
comparison against a known data value sample.

NMAS includes fingerprint authentication methods from Identicator and 
SAFLINK. SAFLINK also provides biometric authentication methods using 
voice and facial recognition technologies.

Q. Are strong authentication technologies expensive to implement and maintain?

A. As more and more organizations have begun adopting strong authentication 
methods, the deployment costs have dropped significantly. With smart card, 
physical token, and biometric authentication options now at affordable prices, 
many organizations are considering these methods as strong authentication 
alternatives.

NMAS supports a variety of industry-leading authentication methods for smart 
cards, physical tokens, and biometrics.

Q. Why would I be interested in chaining methods together?

A. NMAS Enterprise Edition allows for administrators to create login 
sequences that prompt for single, or a series of multiple (multi-factor) 
authentication prompts. By creating multi-factor login sequences that, for 
example, require the user to provide something he knows (such as a password), 
with something he has (such as a smart card), along with something he is (for 
example a fingerprint), the administrator has greater confidence that the user is 
who he or she claims to be.

As a security measure, certain industries are beginning to require multi-factor 
authentication policies for network users. These industries include health care, 
financial services, pharmaceuticals, as well as government departments.

The NMAS Enterprise Edition framework allows for Novell- and 
partner-developed authentication methods to work together easily and securely.

Q. Which authentication technology is best?

A. This is debatable among the different authentication developers and Novell 
makes no claims as to the superiority of one authentication method over 
another. Novell and it NMAS partners all agree that multi-factor authentication 
is normally more secure than single-factor authentication.

The NMAS Enterprise Edition framework allows network administrators to 
easily build multi-factor login sequences using a variety of Novell- and 
partner-developed authentication methods.
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Q. Is Novell pursuing partnerships with any other authentication developers?

A. The value of NMAS comes from strong partnerships with some of the 
world’s leading authentication developers. Novell continues to pursue 
partnerships and is currently working with nearly 30 partners in developing 
NMAS authentication methods.

Q. Does NMAS work with SSO? With BorderManager?

A. NMAS and Single Sign-on (SSO) provide different network security 
solutions to different security problems. NMAS provides security at the network 
authentication level, while SSO provides security at the application level.

Nevertheless, NMAS and SSO are designed to work together. For example, If a 
user has the connector for the Novell Client for Windows NT 
(http://www.novell.com/products/sso/applications.html), he can authenticate to 
NDS through NMAS, then, with the NT Client password stored in SecretStore, 
have the client launched automatically.

While BorderManager and NMAS work together well in the same network 
environment, there is no formal integration work between the two products with 
this release.

Q. Does NMAS replace BorderManager Authentication Service (BMAS)?

A. The NMAS roadmap includes plans to integrate the RADIUS authentication 
offering in BMAS in a future NMAS release.

Q. How much does it cost? When will it be available?

A. NMAS Starter Pack is a free Web download now available. NMAS 
Enterprise Edition will be $995 per server and five users. NMAS Enterprise 
Edition will be available in April, 2000.
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Taking Advantage of NetWare’s 
Public Key Infrastructure with 
Novell Certificate Server 2.0

 

.......................................................................................................................................

Novell Certificate Server 2.0 is an enhancement to the set of Public Key 
Infrastructure Services (PKIS) that originally shipped with NetWare 5. In the 
NetWare 5 release, the product was called PKIS 1.0, or just PKIS. PKIS 1.0 
provided users with the ability to freely mint an unlimited number of digital 
certificates for servers with the primary purpose of enabling these servers to 
engage in Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) sessions. The intent of Novell Certificate 
Server 2.0 is to provide PKI natively integrated into Novell Directory Services 
(NDS) that supports the minting, issuing, and managing of both user and server 
certificates, and to provide a single point of management and administration for 
an organization operating their own Certificate Authority (CA). 

In Novell Certificate Server 2.0, user certificates and private keys are 
generated on the server and stored securely in NDS, then downloaded over an 
encrypted session to the user’s workstation to enable S/MIME digital 
certificates for e-mail clients for sending and receiving digitally signed and 
encrypted e-mail. User certificates can also be used for user authentication 
against servers supporting this feature. 

Currently, in order to use certificates, companies must purchase encryption key 
pairs and certificates from a CA, which can become expensive. Novell 
Certificate Server allows customers to create and manage certificates specific to 
their organization, and the product is free and available for download at 

 

http://www.novell.com/products/certserver

 

.

This AppNote provides an introduction to Novell Certificate Server 2.0, how to 
set it up for cryptography services, and how to manage its services.
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Public Key Cryptography

 

As an introduction, this section provides a look at some current public key 
cryptography issues. The PKI technology included in Novell Certificate Server 
is intended to provide secure electronic data transmissions by the use of key 
pairs and certificates. In order for transmissions to be secure, they need to be 
authenticated and encrypted by the recipient and sender. This is done 
through the use of mathematically-related pairs of digital codes or 

 

keys

 

. Each 
pair of keys consists of a 

 

public key

 

 and 

 

private key

 

, generated by a public key 
cryptography system. Key pairs are only used in combination with one 
another, ensuring security.

The public key is open to any party needing validation to a signature from a key 
pair owner or for privately communicating with the owner. Using 
cryptography-enabled software and the public key allows:

• Validation of signatures from the key pair owner.

• Encryption of data for private transmission to the key pair owner.

The private key is closely guarded by either the owner or the cryptography 
system acting on the owner’s behalf. Using cryptography-enabled software 
and the private key allows:

• Creation of digital signatures.

• Decryption of data that was encrypted by the key pair owner.

In a real-world situation, if a sender and receiver know and trust each other, 
they can simply exchange public keys and establish secure data transmission by 
using each other’s public keys and their own private keys. To prove their 
identities to other parties in a public key cryptography environment, senders or 
receivers can enlist the services of a trusted third-party known as a CA.

The primary purpose of the CA is to verify that a party is who or what it claims to 
be and then to issue a public key certificate for that party to use. The public key 
certificate verifies that the public key contained in the certificate belongs to the 
party named in the certificate. It’s very much like a passport issued by the 
government, that can be used by the issue to identify himself or herself to 
others with security measures that require identification. Without the certificate 
or passport, access or privileges are denied.
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Novell Certificate Server Components

 

This section discusses the primary components and capabilities of the Novell 
Certificate Server 2.0. The public key cryptography components available in the 
Novell Certificate Server 2.0 include the Novell Certificate Server and Novell 
International Cryptographic Infrastructure (NICI). Combined, these 
components help network administrators meet the unique challenges that 
public key cryptography presents by providing the following capabilities:

•

 

Certificate Ownership. 

 

You can create an Organizational CA within your NDS 
tree, allowing you to issue an unlimited number of user and server 
certificates. You can also use the services of an external CA, or use a 
combination of both as your needs dictate.

•

 

Better Cost Management.

 

 Because you can create an Organizational CA, 
generate key pairs, and issue public key certificates through the 
Organizational CA, you have greater control over the costs of obtaining key 
pairs and managing public key certificates.

•

 

Public Key and Certificate Protection. 

 

Your public keys and public key 
certificates can be openly available to users and also amply protected against 
tampering because the key pairs are stored in NDS and take advantage of 
NDS replication and access control features.

•

 

Private Key Limits to Specific Software Routines.

 

 Private keys are encrypted 
by NICI and made available only to the software routines using them for 
signing and decrypting operations.

•

 

Secure Backup of Private Keys.

 

 Private keys are encrypted by NICI, stored in 
NDS, and backed up using standard NDS backup utilities.

•

 

Central Administration of Certificates.

 

 Using a ConsoleOne snap-in allows 
you to centrally manage certificates issued from either a Novell CA or 
from the Entrust CA product.

•

 

User Administration of Personal Certificates.

 

 Users can use the Novell 
Certificate Console utility to export keys for use in cryptography- enabled 
applications without system administrator intervention.

•

 

Support of Popular E-mail Clients and Browsers.

 

 Novell Certificate Server 
allows you to create and manage user certificates for securing e-mail and 
supports GroupWise 5.5, Microsoft Outlook98 and Outlook2000, Netscape 
Messenger, and other popular e-mail clients. It’s also compatible with both 
Netscape Navigator and Microsoft Internet Explorer browsers.

 

Note:

 

The cryptography services available in this product depend on the country in which 
your network is located. Novell Certificate Server will not function if cryptography 
services are not fully installed. For example, the mass-market exportable version of 
NICI is limited to 512-bit RSA keys for data encryption. The U.S. and Canadian 
version of NICI supports key sizes up to 2,048 bits for all types of keys. To ensure that 
you have the highest level of cryptography services available in your area, contact 
your Novell Authorized Reseller.
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Novell Certificate Server

 

Novell Certificate Server consists of the PKI.NLM (NetWare) and a snap-in 
module to ConsoleOne, which is the administration point for Novell Certificate 
Server. Novell Certificate Server allows you to request, manage, and store public 
key certificates and their associated key pairs in the NDS tree, and to establish 
an Organizational CA that is specific to your NDS tree and organization. 

Novell Certificate Server derives all supported cryptography and signature 
algorithms, as well as supported key sizes from NICI. Therefore, a single version 
of Novell Certificate Server can be used in installations throughout the world.

After installing Novell Certificate Server, you will manage it using ConsoleOne 
running on a client. (Novell Certificate Server cannot be managed using 
ConsoleOne running on a NetWare server console.) Through the client side 
ConsoleOne, you can perform the following tasks:

 

Create an Organizational CA for Your Organization.   

 

During the 
installation, you can elect to create an Organizational CA if one does not already 
exist in the NDS tree. Using ConsoleOne, you may also create or recreate the 
Organizational CA after the installation is completed.

The Organizational CA object contains the public key, private key, certificate, 
certificate chain, and other configuration information for the Organizational CA. 
The Organizational CA object resides in the Security container in NDS. Once a 
server is configured to provide the certificate authority service, it performs that 
service for the entire NDS tree. 

 

Create a Server Certificate Object for Each Cryptography-
Enabled Application.   

 

During the installation, you can elect to create a 
Server Certificate object. You may also create other Server Certificate objects 
after the installation is completed.

The Server Certificate object contains the public key, private key, certificate, and 
certificate chain that enables SSL security services for server applications. A 
server can have many Server Certificate objects associated with it. Any 
cryptography-enabled applications running on a particular server can be 
configured to use any one of the Server Certificate objects for that server. Multiple 
applications running on a given server can use the same Server Certificate object; 
however, a Server Certificate object cannot be shared between servers.

You can create Server Certificate objects only in the container where the server 
resides. If the Server object is moved, all Server Certificate objects belonging to 
that server must be moved as well. You should not rename a Server Certificate 
object. You can determine which Server Certificate objects belong to a server by 
searching for the server’s name in the Server Certificate object name. 

 

Note:

 

The key pair stored in the Server Certificate object is referenced by the name you enter 
when the key pair is created. The key pair name is not the name of the Server Certificate 
object. When configuring cryptography-enabled applications to use key pairs, you 
reference those keys by their key pair name, not by the Server Certificate object name.
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Request Public Key Certificates from the Organizational CA 
or an External CA.   

 

A public key certificate contains a public key, a name, 
and a signature. The signature is created by the CA and provides a 
cryptographic binding between the public key and a name.

Public key certificates contain, at minimum, a public key, a subject name, an 
issuer name, a validity period, a serial number, and a certificate authority- 
generated signature. They may also contain specific extensions, for example, to 
further clarify the use of the certificate.

 

Create a User Certificate.   

 

A user certificate is intended to allow users to 
send and receive digitally signed and encrypted e-mail using the S/MIME 
standard. Users have access to their own user certificates and private keys, 
which can be used for authentication, data encryption/decryption, digital 
signing, and secure e-mail.

Generally, only the CA administrator has sufficient rights to create user 
certificates. However, only the user has rights to export or download the 
private key from NDS. Any user can export any other user’s public key 
certificate. The user certificate is created from the Security tab of the user’s 
property page and is signed by the Organizational CA. Multiple certificates 
can be stored on the user’s object.

 

Create a Trusted Root Container.   

 

A trusted root provides the basis for 
trust in public key cryptography. Trust roots are used to validate certificates 
signed by the CA. Trusted roots enable security for SSL and secure e-mail and 
certificate-based authentication. A Trusted Root Container is an NDS object 
that contains Trusted Root objects. You must create the Trusted Root 
Container in the Security Container.

 

Create a Trusted Root Object.   

 

A Trusted Root object is an NDS 
object that contains a CA’s Trusted Root certificate that is known to be 
authentic and valid. The Trusted Root Certificate can be exported and used 
as needed. Applications that are configured to use the Trusted Root 
Certificate will consider a certificate valid only if it has been signed by one of 
the CAs in the Trusted Root Container. The Trusted Root object must reside 
in a Trusted Root Container.
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Novell International Cryptographic Infrastructure

 

NICI is the underlying cryptographic infrastructure that provides the 
cryptography for Novell Certificate Server, Novell Authentication Service, and 
other applications. NICI must be installed on the server in order for Novell 
Certificate Server to work properly, because all Novell services that consume 
cryptography are written to NICI. NICI version 1.3.1 ships with Novell 
Certificate Server. If you are already running NICI, you need to upgrade if it’s 
a later version than 1.3.0. 

To determine which NICI version you are running, at the NetWare console, 
type: “MODULES XENG*”. If you see “US/Canada”, you are running with 
full-strength cryptography that provides key sizes up through 2048 bits. If you 
see “WorldWide”, you are running with exportable cryptography that provides 
key sizes up through 512 bits. If you see “NULL”, you are running with no 
cryptography; PKIS will not run with Null cryptography. 

 

Note:

 

The XENG file is controlled by US Law. DOMXENG.XLM must not be provided to Novell 
offices or customers outside the US or Canada. EXPXENG.XLM may be provided world 
wide unless a local regulations disallow its import (currently France). Each NetWare 
media box contains an appropriate XENG file.

 

Also, if you have NICI version 1.3.0 or greater, you can find out what version you 
are running by loading NWCONFIG at the server console. Select “Product 
Options” from the menu, then select “View/Configure/Remove Installed 
Products”. If you see NICIU0 listed, this means you are running domestic-grade 
NICI and that it needs to be removed. If you see NICIW1 listed, this means you 
are running export-grade NICI and it can be upgraded to version 1.3.1.

 

Setting Up Novell Certificate Server

 

This section explores some of the setup options and requirements of the Novell 
Certificate Server including a listing of the system requirements, how to decide 
which type of CA to use, how to create an Organizational CA object, how to 
create a Certificate Server object, and how to configure cryptography-enabled 
applications. For information about installing Novell Certificate Server, see the 
online product documentation.

 

Note:

 

Novell Certificate Server can be installed either as a standalone or as an integrated 
product installation. This section covers only the standalone setup options; for 
information about an integrated installation, see the installation instructions for that 
specific product.
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System Requirements

 

Novell Certificate Server 2.0 requires installation on a NetWare 5.01 server 
with 60 MB of free hard disk space and the following system requirements:

 

• Server

 

• NetWare 5 with Support Pack 1, 2, or 3 installed

• NICI 1.3.0 or 1.3.1 (exportable NICI v1.3.1 is included with Novell 
Certificate Server 2.0) 

• The version of NDS that shipped with NetWare 5, or NDS-SE or above 
(NDS 8 is not yet supported)

 

• Administrator Workstation

 

• Windows NT version 4 with Service Pack 3 or above, or Windows 95/98

• Novell Client for NT version 4.5 or above, or Novell Client for 
DOS/Windows version 3.0 or above 

• ConsoleOne 1.2b13 (included with Novell Certificate Server 2.0 and also 
downloadable from 

 

http://www.novell.com/download/#Management

 

)

 

• User Workstation

 

• Windows NT version 4.0 with Service Pack 3 or later, or Windows 95/98

• Novell Client for NT version 4.5 or above, or Novell Client for 
DOS/Windows version 3.0 or above

• Internet Explorer version 4 or 5 and GroupWise 5.5 Enhancement Pack 
Client, Internet Explorer version 4 and Outlook98, Internet Explorer 5 
and Outlook2000, or Netscape Messenger 4.6 or later

 

Deciding Which CA to Use

 

There are two types of CAs your organization can use: an Organizational CA or 
an external CA (or both simultaneously). Both CAs allow you to manage public 
key certificates, Server Certificate objects, and their associated components, as 
well as sign public key certificates, but during the Server Certificate object 
creation process, you need to decide which CA will sign the Server Certificate.

The Organizational CA is specific to your organization and uses an 
organizational-specific public key for signing operations. The private key is 
created when you create the Organizational CA. An external CA is managed by 
a third-party outside of the NDS tree, such as the services offered by VeriSign.

Novell Certificate Server allows you to create certificates for both servers and 
end users. Server Certificates can be signed by either the Organizational CA or 
by an external or third-party CA. User certificates can be signed by only the 
Organizational CA for this release only. 
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Listed in the following table are some of the benefits offered by each CA type.

 

Creating an Organizational CA Object

 

The Novell Certificate Server installation process, by default, will create the 
Organizational CA for you. You will be prompted to specify an Organizational 
CA name. When you finish, the Organizational CA will be created with the 
default parameters and placed in the Security container. If you want more 
control over the creation of the Organizational CA, you can create the 
Organizational CA manually or recreate it if you delete it.

The process to create an Organizational CA object in NDS is similar to 
creating any other object. You need to be logged in to the NDS tree as an 
administrator with appropriate rights. Then, within the Security container you 
can create the object using ConsoleOne (the schema name of the NDS object 
is NDSPKI:Certificate Authority).

 

Note:

 

There can be only one Organizational CA for the entire NDS Tree.

 

During the creation process, you will be prompted to name the Organizational 
CA object and to choose a server on which the CA service will run. Select a 
server that is physically secure, that will be available when needed to perform 
signing operations, that runs a protocol that is compatible with the other 
servers in your organization (for example, IP, IPXTM, IP/IPX), and that only 
runs software that you trust. It is important that your server meet these 
conditions, because the Organizational CA object is the centerpiece of your 
PKI system and if the server that contains the object is compromised, your 
entire PKI system could be compromised as well.

 

Organizational CA Benefits External CA Benefits

 

Compatibility.

 

 Is compatible with other 
applications that share a common 
trusted root in NDS, including 
BorderManager, LDAP Services, and 
future products using Novell security.

 

Cost Savings.

 

 Lets you create an 
unlimited number of public key 
certificates at no cost; obtaining a single 
public key certificate through an external 
CA might cost hundreds of dollars.

 

Component of Complete Solution.

 

 

 

Allows you to use the complete 
cryptographic system built into NDS 
without having to rely on any external 
services.

 

Attribute and Content Control. 

 

An 
Organizational CA is managed by the 
network administrator who decides the 
public key certificate attributes such as 
certificate life span, key size, and 
signature algorithm.

 

Liability.

 

 Offers possibly some liability 
protection if, through the fault of the CA, 
your private key was exposed or your 
public key certificate was 
misrepresented.

 

Availability. 

 

May be more widely 
available and compatible with 
applications outside of NDS.
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Creating Server Certificate Objects

 

Server Certificate objects are created in the container that holds the server’s NDS 
object. Depending on your needs, you may create a separate Server Certificate 
object for each cryptography-enabled application on the server. Or you may 
create one Server Certificate object for all applications used on that server.

The Novell Certificate Server installation process can create a Server 
Certificate object for you. You will be prompted to specify a Server Certificate 
object name. When you finish, the Server Certificate object will be created 
with the default parameters and placed in the container where the target 
server resides. If you want more control over the creation of the Server 
Certificate object, you can create it manually.

The process to create a Server Certificate object in NDS is similar to creating 
any other object. You need to be logged in to the NDS tree as an administrator 
with appropriate rights. Then, within the container that contains the server that 
will run your cryptography-enabled applications, you can create the object using 
ConsoleOne (the schema name of the NDS object is NDSPKI:Key Material).

During the Server Certificate object creation process, you will be prompted to 
name the key pair and choose the server that the key pair will be associated 
with. The Server Certificate object is generated by Novell Certificate Server and 
its name is based on the key pair name that you choose. If you choose the 
Custom creation method, you will also be prompted to specify whether the 
Server Certificate object will be signed by your organization’s Organizational 
CA or by an external CA. If you decide to use your organization’s Organizational 
CA, the server that the Server Certificate object is associated with must be able 
to communicate with the server that hosts the Organizational CA, or it must be 
the same server. These servers must be running the same protocol (IP/IPX).

If you decide to use an external CA to sign the certificate, the server that the 
Server Certificate object is associated with will generate a certificate signing 
request that you will need to submit to the external CA. After the certificate is 
signed and returned to you, you will need to install it into the Server Certificate 
object, along with the trusted root for the external CA. Once you have created 
the Server Certificate object, you can configure your applications to use them. 
Keys are referenced in the application’s configuration by the key pair name that 
you entered when you created the Server Certificate object.

 

Configuring Cryptography-Enabled Applications

 

Once you have configured Novell Certificate Server, you must configure your 
individual cryptography-enabled applications so that they can use the Novell 
certificates that you created. The configuration procedures are unique to the 
individual applications, so it is recommended that you consult the application’s 
documentation for specific instructions.
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Managing Novell Certificate Server

 

Most of the common Novell Server Certificate management tasks can be 
categorized into CA tasks, Server Certificate Object tasks, User Certificate tasks, 
and Trusted Root Certificate Object tasks. This section looks at some of these 
common tasks as it relates to successfully managing your certificate server.

Certificate Authority Tasks

Common CA tasks include issuing certificates, viewing the Organizational CA’s 
properties, and exporting self-signed public key certificates.

Issuing a Public Key Certificate.   By issuing a public key certificate, you 
can generate certificates for cryptography-enabled applications that do not 
recognize Server Certificate objects. Your Organizational CA works the same 
way as an external CA, in that it has the ability to issue certificates from 
Certificate Signing Requests (CSRs). You can issue certificates using your 
Organizational CA when a user sends a CSR to you for signing. The user 
requesting the certificate can then take the issued certificate and import it 
directly into the cryptography-enabled application.

Viewing the Organizational CAs Properties.   ConsoleOne allows you 
to view the Organizational CA’s properties. Besides the NDS rights and properties 
that are viewable with any NDS object, you can also view properties specific to the 
Organizational CA, including the properties of the public key certificate and the 
self-signed certificate associated with it. These properties provide you with the 
information that you need to perform any task related to this object.

Exporting the Organizational CA’s Self-Signed Public Key 
Certificate.   The self-signed public key certificate can be used for verifying 
the identity of the Organizational CA and the validity of a certificate signed by 
the Organizational CA. From the Organizational CA’s property page, you can 
view the certificates and properties associated with this object. From the 
self-signed certificate property page, you can export the self-signed certificate to 
a file for use in cryptography-enabled applications. 

The self-signed certificate that resides in the Organizational CA provides the 
same verification of the CA’s identity as a trusted root certificate that is exported 
from a server certificate. Any service that recognizes the Organizational CA as a 
trusted root will accept the self-signed or trusted root certificate as valid. 

Server Certificate Object Tasks

Common Server Certificate Object management tasks include: importing a 
public key certificate, exporting a trusted root certificate, deleting a Server 
Certificate object, and viewing any of the Server Certificate object’s properties.
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Importing a Public Key Certificate.   You import a public key certificate 
after you have issued a CSR and the CA has returned a signed public key 
certificate to you. This task applies when you have created a Server Certificate 
object using the Custom option with the External CA signing option.

The CA will return two certificates: a signed public key certificate, which verifies 
your identity, and a trusted root certificate, which verifies the CA’s identity. 
These certificates can then be imported and stored in the Server Certificate 
object. The cryptography-enabled application that is linked to this Server 
Certificate object can then use this information to perform secure transactions.

Exporting a Trusted Root Certificate.   You export a trusted root 
certificate to a file so that a client (such as an Internet browser) can use it to 
verify the certificate chain sent by a cryptography-enabled application. You 
can export a trusted root certificate in two file formats: DER encoded (.DER) 
and Base64 encoded (.B64). The .CRT extension can also be used for 
DER-encoded certificates.

If you export to the system clipboard, you can then paste the certificate directly 
into a cryptography-enabled application, if supported. The certificate exists on 
the clipboard in Base64 encoded format. If you export to a file, you can specify 
either format. DER encoded format is the default format. It is the same as CRT 
format and can be used with applications that accept CRT formats.

Deleting a Server Certificate Object.   You should delete a Server 
Certificate object if you suspect that the private key has been compromised, if you 
no longer want to use the key pair, or if the trusted root in the Server Certificate 
object is no longer trusted. You can re-create a Server Certificate Object, but you 
will have to reconfigure any applications that referenced the old object.

Note: Once the Server Certificate object is deleted, you will not be able to recover it. Before you 
delete this object, make sure that no cryptography-enabled applications still need to use it.

Viewing a Server Certificate Object’s Properties.   ConsoleOne 
allows you to view the Server Certificate object’s properties. Besides the NDS 
rights and properties that are viewable with any NDS object, you can also view 
properties specific to the Server Certificate object, including the properties of 
the public key certificate and the trusted root certificate associated with it, if 
they exist. These properties provide you with the information you need to 
perform any task related to this object.

User Certificate Tasks

Common user certificate management tasks include viewing a user 
certificate’s properties and exporting a user certificate using ConsoleOne 
or the Novell Certificate Console.
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Viewing a User Certificate’s Properties.   ConsoleOne allows you to 
view the user certificate’s properties. Besides the NDS rights and properties 
that are viewable with any NDS object, you can also view properties specific to 
the user certificate, including the issuer, the certificate status, the private key 
status, and the validation period. These properties provide you with the 
information you need to perform any task related to this object.

Exporting a User Certificate Using ConsoleOne.   This task allows a 
user or network administrator to use ConsoleOne to export a user certificate for 
use in secure e-mail. The user certificate can be exported with or without the 
private key. The network administrator or another user with sufficient rights 
can export a user certificate. However, only the user who owns the user 
certificate can export the user certificate with the private key. No other user, not 
even the network administrator, has rights to export a user’s private key.

Exporting a User Certificate Using Novell Certificate Console.    
This task allows a user to use Novell Certificate Console to export a user 
certificate for use in secure e-mail. Only the user can export his or her private 
key. Again, no other user, not even the network administrator, has rights to 
export a user’s private key.

Note: You can also configure ZENworks to automate the distribution of Novell Certificate 
Console by using the ZENworks files that ship with Novell Certificate Server. The file 
CERTCNSL ZENWORKS.EXE, found in the install directory\CERTCONSOLE directory, is 
a self-extracting file that contains all the files you will need to distribute Novell Certificate 
Server using ZENworks.

Trusted Root Certificate Object Tasks

Common Trusted Root Certificate object management tasks include viewing a 
trusted root object’s properties and replacing a trusted root certificate.

Viewing a Trusted Root Object’s Properties.   ConsoleOne allows you 
to view the Trusted Root object’s properties. Besides the NDS rights and 
properties that are viewable with any NDS object, you can also view properties 
specific to the Trusted Root object, including the issuer, the certificate status, 
and the validation period. These properties provide you with the information 
you need to perform any task related to this object.

Replacing a Trusted Root Certificate.   This task allows you to replace a 
Trusted Root Certificate that is stored in the Trusted Root object. This task 
should be performed if the Trusted Root Certificate has expired. You can 
replace a Trusted Root Certificate from the Trusted Root object’s property page.
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Conclusion
Leveraging NDS technology, the Novell Certificate Server enables support for 
even the largest demands of digital signatures and ensures a higher level of 
security by storing the certificate data in a secure, central location in NDS that 
only the user can download. The Novell Certificate Server also enables network 
administrators to efficiently manage both in-house and third-party digital 
certificates that companies may wish to purchase.

Developers can also leverage Novell Certificate Server technology by obtaining 
the software developer kit (SDK) through Novell Developer Services. Software 
developers can also take advantage of NDS functionality to further enhance or 
customize their security solutions and easily build on the certificates issued by 
Novell Certificate Server without the need to re-write their own technology. 

For additional information about this and other Novell security products and 
technologies, see the following Web sites:

• http://www.novell.com/security 

• http://www.novell.com/products/certserver/

• http://www.novell.com/products/cryptography/
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NetWare Security: Closing the 
Doors to Hackers
.......................................................................................................................................

Securing corporate information is one of the essential duties of every network 
administrator and consultant. Yet protecting network data is an increasingly 
difficult challenge. Almost every day we read about hackers exploiting some 
new security hole or unleashing some new virus on desktop operating systems, 
e-mail programs, office applications, network operating systems, or the Internet. 
It seems hacking is a passion for many people. Some are in it just out of curiosity 
or for the thrill of breaking in to “secure” sites. Others are driven by more 
sinister motives, actively seeking to steal or destroy valuable data.

While the threat of outside hackers is real, most organizations face a greater 
threat from within. In a 1999 study on computer crime, the FBI concluded that 
55% of security breaches are internal, costing an average of $142,000 per 
incident. In addition to securing your data from intentional hackers, you must 
protect against the accidental deleter as well. I am continually amazed at how 
many customers simply grant everyone all rights to the file system, then yell 
and scream every time they have problems with users inadvertently deleting 
information from the server.

NetWare is well known for its extensive security features. However, as with 
most other operating systems, few of NetWare’s security features are enabled 
by default when you install the OS. Many novice administrators—and even 
some veterans—are unaware of which options to enable to protect against 
various types of attacks. Since no organization can afford to lose valuable data, it 
is essential to know what security doors to close to the curiosity seeker, the 
computer hacker, and the accidental deleter.

To that end, this AppNote provides a compilation of information relating to 
NetWare security, gleaned not only from available documentation and other 
references, but also from visiting all of the known hacking sites on the Internet. 
It presents a number of recommendations to help you protect your network 
investment.
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Consultant
Novell Consulting, Atlanta
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NetWare’s Security Track Record
NetWare has a great security track record, especially in its more mature 
releases. If you search for NetWare hacks on the Internet, you will see mostly 
old NetWare 3.x hacks and utilities. In my research, I’ve found significantly 
fewer hacks available for NetWare than for other operating systems.

Security has always been a high priority in the NetWare operating system's 
feature set. NetWare 2.x and 3.x set the standard for access control with file 
system rights that can be set on directories and files. The arrival of Novell 
Directory Services (NDS) in NetWare 4.x introduced a whole new layer of 
security with stronger authentication and NDS object/property rights. NetWare 
5 offers additional security features to provide even greater control over who 
can access the network. (These new features are discussed later in this 
AppNote.)

Committing to a Security Policy

With its excellent security model, NetWare is a great foundation for building a 
secure network. But just having the best tools does not necessarily make you 
the best mechanic. You must learn about and use the tools that NetWare 
provides to make your implementation secure.

Even the strongest security features are ineffectual without a corporate-wide 
commitment to adhere to established security policies. I often see companies 
spending millions of dollars on security-related hardware and software, but no 
one from upper management will enforce a security policy. What good does it 
do to have a stringent password policy if users are seldom, if ever, reprimanded 
for posting their passwords on their monitors?

The sections in this AppNote provide a summary of security concepts, along 
with my recommendations for closing potential security holes in each area. 
Topics covered include:

• Updated security in NetWare 5

• Physical security

• Virus protection

• File system security

• NDS security

• Password management

• Server security

• Workstation security

• Auditing

• Miscellaneous security tips
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Updated Security Features in NetWare 5
This section lists the new security features in NetWare 5. These enhancements 
are in addition to the Public Key Infrastructure Services (PKIS), the enhanced 
cryptography services (NICI), the integration of Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) 3.0 
and LDAP v3 into NDS, and the Novell Modular Authentication Service 
(NMAS) which includes support for biometrics, smart cards, and other secure 
authentication services.

More Granular Controls Within NDS

To better control who can perform specific administrative functions within the 
NDS environment, NetWare 5 offers two new features:

• Inherited Rights checkbox within the NetWare Administrator (NWAdmin) 
utility to allow (default) or disallow (by unchecking the box) NDS 
permissions to flow down the OU.

• A password management feature that provides a specific attribute within an 
OU allowing an Admin-assigned User object the ability to change user 
passwords, without granting full permissions to User object attributes.

Note: You can do password management in mixed NetWare 4.x and 5.x environments, but 
your primary connection must be to a NetWare 5 server with a replica on it. Otherwise, 
the Change Password button may be grayed out.

Security Equivalence List

The new “Security Equal to Me” tab within NWAdmin lists all objects that are 
equivalent to a given object. This help the system administrator knows who is 
granted effective rights to any object within the NDS environment.

Screen Saver for Servers

In place of the Lock Console option in MONITOR.NLM in NetWare 4.x, 
NetWare 5 comes with a screen saver (SCRSAVER.NLM) with which you can 
require NDS authentication to obtain access to the server console. In addition, 
access to the server console can be limited based on the system administrator’s 
access rights. This can be helpful in separating duties between various types of 
system administrators, such as NDS administrators and backup operators.

You can either place the SCRSAVER command in the AUTOEXEC.NCF file or 
load it manually. When loading SCRSAVER as a console command, you can add 
any of the following options.
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If you load SCRSAVER with no parameters, it defaults the following settings:

• AUTO CLEAR DELAY=60

• DELAY=600

• ENABLE

• ENABLE AUTO CLEAR

• ENABLE LOCK

Option Usage

ACTIVATE Overrides the delay interval and activates the screen saver immediately. Also 
overrides both DISABLE and ENABLE modes. This means that if you enter 
ACTIVATE when the screen saver has been disabled, the DISABLE mode is 
changed to ENABLE so that the screen saver can appear.

AUTO CLEAR DELAY Sets the number of seconds to wait before clearing the unlock dialog box. The 
range is 1 to 300, and the default is 60 (one minute).

DELAY Sets the number of seconds to wait before activating the screen saver. The range 
is 1 to 7000 and the default is 600 (10 minutes).

DISABLE Disables the screen saver, thereby preventing it from activating and saving the 
console display.

DISABLE AUTO CLEAR Disables the automatic clearing of the unlock dialog box. When this command is 
executed, the unlock dialog box remains on the screen until it is cleared by user 
input.

DISABLE LOCK Disables the console lock. When the locking feature is disabled, you can retrieve 
the console display without a username or password simply by pressing any key.

ENABLE Enables the screen saver. When enabled, the screen saver displays after the 
keyboard has been inactive for the number of seconds specified in the DELAY 
option.

ENABLE AUTO CLEAR Enables automatic clearing of the unlock dialog box after the number of seconds 
of keyboard inactivity specified in the AUTO CLEAR DELAY option.

ENABLE LOCK Enables the console locking feature. When enabled, the screen saver requires 
the username and password before restoring the console display. The User 
object must have appropriate rights.

HELP Displays information about command options and their use.

NO PASSWORD Allows you to unlock the console without requiring a password. This option is 
provided mainly as a way to unlock the console in the event that NDS becomes 
unavailable. You must set this option when you load SCRSAVER. Otherwise, the 
console cannot be unlocked when NDS is unavailable. (This option is not 
recommended for use in secure environments.)

STATUS Displays the current status of screen saver features and command options.
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Netscape Enterprise Server Security Features

The NetWare-optimized Web server that comes with NetWare 5 also has new 
security features. These include:

• The ability to restrict access to information stored on the server via NDS 
authentication.

• The ability to encrypt communications between the server and a Web client. 

• The ability to allow access to documents, directories, and applications based 
on specific user name/password pairs, groups (collections of users), IP 
addresses, host names, or domain names.

• Support for client authentication to restrict access based on client 
certificates.

• The incorporation of Secure Socket Layer (SSL) 3.0. 

• Centralized management due to the integration of NDS and LDAP 
directories.

Recommendation for NetWare OS

My first recommendation for existing NetWare 3.x and 4.x customers is to 
upgrade to NetWare 5.x and take advantage of these enhanced security 
features.

Physical Security
Every security policy should start with protecting the server hardware from 
unauthorized access. That means physically locking away your servers in a 
secure room. No server is safe when a hacker has direct access to its console. If 
someone has access to a server, they have free reign to load NLMs from a 
diskette, switch the server into debug mode, remove NDS from the server, shut 
down the server, or even remove the server’s hard drives.

The screen saver in NetWare 5 (described above) provides some measure of 
protection since it requires NDS authentication. But according to some hacker 
sites, there are still possible holes. The best policy is to strictly limit physical 
access to servers. If someone has physical access to the server, all security bets 
are off.

I have seen many customer sites in which users have rogue servers sitting 
under their desks. This is not a problem if these servers are used solely for 
testing purposes. However, such servers should exist in a different tree and on a 
separate network from the production environment.
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Virus Protection
Destructive, rapidly-spreading computer viruses have been in the news a lot 
lately. I have therefore compiled the following recommendations for configuring 
anti-virus software for network environments.

• Configure the virus software to immediately send virus notification(s) to the 
network administrator in addition to the user.

• Enable the virus expiration warnings to alert you when signatures are 
outdated.

• Set the server’s virus scanning software to scan both incoming and 
outgoing files.

• Include all file types when scanning (.EXE, .DLL, .ZIP, and so on).

• Consider using a software package that allows files to be quarantined. This 
prevents users from accessing the infected files and perpetuating the virus.

• If possible, do not give users the option to cancel the virus check or virus 
repair.

• Use Novell’s ZENworks for Desktops to mass-distribute virus signature 
updates. With ZENworks, you can “push” these updates to all workstations 
without user intervention.

• Update your write-protected emergency boot diskette whenever new 
signature files are received.

• Scan all incoming and outgoing e-mail and attachments.

• Discourage users from downloading non-work-related e-mail attachments.

• Configure your e-mail servers to filter and eliminate unsolicited junk e-mail 
that could contain a virus or malicious code.

• Encourage users to install an anti-virus software package on their home 
computers. Computer Associates, one of the top anti-virus software 
developers, offers their InoculateIT product free to home users. (Visit 
http://antivirus.cai.com for more information.)

Virus Signature Updates

It is critical that you keep your virus signatures up-to-date on servers as well as 
workstations. Here are some anti-virus software vendors that offer NetWare- 
compatible products (not intended to be an exhaustive list):

• NetShield from Network Associates (http://www.mcafeeb2b.com)

• Server Protect from Trend Micro Inc. (http://www.antivirus.com)

• Norton Antivirus Corporate Edition (http://www.symantec.com/nav)

• Command AntiVirus from Command Software Systems 
(http://www.commandcom.com/products/netware.html)

• InoculateIT for NetWare from Computer Associates 
(http://www.cai.com/products/inoculateit.htm)
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File System Security
The NetWare file system has a granular security model that allows you to 
protect certain directories or files from prying eyes or from accidental deletion. 
This security is managed through NetWare’s FILER, NWAdmin, and 
ConsoleOne utilities.

In my dealings with customers, I find that file system security is often 
misunderstood or overlooked completely. For example, one of my clients 
insisted that the CIO be granted Supervisor rights to the entire file system 
simply because he was the CIO. Well, the CIO was working late one evening 
and needed to delete some files. Somehow he managed to delete everything on 
SYS volume. Fortunately, we were able to restore the data thanks to NetWare's 
SALVAGE utility (which is now part of FILER). But any time you give someone 
the unrestrained ability to delete files, you are flirting with disaster.

Another client kept paging me because the server was displaying licensing 
error messages and users were not able to log in. In diagnosing the problem, I 
looked at the server from an end-user point of view and realized that the users 
had too many rights to the SYS volume. When I told the client that I suspected 
someone was deleting the license files, they replied, “Impossible! Our users are 
not smart enough to do that.” (How many times have you heard that?) I created 
an Inherited Rights Filter (IRF) in the appropriate directories to block the Erase 
right from being inherited. Amazingly, the license/login problems went away.

File System Trustee Rights

File system security for directories and files is implemented by assigning 
combinations of access rights to users (thereafter known as “trustees”).

Trustee Right Description

Supervisor (S) Allows a user to do anything allowed by all the other 
access rights

Read (R) Allows a user to view the contents of the directory or 
execute a file

Write (W) Allows a user to view and modify the contents of a file

Create (C) Allows a user to create new files (or salvage files that 
have been deleted)

Erase (E) Allows a user to delete a directory, or to delete or 
overwrite a file

Modify (M) Allows a user to rename a file/directory or change its 
attributes

File Scan (F) Allows a user to view the contents of a directory without 
being able to view the contents of any of the files within it

Access Control (A) Allows a user to change trustee assignments and IRFs, 
and to grant access rights to other users
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Note: Users rarely need Access Control rights to any directory other than their home directory, 
as this is similar to giving them Supervisor rights. Exceptions might include junior 
administrators or department heads who need to create shared network directories.

Default File System Rights

By default, NetWare users receive the following file system rights:

• All users have RWCEMFA (all possible rights except Supervisor) to their 
own home directories, which are created along with the NDS User objects.

• Users in the same container as the SYS Volume object receive RF (Read 
and File Scan) rights to volume SYS so they can log in.

Note: When you install or upgrade a server, the Admin account you use is given NDS 
Supervisor rights to the NDS Server object, which in turn grants file system Supervisor 
rights to all files on that server. This is the only time that NDS and file system rights 
overlap.

Inheritance and the IRF

File system rights “flow down” or are inherited in lower levels of the directory 
structure. In other words, a user with maximum rights to his or her home 
directory will automatically have maximum rights to all subdirectories created 
beneath that directory. Similarly, if you grant a user specific rights to a certain 
directory, that user will have those same rights in all subdirectories-- unless you 
take steps to change or block inheritance, as explained next.

Although seldom used, NetWare’s Inherited Rights Filter (IRF) allows you to 
fine tune your security to prevent unwanted inheritance of trustee rights. 
Setting an IRF is one way to keep rights from flowing down the directory 
structure. The IRF will filter out the rights you specify and prevent them from 
being inherited in lower directories. The one exception is the Supervisor right, 
which can never be blocked by an IRF.

Note: Be careful when using IRFs, as NetWare doesn't provide a reporting mechanism to 
show what IRFs have been set. Without a third-party utility to show IRFs, you must keep 
track of all IRFs you and any previous Admins have used throughout the tree.

The more common method for changing inheritance is to explicitly assign 
different rights for a particular file or directory, which overrides the default 
inheritance within the file system. Of course, the new rights you assign at that 
level will flow down to lower directories until filtered out or explicitly changed 
again.

Recommendations for Trustee Rights Security

In most organizations, users have no business accessing NetWare utility 
directories other than SYS:PUBLIC (which they have R and F rights to by 
default). 
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An easy way to test your current file system security is to log in as a user with 
default rights and then browse the network. Check for possible security risks by 
answering these questions:

• Can you see the SYS:SYSTEM directory or the SYS:ETC directory?

• Can you see the directories from which administrative utilities such as 
NWAdmin and NDS Manager are run?

• Can you browse the entire NDS tree?

If you find that users have more rights than they need, check their trustee 
assignments and make necessary changes. A file access security policy should 
be based on minimums. The following table lists the minimum required rights 
to perform specific tasks..

In a typical secure site, users are allowed only Read and File Scan rights in 
directories where they are needed.

Task Minimum Rights 
Required

Open and read a file Read

See a filename File Scan

Search a directory for files File Scan

Open and write to an existing file Write, Create, Erase, Modify

Execute a .EXE file Read, File Scan

Create and write to a file (but not view it) Create

Copy files from a directory Read, File Scan

Copy files to a directory Write, Create, File Scan

Make a new directory Create

Delete a file Erase

Salvage deleted fiels Read, File Scan on the files; 
Create on the directory

Change directory or file attributes Modify

Rename a file or directorry Modify

Change the IRF Access Control

Change trustee assignments Access Control

Modify a directory’s disk space assignment for users Access Control
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Other recommendations relating to trustee rights are as follows:

• Don’t give users rights in the root directory of any volume (remember 
inheritance).

• Place users’ home directories on a volume other than SYS. I have seen NDS 
crash because users with home directories on SYS backed up their entire 
hard drive or a very large database to their home directory.

If you only have the SYS volume on your servers, restrict the amount of disk 
space users can take up. To do this on a per-volume basis in NWAdmin, 
select the Volume object and use the User Space Limits option. The amount 
of volume space is calculated based on the “owner” property placed on files 
as they are created on the volume for the first time. You can change the 
ownership of files if necessary to redistribute space on the volume.

You can also place size limitations on a per-directory basis in NWAdmin by 
selecting a directory and using the Objects | Details | Facts options. This 
limitation applies to files and subdirectories beneath the directory.

File and Directory Attributes

Individual files and directories can benefit from NetWare’s attribute security. 
Unlike trustee rights, which apply only to the assigned users, attributes apply to 
all users and override any granted or inherited rights. For example, flaging an 
.EXE file with the execute only (X) attribute would prohibit anyone from 
copying the file, backing it up, or renaming it.

The following table lists the available directory attributes in NetWare..

Attribute Description

Di (Delete Inhibit) Prevents users from deleting the directory

Dc (Don’t Compress) Files in the directory will not be compressed (if 
NetWare’s file compression feature is activated)

Dm (Don’t Migrate) Files in the directory will not migrate to an offline storage 
device; used with the data migration option on the 
volume properties

H (Hidden) Hides the directory (such as SYS:\_NETWARE)

Ic (Immediate Compress) Every file in the directory will be compressed 
immediately after being closed (versus waiting the default 
time of 14 days after the directory was last accessed)

N (Normal) Default attribute - allows Read and Write to files, but not 
Shareable

P (Purge) Flags a directory to be purged as soon as it is deleted, 
rendering it unrecoverable

Ri (Rename Inhibit) Prevents users from renaming the directory

Sy (System) Used to flag a system directory such as SYS:_NETWARE
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NetWare’s file attributes are listed below.

Abbreviation (Attribute) Description

A (Archive Needed) Automatically assigned to files that have been 
changed since the last backup

C (Can’t Compress) Disallows compression for the file (if NetWare’s 
file compression feature is activated)

Co (Compressed) Status flag set automatically by NetWare to 
indicate that a file is compressed.

Ci (Copy Inhibit) Prevents Apple Macintosh users from copying 
the file

Di (Delete Inhibit) Prevents the file from being deleted (overrides 
the Erase trustee right)

Dc (Don’t Compress) Prevents the file from being compressed (used to 
override NetWare’ default “days untouched 
before compression” setting)

Dm (Don’t Migrate) Prevents the file from being migrated to an 
offline storage device

Ds (Don’t Suballocate) Prevents the file from being suballocated (I can’t 
think of a valid reason to ever use this)

H (Hidden) Hides the file

I (Index) Accelerates access by indexing files larger than 
64 FAT entries (set automatically)

Ic (Immediate Compress) Sets the file to be compressed as soon as it is 
closed

M (Migrate) Status flag set automatically by NetWare to 
indicate that a file is ready to be migrated

N (Normal) Default attribute for all new files - allows Read 
and Write, but not Shareable

P (Purge Immediately) Sets the file to be purged immediately upon 
deletion, rendering it unrecoverable

Ro (Read Only) Prevents users from writing to, renaming, or 
deleting the file (NetWare automatically checks 
and unchecks the Di and Ri attributes when the 
Ro attribute is set or cleared)

Rw (Read Write) Allows the file to be read and written to (all files 
are created with this attribute)

Ri (Rename Inhibit) Prevents the file from being modified or 
renamed

Sh (Shareable) Allows more than one user to access the file at 
the same time; most often used with Ro
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Different versions of NetWare allow for different attributes. Some of the 
attributes listed above may not apply to your version of NetWare.

Recommendations for Attribute Security

Attribute security is seldom used, but here are a few guidelines for those who 
see the need.

• Use file and directory attributes to add additional security benefits where 
needed.

• Network applications do not provide file- or directory-level security. You 
must implement it specifically.

NDS Security
NDS is one of the most important pieces of NetWare security. NDS is an 
object-oriented database in which each object can be assigned multiple 
attributes. For instance, a User object has a Full Name, Phone Number, Fax 
Number, Password, and so on, all of which are attributes or properties of the 
User object. NDS security includes both object and property rights, which are 
permissions placed on objects and their properties.

Access to the network and its resources is based on rights assigned to NDS 
objects. Some rights are granted explicitly, while others are inherited. For 
instance, when a User object is created, it automatically inherits the Read right 
to the login script property of the Organizational Unit (OU) in which the object 
resides. Since this property right is assigned in NDS by default, it is considered 
inherited.

Sy (System) Hides the file from DIR (file still shows up with 
NDIR or FILER); normally used with OS system 
files

T (Transactional) Allows a file to be tracked and protected by 
Novell's Transaction Tracking System (TTS); 
useful for database files

X (Execute Only) Prevents a file from being backed up, copied or 
modified; use for .EXE files, but make backups 
first--once this value is set, it is irreversible

Abbreviation (Attribute) Description
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User object security comes into play during an attempt to log in to the network. 
NDS first verifies that the supplied name is a valid User object in the given 
context. If so, NDS checks for account restrictions. If there are none, the 
password supplied by the user is “hashed” (mathematically encrypted) against 
an RSA public key. This key applies an algorithm to the password and calculates 
a mathematical value, which is what is transmitted over the wire. In this way, 
the user's actual password never leaves the workstation. 

When the encrypted mathematical value arrives at the preferred server, it is 
checked against an encrypted version of the password that is stored in NDS. 
NDS uses the same public key algorithm to decrypt the password and compare 
the result against the value stored in NDS. If they match, the user is 
authenticated and permitted to access the network.

It is possible to attach to a server without authenticating to it. Hackers have 
taken advantage of this to collect information without ever having to log in. 
Once an attachment is made to a server, a hacker can use Novell utilities such 
as NLIST and CX , as well as shareware tools such as bindery, bindin, finger, 
userdump and userinfo, to collect information that may be useful in a later 
attack.

NDS Object and Property Rights

The NDS object rights are listed in the following table.

Right (Abbreviation) Description

Supervisor (S) Allows everything granted by all the other 
rights. Granting this right implies granting the 
same Supervisor right to all NDS properties. 
(Unlike the S right in the file system, the NDS 
Supervisor object right can be blocked through 
an IRF.)

Browse (B) Allows trustees of the object to search the tree in 
NWAdmin and through NLIST and CX 
commands

Create (C) Allows an object trustee to create objects in and 
below the container (available only on 
container objects)

Delete (D) Permits the removal of objects from the NDS 
tree

Rename (R) Grants the object the ability to change the 
object’s name

Inheritable (I) (NetWare 5 only) Assigned object rights are 
inherited by default in NDS. Removing this right 
on a container object will restrict inheritance 
and force the administrator to explicitly grant 
objects rights to the container.
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The NDS property rights are listed in the following table

Default NDS Rights

The NDS rights that are granted by default are listed below. Keep in mind that 
rights granted to the [Public] object are passed to everything connected to the 
network. (A connection is made to a server before NDS authentication. It is this 
connection that, by default, allows browsing the NDS tree.)

• [Public] receives the R right to the messaging server 

• Admin receives the S and I right to [Root]

• Users inherit the rights of their containers, which are R property right to 
the login script and R right to the print job configuration (in non-NDPS 
environments)

• Users are granted the R right to the [Root] properties of Network address 
and group membership, R to the default server property of [Public], R and 
W to the user’s own login script property and print job configuration 
property, and R to all of the user’s property rights.

• The S right to the Server object is given to any user who installs a server 
into the NDS tree.

• A Server object receives the S object right to itself, thereby permitting the 
server to modify parameters of its own object.

Right (Abbreviation) Description

Supervisor (S) Allows everything granted by all the other rights

Read (R) Provides the ability to see or read the properties 
of an object

Compare (C) Works in tandem with the Read right; used to 
query any property, returning a true or false 
response

Write (W) Allows you to modify, add, change, and delete 
property values; automatically includes the 
Add/Remove Self right. (Granting this right to 
the ACL property of any object effectively gives 
Supervisor access.)

Add/Remove Self (A) Allows an object trustee to add or remove itself 
as a value of the object property

Inheritable (I) (NetWare 5 only) Enables inheritance of 
property rights from a container; used only at 
the container level. (Rights granted through 
selected properties override property rights 
granted through All Properties radio button.)
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Recommendations for NDS Security

My suggestions for implementing NDS security are listed below.

• Disable users who haven’t logged in for several months. Bear in mind that 
some remote users may not connect to the network for an extended period 
of time. If they don’t call about not being able to access the network, delete 
them.

• Use a very long password (at least 18 characters) for Admin and secure it in 
a safe.

• Use a null character (Alt+255) somewhere in the Admin password. This 
way, even if hackers do manage to see the Admin password, they would see 
a blank space where the null character exists.

• Limit the number of people who know the Admin password to four or less.

• Instead of letting people log in as Admin, grant their User object security 
equivalence to Admin. This allows you to audit administrative actions based 
on individual User objects, rather than a single Admin object that many 
people may have used.

• Strictly limit the number of people who have security equivalence to Admin. 
If administrators need Admin rights, grant them security equivalence only 
as long as they are needed, and take the security equivalence away as soon 
as possible. Send yourself an e-mail message as a reminder to take it away.

• Keep the Admin object in a container that contains no other users.

• Once you have set another account security equivalent to Admin, rename 
the Admin account to thwart hackers who are trying to log in as Admin.

• Administrators should have two accounts: one that provides the security 
equivalence needed to perform various administrative duties, and a generic 
end-user account for their other work. This may be an inconvenience, but it 
will help alleviate potential accidents.

• Implement a policy to manage user passwords (refer to the “Password 
Management” section of this AppNote for suggestions).

• Enable intruder detection in every OU. This feature is turned off by default. 
To enable it, right click on the OU in NWAdmin and select Details | 
Intrusion Detection | Detect Intruders. Be careful when enabling intruder 
detection on the O container. The Admin object exists there by default and 
it is possible for the Admin account to the locked out if someone attempts to 
guess the Admin password.
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• Set up connection limits for users. One connection is sufficient for everyone 
other than Admin. (If you are using ZENworks, you will need two 
connections per user.)

• Use the expiration date property for contractors or temps to restrict their 
access to the contracted time limit. (Some organizations use this feature for 
each User object created as a lazy man's way of removing inactive user 
accounts. For example, they set a one-year expiration date for each user, 
and then extend the time period only for those users who are still active on 
the network when the year is up. This would not work well in large 
networks.)

• The time restriction options in NDS add an additional layer of security, 
although I rarely see them being used. If you do, think through the 
ramifications of restricting users based on time of day. You don't want the 
payroll department calling you for access at 11:30 p.m. because they are 
making a late check run.

• Network address restrictions is another feature I rarely see used, but it can 
be useful if you have an older application that must log in to the server on a 
dedicated workstation. Since the automated login name and password often 
give more rights than a normal user, configure the login name to only use 
the dedicated workstation’s MAC or IP address. (Other address restriction 
options are available; refer to the NetWare documentation for details.)

• Use an IRF if necessary to prohibit global access to NDS objects and 
properties. For OUs, groups, or individual users, grant explicit rights to an 
NDS object by trustee assignments. This will replace any previous inherited 
rights.

• When possible, use OUs as “groups” for assigning rights to network 
resources. Since User objects are security equivalent to the OU that they 
are in, any rights you assign to an OU spill over to every user within the OU.

• Remove the Inheritable attribute on each OU that you want to be supported 
separately by other administrators (available in NetWare 5 only).
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The following table is useful when granting a subset of NDS rights to help desk 
or junior administrators for specific NDS functions. The options are grouped 
according to their respective tabs in the NWAdmin utility.

A number of third-party programs are available that can audit NDS. See the 
“Auditing NetWare Security” section for more information.

Function Required Rights

Login Restrictions Tab

Account disabled = Account Disabled R, W, I

Account has expiration date = Account Has Expiration Date R, W, I

Expiration date and time = Account Has Expiration Date R, W, I

Limit concurrent connections = Maximum Connections R, W, I

Maximum connections = Maximum Connections R, W, I

Last login = Login Time R, I

Password Restrictions Tab

Allow user to change password = Allow User to Change 
Password

R, W, I

Require a password = Require Unique Password R, W, I

Minimum password length = Minimum Password Length R, W, I

Force Periodic password changes = Days Between Forced 
Changes

R, W, I

Days between forced changes = Days Between Forced 
Changes

R, W, I

Date password expires = Date Password Expires R, W, I

Require unique passwords = Require Unique Passwords R, W, I

Limit grace logins = Grace Logins Allowed R, W, I

Grace logins allowed = Grace Logins Allowed R, W, I

Remaining grace logins = Remaining Grace Logins R, W, I

Change Password - Password Management R, W, I

Intruder Lockout Tab

Account locked S object right

Incorrect login count S object right

Account reset time R, I

Last intruder address R, I
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Password Management
Your goal in password management is to eliminate a hacker’s ability to gain 
access to the network by guessing or intercepting passwords. Hackers use a 
number of methods to obtain password access.

• If they have physical access to the server, hackers can load a rogue NLM 
that creates an Admin-equivalent User object, which they can then use to 
log in.

• They can run a password deciphering program on Windows workstations to 
decode the workstation password, which is usually synched to the NDS 
password. (See “Workstation Security” later in this AppNote for ways to 
prevent this hack.)

• They can mount a brute force or dictionary attack to discover a User 
object’s password.

• They can run a utility to identify which users don’t have passwords.

In a brute force attack, every possible combination of letters and numbers is 
tried until the correct password is discovered. In dictionary attacks, a 
predetermined list of the most popular passwords is used. Both hacks can be 
prevented by enabling Novell's intruder detection feature.

One freeware utility that is often used by hackers to identify user accounts with 
no passwords is called CHKNULL. This simple DOS command line utility 
checks all User objects to see which have “null” (no) passwords, without 
triggering any failed login attempts in intruder detection. 

Of course, you can use to this utility, found at http://www.nmrc.org, to audit 
password compliance and close any no-password security holes you may find 
(see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Output from the 
CHKNULL utility showing 
that user MFOUST has no 
password.
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CHKNULL has several parameters which you can use to extend its 
functionality:

Usage: chknull [-p] [-n] [-v] [wordlist]

-p = check username as password

-n = don't check null password

-v = verbose output

also can check specified words on the command line as passwords

A similar function can be performed by using Novell’s NLIST command, as 
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: You can check 
for users without passwords 
using the NLIST command.

Recommendations for Password Security

The main defense against password hacks is enabling Novell’s intruder 
detection to lock out users that supply incorrect passwords in a predetermined 
number of attempts. As a user exceeds the intruder detection limit, NetWare 
logs the event. The server beeps and displays a time- stamped message showing 
the account name that is now locked and the node's MAC address. A locked 
account can be reset by anyone with Supervisor object rights to the user.

Note: Server-generated error messages are displayed on the system console and logged to the 
\SYSTEM\SYS$LOG.ERR file, which can be read with a text editor.

To turn on intruder detection in an OU, select the OU in NWAdmin. Right-click 
on the OU and select Details | Intruder Detection. Click the Detect Intruders 
box and the Lock account after detection box, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: To enable 
Intruder Detection in an 
OU, check the boxes as 
shown (neither box is 
checked by default).

The default values for these two options are also shown in Figure 2. Note that 
the default number of incorrect login attempts allowed is 7. I recommend 
changing that to 3.

Other password security recommendations include the following:

• When creating user accounts, administrators do not need to specify a 
password. Similarly, users are not required to have a password by default. 
Make and use a User_Template object to require specific password 
properties.

• Require users to have passwords with a minimum length.

• Require users to have unique passwords. NetWare remembers the last 
eight passwords each user has had.

• Keep the number of grace logins set at three.

Single Sign-On

Independent surveys have identified password resetting as one of the top 
reasons for help desk calls. One way to decrease the likelihood of users 
forgetting their passwords is to reduce the number of passwords they are 
required to memorize. 

Novell’s Single Sign-on solution allows a single enterprise-wide login to NDS to 
applications that would normally require separate passwords. Password-enabled 
application authentications are redirected via APIs and stored in encrypted form 
in NDS. For more information, visit http://www.novell.com/products/sso/.
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Auditing Password Security

BindView (http://www.bindview.com) enables auditing and enforcement of user 
passwords policies on an enterprise level. BindView will provide reports of 
password attributes, such as length, number of days until change, and so on, 
along with the ability to change attributes system-wide. 

Kane Security Analyst (http://www.intrusion.com) and BlueLance LT Auditor 
(http://www.blue lance.com) are two other third-party programs you can use to 
help audit password security. Various shareware and freeware utilities are also 
available to assist you with your auditing needs.

Securing Your Servers
To enable the Novell-provided security model for NetWare servers, a secure site 
should implement the following measures.

• Upgrade bindery-based (NetWare 3.x) servers to NetWare 5. There are 
many NetWare 3.x hacks that can only be prevented by moving from 
bindery to NDS authentication.

• Upgrade workstation client software and print servers to enable NDS 
logins.

• Remove bindery contexts as soon as possible after upgrading to NDS. Many 
hacks are based on bindery access to the server.

• In NetWare 5, use Novell’s new SCRSAVER.NLM to password-protect 
access to the server console.

• Keep all servers up-to-date with the latest software patches and field 
updates. One of the purposes for these patches is to fix known security 
holes. Updates can be downloaded from http://support.novell.com.

Note: Don’t be wary of Novell's field updates. Despite the name, these field updates 
are not beta versions of patches. They are roughly equivalent to Microsoft's 
HotFixes. Novell eventually bundles field updates into a service pack.

• Don’t use RCONSOLE for remote access to the server console. If you must 
use RCONSOLE, encrypt the password and set the server and workstation 
to use packet signature option 3. To encrypt the password, use the 
REMOTE ENCRYPT command as shown below and answer “yes” to the 
prompt:

: REMOTE ENCRYPT

Enter a password to encrypt > NOVELL

To use this password use the command:

Load REMOTE –E 2475030255179199A911D6

Would you like this command written to 

SYS:SYSTEM\LDREMOTE.NCF? (y/n)
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A working hack against the hashed RCONSOLE password has been 
published at http://www.nmrc.org. To obtain the password, a hacker must 
have either a protocol analyzer trace of unencrypted client/server 
communication at a time when someone is using RCONSOLE, or access to 
the SYS:SYSTEM directory. For stronger remote console security, try 
Protocom’s SecureRemote for NetWare (http://www.server systems.com/ 
scremote/Welcome.html) or NetWare 5.x’s new IP-based RCONJ utility.

• Turn off or disable any unnecessary remote access services running on 
your network, such as FTP, anonymous passwords, and so on.

• Use authentication (preferably NDS) to restrict Internet access by User 
object, Internet sites, time of day, and so on. Novell’s BorderManager 
product can perform this function.

• To reduce the chance of break-ins from the Internet, consider using a proxy 
server. Another option is Network Address Translation (NAT), a technique 
invisible to end-users which maps IP addresses from one group to another. 
Network Address Port Translation (NAPT) is a method by which both 
network IP addresses and their TCP/UDP ports are translated into a single 
“real” network address and its TCP/UDP ports. Jointly, these provide a 
mechanism to connect your private addresses to a single “real” IP address. 
Novell, Cisco, and other vendors sell NAT solutions.

• For the most security-critical users on your network (especially Admin), 
consider using packet signature option 3 (the highest level). With NCP 
packet signing enabled, each packet sent between servers and clients is 
encrypted. This is roughly equivalent to communicating across a virtual 
private network.

You set this at the server by entering “SET NCP Packet Signature 
Option=3” at the console prompt. At the workstation, enable it by 
right-clicking on the red N in the System Tray and selecting Novell Client 
Properties | Advanced Settings | Signature Level | 3.

Note: The protection afforded by NCP packet signatures comes at the cost of 
performance, as the encryption and decryption algorithms used for packet 
signing are fairly CPU- intensive. At one of my customer sites, they enabled 
packet signing on every client workstation for about 150 users. The server 
consistently ran at about 50% utilization just from the workload of packet 
signing.

• LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) version 1 uses clear-text 
passwords. Upgrade any applications that use LDAP v1 to LDAP v3. This 
version is supported by later versions of NDS 7 and all NDS 8 versions, 
including eDirecotry.

• NetWare 5 supports telnet remote access to the server (configurable 
through the INETCFG utility). Since telnet uses clear-text passwords that 
any protocol analyzer can read, do not enable this feature in secure 
environments.
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• For ultra-secure environments, implement stronger methods of 
authentication such as biometrics or tokens. Biometrics involve the use of 
some unique personal identifier such as a fingerprint or retinal scan to 
provide authentication. A token is something you possess, such as a smart 
card. Both of these authentication methods are supported by NetWare 5. 
Visit http://www.novell.com/security for additional information.

Security for Web Servers

Connecting your network to the Internet is inherently risky. Here are some 
suggestions to increase security for your Web servers:

• Install a firewall between your network and the Internet. Novell's 
BorderManager product has firewall capabilities. Visit 
http://www.novell.com/bordermanager/ for details.

• Another feature of BorderManager is known as reverse proxy. This allows 
you to cache your Web server’s content on a separate box. Place a “pinhole” 
in the firewall which only the cache server can use to get content. That way, 
hackers can only hack cache.

You can accomplish the same thing with an Internet Caching System (ICS) 
product from Novell OEMs such as Dell and Compaq. Compaq has some 
great architectural samples at ftp://ftp.compaq.com/pub/products/servers/ 
tasksmart/tasksmart-deploy.pdf

• Log all Web and DNS activity with BorderManager or your firewall 
software.

Workstation Security
Third-party hacking utilities can decipher passwords stored on workstations. 
These utilities undermine workstation security by allowing the hacker to read 
Microsoft-encrypted .pwl files. Snadboys’ Revelation (http://www.snadboy.com) 
is an example of such as product.

The following security measures are recommended to protect workstations:

• If possible, use Windows NT Workstation or Windows 2000 instead of 
Windows 95/98 or Windows 3.x.

• Train users to lock their workstations via a password-enabled screensaver 
when they leave their work area. If users complain about having to 
remember yet another password, several NDS-enabled password 
screensavers are available at http://www.ethosoft.com or 
http://www.netwarefiles.com/scrsaver.htm.

Password-enabled screensavers on Windows 95/98 are not foolproof, 
because the workstation can simply be rebooted to bypass the screensaver.

• If two or more users share the same workstation, train them to reboot or 
turn the machine off when they are finished, instead of simply logging out.
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• Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) can be a security hole, as it 
may be possible for someone to plug in a laptop to one of your Ethernet data 
jacks and obtain an IP address. This would give the intruder at least 
Internet access. An IP address also grants a user access to any one of a 
number of IP hacking tools. Unless you manually associate IP addresses to 
MAC addresses, almost any user can plug in and obtain an IP addresses.

Requiring users to authenticate for Internet access enables you to more 
selectively grant access and log the Internet activity of users. Most Internet 
authentication is accomplished either through a separate password or via 
permission on an IP address. BorderManager provides access via policies 
that are placed on NDS user, group, and container objects. Other firewall 
solutions may require password access to the Internet, but again, the user is 
faced with remembering another password.

Auditing NetWare Security
Administrative time devoted to searching audit logs and auditing your system 
for possible problems is time well spent.

Audit Logs

You should regularly view the following server log files for important system 
information (these files may be viewed from the server console or from a text 
editor).

Log File Contents

SYS$LOG.ERR Found in the \SYSTEM directory, this file contains file 
server errors and general status information.

CONSOLE.LOG Found in the \ETC directory, this file maintains a copy of 
all console screen activity.  It is started by the 
CONSOLE.NLM that is automatically loaded in NetWare 
5 AUTOEXEC.NCF file. The file size limit is set to 100KB 
by default, but you can change this if necessary.

VOL$LOG.ERR Automatically created and stored at the root of each 
volume, this file contains little of interest for security 
except the mounting and dismounting of volumes and 
VREPAIR operations.

ABEND.LOG Found in the SYSTEM directory, this file keeps a record of 
server Abends. Sometimes hackers just want to Abend 
your server. NetWare 4.x and 5.x offer automated 
Abend recovery. You can also use third-party tools such 
as the AlexanderLAN Server Protection Kit to notify the 
administrator of Abend messages and other alerts. Visit 
http://support.novell.com/alexanderlan/ for more 
information.
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Auditing Programs

Novell’s main auditing tool is the AUDITCON utility. However, many find it 
cumbersome and somewhat difficult to use.

If you use NDS eDirectory on platforms other than NetWare (such as NT, 
Windows 2000, Solaris, or Linux), you do not have the essential ability to audit 
via AUDITCON as Novell has not yet included this capability in the NDS 
versions ported to other platforms. You will have to buy a third-party NDS 
auditing utility, so be sure to budget for this in your NDS purchase. 

Note: According to Novell, the auditing ability will be incorporated into the other platform 
versions of NDS eDirectory soon.

Many Novell and third-party utilities are available that are far more efficient and 
much easier to use than AUDITCON.

• Novell ManageWise (http://www.novell.com/products/managewise) is a 
comparatively inexpensive network management product that can audit 
NDS events such as partition operations, as well as hundreds of other 
potential problems. On the down side, it has a 16-bit console interface that 
some find cumbersome to use.

• BorderManager (http://www.novell.com/products/bordermanager) is a 
network access management suite that is closely integrated with NDS, 
allowing you to enforce and monitor access consistently from a central 
location. BorderManager can help you enforce network security by 
monitoring event logs on a regular basis. These logs are used to check for 
anomalies in server traffic such as port scans, spoofed Routing Information 
Protocol (RIP) packets, DNS requests, ICMP redirects, or any inconsistent 
routing activity. You can also configure BorderManager Alert to notify you 
by e-mail when certain security-related conditions or events occur, such as 
packet flooding, abnormal packet sizes, and the unloading or loading of 
modules on the server.

• BindView (http://www.bindview.com) is a great product with many features 
that are useful in auditing security-related aspects of your network. The 
only drawbacks are its dependency on Novell's AUDITCON and its 
relatively high cost. If you cannot afford the license for BindView, download 
a trial copy and test it on your network. 

• Security Analyst (http://www.intrusion.com) is a network security 
assessment tool that provides a fast, thorough security analysis for 
NetWare and Windows NT. It compares your network security 
configuration with industry best practices or your own organizational 
security policy to help you see your network’s areas of vulnerability and 
take corrective action. The reports can be customized and compiled into an 
attractive audit presentation for your management team.

• BlueLance LT Auditor+ (http://www.bluelance.com) is a powerful security 
auditing tool that has been successfully used by companies worldwide to 
monitor their networks and secure their assets from internal intrusion.
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Miscellaneous Security Tips
To successfully guard against hacker attacks, you have to think like a hacker. 
Remember, hackers are usually trying to get Admin security equivalence. They 
also want to hide their tracks. Therefore, it is your job to make that as difficult as 
possible. Keep informed of hacks by visiting hacker Web sites to collect 
information and countermeasures.

Accounts Used by Applications

Be aware that certain applications must log in to the network using common 
login names and passwords. Examples of such login accounts include:

• BACKUP

• MAIL

• POST

• FAXUSER

• PRINTER

• LASER

• HPLASER

Backup programs often require Admin equivalence, which is a security hole. 
Use network address restrictions for the backup node, if possible. Also, make 
sure your User_Template object has a password required. If not, it is possible 
for a hacker to clone a User object with the template.

Hidden OUs

To gain Admin privileges, the hacker needs access to the server, either through 
physical access to the server console or by authenticating with a stolen 
password. A common way for hackers to hide their tracks after successfully 
gaining Admin security equivalence is to create an OU with a single User object 
in it. The hacker gives that User object explicit trustee rights to the User object 
and the new OU, and then takes away browsing rights to the OU from the rest 
of the tree by removing the [Public] object's Browse right.

You can use a freeware utility called HOBJLOC.NLM to find these hidden OUs. 
HOBJLOC.NLM is available for download on Novell’s Web site or at 
http://www.netwarefiles.com. To start the utility, load the NLM and enter the 
Admin password. Figure 4 shows an example of the output from this utility.
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Figure 4: The Hidden 
Object Locator found that 
the Admin object has 
neither Browse nor 
Supervisor rights to 
HACKERSOU.

The “invisible” user will also show up in the MONITOR utility’s list of service 
connections. However, using the Connections option in MONITOR is useful 
only in small networks with few users. On large networks with hundreds of 
connections, it is difficult to sift through the list and find a hidden user.

The Pandora Hack

The Pandora hack is probably the most infamous of NetWare hacks. Pandora is 
actually a set of hack utilities designed to obtain security equivalence to Admin. 
The Pandora home page is located at http://www.nmrc.org/pandora/index.html.

Defense against Pandora includes the following measures:

• Since Pandora will not work with passwords over 16 characters long, make 
your Admin passwords 17 characters or longer.

• Require users to have passwords that are at least 8 characters long and hard 
to guess (a combination of letters and numbers is most effective).

• Since some of the utilities require access to the SYS:SYSTEM directory to 
hack against NDS backup files, restrict access to this directory from 
everyone except Admins.

• Pandora also requires access to the same Ethernet segment as Admin. 
Keep the administrative workstation on its own segmented, switched 
subnet.

• Ensure that Admin and equivalent userss are using packet signature option 
3 at their workstations.
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Preventing Tree Browsing

The ability to browse the network via Network Neighborhood is a security hole. 
On secure networks, valid users do not need this ability. Browsing allows users 
access to resources outside the administrator’s reach. True, file and directory 
rights are still active, but any mistakes or oversights in assigning rights can 
leave your network vulnerable.

By default, anyone can browse the entire NDS tree. You do not even need to be 
logged in to see the entire tree with the CX utility. Entering the command “CX 
/R /A /T” displays the tree structure starting at the root. In NetWare 4.x, the 
SYS:LOGIN directory contains both the CX and NLIST utility. In NetWare 5.x, 
the NLIST utility was moved into the SYS:PUBLIC directory to be used only by 
authenticated users.

By default, the hidden [Public] object has Browse rights to the entire NDS tree. 
You should regularly check the NDS trustees of this object. You may delete the 
[Public] object or remove its default Browse assignment, but carefully consider 
the ramifications before doing so. In most cases, users’ default Browse rights to 
their own container is sufficient to grant them access to resources within the 
container. However, many organizations place resources (most often printers) 
outside of the user’s container. In this case, users would need Browse rights in 
the tree to locate print queues and other resources outside their home 
container. This usually comes from the [Public] object’s Browse right to the 
tree. Also, contextless login is useless if users cannot search the NDS tree.

You can give the rights [Public] has to the [ROOT] object, which will preserve 
the rights needed by authenticated users through inheritance. However, you 
should test any such measures in a lab environment first. You don’t need 
hundreds of users calling the help desk first thing Monday morning because 
they can’t log in due to an inadvertent error on your part.

Another area where users traditionally need browsing ability is in mapping 
drives. By default, this function relies on the ability to find servers via the 
Service Location Protocol (SLP). In most cases, however, drive mappings are 
set up in login scripts designed by the administrator to create the users’ work 
environment. NetWare 5 supports the ability to map to resources using IP 
addresses or DNS names within login scripts. If you have DNS implemented for 
all of your NetWare servers, SLP browsing support is unnecessary.
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Using ZENworks

ZENworks for Desktops (http://www.novell.com/products/zenworks) uses NDS 
authentication for desktop application support. If you need to strictly control 
what end-users can do from their workstations, you can replace the Windows 
Explorer.exe shell with the NAL.exe shell.

ZENworks also allows you to associate applications with users or workstations 
based on predetermined policies. The licensing option assists you in enforcing 
adherence to application licenses. For example, if you purchased 250 user 
licenses for Corel's WordPerfect, you can monitor and limit user access to 250.

Scrutinizing Third-Party Products

Carefully scrutinize all third-party products before you implement them on your 
network. Be sure to ask vendors about their security models and their product 
holes. For example, Oblix, a directory white/yellow pages product for NDS, 
requires a middleware server that passes clear-text passwords over the wire.

Conclusion
Security on a network is not something to be taken lightly. In today’s 
interconnected world, it is essential that you take steps to protect your valuable 
data from all points of attack, both external and internal. Hopefully this AppNote 
has given you some ideas for devising a strong security policy to meet your 
organization’s needs.

Note: This AppNote is adapted from the security chapter of a book entitled NetWare in a 
Nutshell, currently being written by the author for O'Reilly and Associates. For more 
information, visit http://www.oreilly.com.
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Novell’s Controlled Cryptographic 
Services

 

........................................................................................................................................

For a long time, the use of cryptography for supporting security services has 
been a problem for international software developers. Cryptographic 
technologies have been restricted by US and international laws. The restrictions 
have been so severe in some cases as to force developers to remove the 
cryptography from their products before they are allowed to ship 
internationally. Cryptography is the cornerstone of security services, but 
unfortunately its use and compliance with international regulations has 
complicated software development efforts.

The primary restrictions on exporting cryptography for world-wide 
consumption are:

• Algorithm and key usage restrictions according to geographic region

• Restrictions on replacing provided cryptographic algorithms with stronger 
algorithms

• Stringent key recovery requirements

The Novell International Cryptographic Infrastructure, or NICI, is 
systematically designed to overcome these restrictions in a way that is secure 
and transparent to the application developer.

The value of NICI to third-party developers lies in its ability to solve the 
developer’s use of standard cryptographic interfaces. Providing cryptographic 
algorithms through dynamic link libraries (such as DLLs or NLMs) allows 
circumvention or replacement of the approved cryptographic algorithms with 
unapproved or stronger algorithms. This is commonly referred to as 
“crypto-with-a-hole.”
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Historically, developers have solved the crypto-with-a-hole problem by statically 
linking the approved cryptography with their application into a single package 
that prevents replacement of the cryptographic libraries. Of equal concern has 
been the restrictions on algorithm and key usage, forcing developers to 
statically define the strength of the cryptography used. Traditional 
cryptographic libraries are of limited benefit if the libraries must be copied and 
modified for every instance of their use to service both domestic and export 
markets. This approach has forced developers to produce different versions of 
their products to meet different regional requirements. Different versions of the 
software also mean increased maintenance costs as well as increased 
production and distribution expenses.

With NICI, developers are able to package applications for export without the 
necessary cryptographic libraries hard linked into the application. Developers 
benefit from a dynamically linkable library where the restrictions on the use of 
cryptography are enforced internally by NICI. This allows developers to 
maintain a single, commodity version of their software product for worldwide 
distribution.

NICI utilizes a policy-based architecture. Key usage and key archiving is 
enforced through dynamically loadable policies. The application is independent 
of, and yet controlled by, the internal governing policies. This means that 
restrictions on the use of cryptography are transparent to the application 
developer.

NICI is also a modular architecture, supporting replaceable cryptographic 
algorithms. Replaceable cryptographic algorithms can provide for special 
cryptographic needs, both present and future, alleviating the developer from 
these concerns. Developers receive the benefits of flexible and current 
technologies without modifying their software products, and can also be 
confident that their customers are receiving the strongest cryptography 
available on a regional basis. NICI ensures infrastructure integrity through an 
integral Operating System loader and module verification. Module verification 
uses strong digital signatures based on a public key infrastructure, which is 
supported through a high assurance root certification authority.

The export of strong cryptography (e.g. DES, Triple-DES, etc.) for general 
purposes of data confidentiality is currently restricted by U.S. export laws to 
systems which incorporate mandatory and integral key recovery capabilities. 
NICI currently implements key recovery for purposes of user-oriented disaster 
recovery and has been designed to facilitate law-enforcement oriented key 
recovery (key escrow) in the future, if required. Disaster key recovery is the 
ability to restore keys critical to recovery of data that is required to restore 
operations of a customer’s business. This requirement is independent of key 
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recovery for law enforcement purposes which is typically addressed through 
some form of key escrow. The ability to export strong cryptography world-wide 
by virtue of integral key recovery is attainable with NICI. None of these features 
are significant without assurances in the security of the infrastructure 
supporting the cryptographic services, in particular the policy enforcement 
mechanisms. 

Assurances in the security of the infrastructure require rigorous design based 
on sound security principles, and independent third party evaluations of the 
system against industry accepted standards for secure systems. Cryptographic 
services provided by NICI are integrated with Novell Directory Service (NDS), 
Novell Public Key Infrastructure Services (PKIS), and Secure Authentication 
Services (SAS). These components synergistically provide the foundation for 
secure network services.

The value of NICI’s architecture is evidenced in its contributions as viewed by 
import/export approval agencies. However, security of network services 
(specifically cryptographic services) used by applications will become more 
pronounced as the demand for E-commerce and other security-reliant Internet 
applications increase. NICI provides this level of assurance, and applications 
developed to the CCS interface can expect to receive favorable consideration for 
US export, and import into many restrictive world regions.

 

Novell International Cryptographic Infrastructure (NICI)

 

The NICI concept was introduced to the U.S. Government in a report where 
three fundamental aspects of NICI were identified:

• Cryptographic loadable and replaceable modules

• Key generation SDK

• Cryptographic key controls

With NICI, the cryptography embedded in NetWare and the cryptographic 
services provided by or added to NetWare are modular. Cryptographic 
functions are encapsulated in the form of dynamically loadable modules that are 
replaceable and extensible only by Novell and authorized third parties as 
necessary to conform to the appropriate national policies, and to provide various 
cryptographic technologies in response to customer needs.
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The replacement of cryptographic modules is controlled. The only 
cryptographic functions that are accessible are those standard APIs where 
policies govern their use, and the policies are those that are specially licensed 
by Novell or Novell-authorized agencies. A digital key certification hierarchy 
based on cryptographically strong digital signatures is used to separately 
license cryptographic modules and policies, thus facilitating third party 
cryptographic module development (this authentication of modules, of course, 
refers to modules in the infrastructure, and not applications written to use the 
services).

NICI is a layered, hierarchical infrastructure which divides cryptographic 
functionality among four distinct layers. The functionality of each layer is 
provided by dynamically-loadable, digitally-signed modules of the type: 
Cryptography Library (XLIB) modules which implement particular uses of 
cryptography and can provide interfaces to untrusted applications; 
Cryptography Manager (XMGR) modules which implement key management, 
enforce key use policies, and provide algorithm management services to XLIBs; 
Cryptography Engine (XENG) modules which implement the actual 
cryptographic algorithms; and Cryptography Engine Support (XSUP) modules 
which supply a restricted subset of operating system services to XENG 
modules. Each layer supports segregation of modules by authenticating the 
digitally-signed modules before loading, and by controlling the hierarchy of 
modules through controlled interfaces. NICI controls access to the 
cryptographic functionality through this hierarchy of interfaces, as well as 
access to the keying materials. Thus, the services offered by CCS are restricted 
in what it can do, and what it can access.

Novell is providing a Common Cryptographic Services (CCS) API to 
developers. CCS is an XLIB with an interface (API) that is a higher level 
abstraction of cryptographic services provided by the cryptography manager. 
Access to the CCS APIs is controlled through a dynamic linking and binding 
mechanism with the application. Application developers must statically link a 
small footprint CCS access library into their applications in order to dynamically 
access the CCS cryptographic APIs. Novell licensing restrictions and the CCS 
SDK binding mechanism protect the integrity of the infrastructure, satisfying 
the requirement that cryptographic functionality is protected from modification 
and replacement.

Additionally, private and secret keys generated by NICI are accessible only in 
wrapped form outside of the infrastructure (i.e., to applications). A NICI 
wrapped key includes the key value itself as well as control attributes, which are 
bound together. The wrapping process provides confidentiality for the key itself 
and integrity protection for the control attributes. Keys are wrapped to insure 
that control attributes of the keys can be verified at time of use. Policies govern 
algorithm and key usage, as well as key archiving, by referencing these control 
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attributes. The integrity of the NICI architecture provides assurances in policy 
enforcement; and controlled access of the keys insures the integrity of the 
control attributes used in policy enforcement. In this way, import/export 
concerns on key usage and archival requirements are satisfied. Integral key 
archiving provides the basis for key escrow capability in future releases to meet 
whatever changing import/export requirements might exist in the future. 

Policies are required to govern algorithm and key usage, and to insure integral 
key archiving for secure key recovery and the enabling of key escrow. The 
separation of policy enforcement from module integrity verification is a unique 
feature of the NICI architecture. Dynamically loadable policies are digitally 
signed separately from modules to allow separation of certifying authorities. 
Separate signing of modules and policies facilitates third party development of 
certain modules, such as the cryptographic engines, whose actions are 
constrained by the policies. The cryptographic engines (XENG) are constrained 
by key usage policies; and key generation through the cryptography manager 
(XMGR) is governed by archiving policies. Because policies are changeable 
within NICI, policy enforcement is transparent to, and unaffected by 
applications, which forms the basis for favorable import/export licensing 
consideration. Applications that use the CCS library enjoy these benefits.

 

The Controlled Cryptographic Services API

 

The CCS API provides an interface for cryptography and key management that 
is independent of any specific cryptographic algorithm. This API is intended to 
provide a stable platform for the development of applications consuming 
cryptographic services where modular replacement of the underlying 
implementation will not affect the interface definitions. The types of services 
provided by the CCS API include:

• Interface initialization and configuration

• Random number generation

• Information about available algorithms

• Encryption and Decryption

• Obfuscation and De-obfuscation

• Message Digesting

• Signature and Verification

• Key Management

 

1.

 

Symmetric key generation

 

2.

 

Asymmetric public/private key Generation

 

3.

 

Key wrapping
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• Certificate Management

 

1.

 

Create and sign public-key certificates

 

2.

 

Create and sign public-key certificate from PKCS#10 requests

 

3.

 

Load and verify certificates

• Secure Socket Layer Support Services

The complete CCS development kit will be available through the Novell 
Software Developer Kit (SDK) that may be used from native language such as 
“C” and through a Java class.

 

Conclusion

 

Novell has built all its enhanced security features in NetWare 5 on the NICI 
infrastructure and all these services are written to the CCS API. These services 
include Novell’s Public Key Infrastructure Services, Novell Secure 
Authentication Services, and Secure Socket Layer services. Additionally, packet 
signatures are implemented in NetWare 5 using the NICI infrastructure and the 
CCS APIs.

Because these security features are built on NICI, it has allowed Novell to 
deliver and maintain a single set of server modules for NetWare 5 for 
world-wide consumption. This benefits Novell in reducing configuration 
management, operational, and packaging expenses. It also benefits developers 
and network administrators by solving the three difficult problems in providing 
exportable cryptography in applications: 1) geographic region difference in 
cryptographic algorithms, 2) removing cryptography from the application in a 
way that does not promote crypto-with-a-hole, and 3) complying with stringent 
key recovery requirements. Additionally, because applications written to the 
CCS API contain no cryptography within them, application developers can 
expect to receive expedited U.S. export approval. In short, Novell has done the 
“hard work” in making cryptography easy to use in applications, and thus 
freeing the developer and the network administrator from these concerns.
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Assessing the Business and 
Technical Aspects of Public Key 
Infrastructure Deployment

 

........................................................................................................................................

As increasing numbers of networks move from the traditional client-server LAN 
to the client- network paradigm of distributed services, new scaleability and 
manageability issues will inevitably present themselves. One critical issue that 
must be dealt with as networks expand--and especially as they embrace the 
“open” environment of the Internet--is the need for cryptographic services. 

Cryptography is routinely used to perform user authentication at login time, where 
it shows increased (but not always certain) ability to identify end-users or the 
machines they work with. Cryptography is also a fundamental part of creating and 
maintaining secure information to adequately identify users in electronic business 
environments. Many user activities that are necessary for external collaboration 
require cryptographic protocols such as SSL (Secure Socket Layer), S/MIME 
(Secure Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions), and IPSec (IP Security).

In addition to the network management issues arising from the use of 
cryptography in an open network environment, there are significant business 
issues that have direct implications on a company’s operational costs and return 
on investment. To help both network managers and business people understand 
these implications as they affect manageability of the entire network, this 
AppNote covers some of the underlying problems of using cryptography in 
business, as well as Novell’s solutions to those problems.

Specifically, this AppNote covers:

• The perils and pitfalls of using cryptography

• The NetWare 5 security architecture and how it relates to cryptographic services 

• Novell’s Public Key Infrastructure Services (PKIS) 

• Novell’s internal and external Certificate Authority (CA) capabilities

This AppNote assumes familiarity with basic security concepts such as 
authentication, certificates, and digital signatures. For more information on 
these topics, visit the Novell Directory Services (NDS) security Web page at:

 

http://www.novell.com/products/nds/security.html
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Cryptography Perils and Pitfalls

 

In any organization connected to the Internet, it is important to give immediate 
attention to any specification or request that requires cryptography. A lack of 
understanding about the limitations of cryptography can have adverse 
consequences from both business and technical standpoints, as will become 
more apparent as we go along.

Business people may be surprised to learn that cryptography does not 
necessarily guarantee either proper or adequate levels of authentication. 
Network managers may be dismayed to discover that many of the underlying 
problems introduced by cryptography are not resolved by a public key 
infrastructure (PKI), and that a PKI actually raises its own issues regarding 
cryptographic key management. Improper management of cryptographic keys 
can not only halt business activity on the network, it could leave organizations 
susceptible to data loss or without access to vital information. Even the most 
secure electronic transactions pose a significant threat to business if they are 
not reversible. 

To further complicate the problem, many of the tools commonly used to work 
over the Internet, such as browsers, web servers, and the Lightweight Directory 
Access Protocol (LDAP), mandate the use of cryptography. Yet the sobering 
reality at present is that 

 

imposed methods for protecting the “secret” used in the 
cryptography are very weak

 

. In fact, one of the leaders in the security community 
has described cryptography as “the opiate of the naive.” It might make people 
feel better about their information security, but without a complete 
infrastructure it is not particularly effective.

To help business and network managers understand these issues and others 
that come into play with cryptography, this section presents an overview of how 
cryptography has developed and where its strengths and weaknesses lie.

 

Cryptography vs. Security

 

In the early days of PC networks, when the typical computer was powered by an 
Intel 8086 processor running at 4.88 MHz, cryptographic mechanisms were 
largely homegrown—but they worked. Public and private key pairs were 
typically generated in a proprietary fashion, and digital certificates were minted 
as needed. Some of the longest key lengths that could be tolerated were 256 bits 
to 312 bits, which was considered extremely good cryptography. While some 
development houses had started to think about certificate hierarchies, few were 
ready to tackle the more complex issues such as cross-certification between 
certificate authorities.
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As for the typical computer user, none were interested in notions such as 
authentication, authorization, and single sign-on. The ink in the U.S. 
government’s security standards documents was barely dry, and the concept of 
a trusted computing base (TCB) had yet to be introduced. Security 
infrastructures, directory services, and auditing were just a gleam in some 
programmer’s eye. Security was simply cryptography, and that’s all anyone had 
to deal with.

Today, of course, computer security has come a long way. Processor power and 
network capabilities have increased dramatically, as has the need to 
intercommunicate between companies. Electronic commerce and virtual private 
networks are becoming a reality, while governments and other organizations 
requiring high security (especially for value-laden transactions over the 
Internet) are implementing “trusted” Class B3 and C2 evaluated systems. In 
Germany, the use of E4 rated systems (Class B3 equivalent) is mandated by law 
for creating electronic certificates, and user machines to use these certificates 
must be at least E2 rated (Class C2 equivalent). 

Through all these advances, cryptography itself has evolved, especially in the 
area of public key cryptography.

 

One-Way Algorithms 

 

The cryptography we use today for PKI is based on asymmetric encryption 
algorithms that require two keys: a public key known to everyone, and a private 
or secret key known only to the recipient of the message. These encryption 
algorithms are based on mathematical computations that are fairly easy to 
perform in one direction, but extremely difficult to reverse. A good analogy is 
making an omelette. You can easily crack some eggs, cook them, and serve the 
resulting omelette to a friend. Your friend can enjoy the omelette withing having 
to know what the original eggs looked like. But if your friend wants the original 
eggs back, you have a real problem. 

This is much like the process of public key cryptography. If you want to send a 
message to your friend, you use one part of the key pair (your friend’s public 
key) to encrypt it. As long as the friend has access to the other part of the key 
pair (his private key), he can successfully decrypt and read your original 
message. However, it is a very difficult problem for you to deduce what your 
friend’s private key is, given just the public key.
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The success of public key cryptography hinges on the mathematical difficulty of 
factoring very large numbers. It is a simple process to multiply two numbers 
together, even if they are fairly large. However, if you give someone the product 
of two large prime numbers and ask them to figure out what two numbers you 
used to arrive at that result, they would have a very difficult problem on their 
hands. With the computing power currently available, the biggest numbers that 
can be factored are somewhere around a hundred digits long. Assuming that a 
digit is about 3.3 bits, that means a skilled mathematician could conceivably 
factor a 300-bit number. As long as keys are longer than that, we are probably 
secure with cryptography based on commonly-used public key algorithms such 
as RSA and others.

Of course, no cryptographic system is 100 percent safe. A lot rests on your 
ability to keep the private key secure. And as computers become more powerful, 
keys will have to get longer to keep the level of factoring difficulty ahead of the 
curve. If you were to chart the success of factoring vs. number length over the 
last 400 years or so, you would see a straight line. It is likely to continue in a 
linear fashion, because cryptographic algorithms are improving at roughly the 
same pace as advances in computing power and decryption technology. 

On this basis, you can extrapolate how long a given key length will remain 
sufficiently strong to safeguard your confidential information. The rule of thumb 
for cryptography says that instead of trying to make encryption algorithms that 
are 100 percent crackproof, you merely need to make them more costly to crack 
than the worth of the information you are protecting. If it will take thousands or 
millions of PCs running in parallel to factor the primes, even the most 
determined hacker is going to think twice before making the attempt.

 

Certificates and Certificate Authorities

 

Not all algorithms used in “public key” cryptography are one-way. Under the 
covers, algorithms are used that can be run in either direction, as in symmetric 
key cryptography. Other times, public key cryptography can be used in a 
reverse direction. For example, suppose you wanted to prove to another person 
that you know something. You can take some text, such as “Mary had a little 
lamb,” and perform the RSA 

 

decryption

 

 operation on that text using your private 
key. You then send the garbled text to the other person. Although the recipient 
can’t read your message, he should be able to look up your public key in some 
type of directory (an online listing of public keys or a printed version), and then 
perform the reverse encryption operation on the text using your public key. If 
everything works okay, something recognizable pops out, such as “Mary had a 
little lamb” or a specified checksum.

From this exercise, the recipient of your message can have confidence in two 
things: first, that the text of your message has not been changed since you 
“signed” it; and secondly, that you did in fact sign it—or at least that someone 
who had access to the private key associated with your public key signed the 
message. 
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For an additional layer of confidence, we must rely on a three-way binding. To 
do this, we invoke the services of a third party that we both trust. The third 
party takes the public key that you want to represent as yours, and associates 
that public key with some piece of information. Typically this might be your 
name, but it doesn’t have to be. It could be some other attribute such as “this 
person is cleared to enter the building between 8 and 5.” In a business context, 
it could be an X.500 name type such as:

.CN=Rich Lee.OU=Developer Services Division.O=Novell.C=US

Now the third party takes this identifier, signs it along with their public key, and 
calls the result a 

 

certificate

 

. The certificate is then bound with the third party’s 
own signature to safeguard the information against any further tampering.

In essence, this is what a certification authority (CA) does. It signs two pieces of 
information—the identify (with any additional attributes) and the public 
key—and binds them together with its own signature. You now have a 
three-way binding that can be trusted, at least as much as the technology and 
the integrity of the CA can be trusted. However, we still haven’t fully solved the 
problem of how to prove the public key signature was okay.

 

Certificate Tree

 

The answer to this CA identity problem lies both in the form of the certificates 
and in the structure of the “certificate tree” or chain. The only way to ensure the 
validity of one CA is to involve another, more trustworthy CA. Thus you can 
climb the certificate tree and validate the CA’s public key at some higher level. 
But eventually you reach the logical “top” of the tree, which by some inverted 
logic we call the root.

At some point in this process, we turn over the responsibility for key integrity to 
someone else. For instance, we might just give out a raw public key and let 
anyone who wants to send it to others worry about protecting it. This might not 
be a good idea, since if the public key is changed or if it is replaced by 
something else, you will no longer be able to substantiate that the public key is 
yours. You also won’t be able to use the master public key for your application to 
validate this certificate tree, since normally the problem of key integrity is 
solved with a self-signed certificate, so the subject and the issue are the same 
thing. Typically, the relying party has to install that public key with its 
self-signed certificate in their browser or some other application.

Since this certificate is going to be the basis of trust for all subsequent dealings, 
you hope its binding was done in a “trusted” manner. The only way to know if it 
is the right key is to print out the “fingerprint” of the certificate. If it matches the 
publicly published fingerprint, you know you have the original key.
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At present, most applications tend to have a self-signed certificate which they 
install in browsers or S/MIME packages. At recent count, there were nearly 50 
different self-signed certificates being distributed by browser manufacturers 
(Netscape, Microsoft, and others). This is cause for concern, as it is difficult 
enough to know the competency of one or two CAs, let alone 50. 

Go ahead and try it for yourself. Start up your browser, click on the security 
icon, and see how many certificate authorities are listed. An example is shown 
in Figure 1.

Since there are probably many more entities listed than you could possibly be 
familiar with, how do you know which you can trust? Ideally, you should pick 
one or two CAs that you know something about. If your system is in the United 
States and you know what the US law is, you might pick one or two US-based 
CAs. If you are in Australia, you might pick Australian Post. If you are in 
Canada, you might pick Bell Canada. At any rate, you should select the most 
reliable CA you can find, preferably one whose laws and administration you 
know something about.

 

The Importance of Trust

 

Not all those who are minting certificates necessarily understand the security 
issues outlined above. It is imperative for certificates to be minted only by a 
high-quality process using strong cryptography within a TCB. If you don’t have 
the underpinnings necessary for the computer to establish trust, it is possible 
for someone else to mint a certificate that is indistinguishable from yours, even 
though you may have thought yours was created in a sufficiently secure 
environment.

Figure 1: List of certificate signers 
from the Netscape Communicator 
Web browser.
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Most approaches to network security involve locking doors, providing physical 
controls, and other administrative measures to make sure outsiders can’t access 
your data. Such controls are important, but they only protect against some of 
the more unlikely threats. For example, if someone were going to break in and 
steal data from your server’s hard disk, they would have to haul off a megabyte 
or two to get anything worthwhile. Yet when people start using public key 
cryptography to exchange keys over the Internet, they ignore a much larger 
risk. Many simply encrypt their material and send it out over the wire, even 
though they do not know for certain who the receiver at the other end is. While 
it is true that transmissions over the wire can be cryptographically sound, all an 
intruder has to do is inject a Trojan Horse program to leak 64 to 128 bits of 
information—your private key. From a would-be attacker’s standpoint, it is just 
too easy.

For all the cryptographic packages currently available, there is no simple 

 

application-level

 

 solution to the problems discussed above. Most people have no 
control over the quality of the cryptographic implementation they use. And even 
the best cryptography toolkits are not secure when they are loaded on a 
computer running DOS, Windows or any other desktop operating system. You 
cannot just assume you know about all the kinds of viruses, Trojan Horses, and 
other problems that might be in the operating system at the time you generate a 
private key.

For example, suppose you have a PC running Windows, and in the middle of 
generating your private key, a context swap occurs. All of the data currently in 
memory is written to the hard disk, including your partially generated key. You 
can bring the data back later on and finish the process, but what is left behind 
on the hard disk? And what if that new patch you downloaded the other day had 
been hacked to include a Trojan Horse that is designed to search your hard disk 
for leftover secrets?

Hopefully this discussion has shown that security and infrastructure issues 
must be dealt with from the very foundation of the system. They simply can’t be 
added on afterwards. This is why in NetWare 5, Novell has incorporated into 
operating system itself a Public Key Infrastructure Service (PKIS) that has been 
carefully engineered to meet the kinds of criteria that security- conscious 
customers will need. The remainder of this AppNote describes the NetWare 5 
security architecture, focusing particularly on the components of the PKIS.
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NetWare 5 Security Architecture

 

In the past year, Novell has shown itself particularly adept in the deployment of 
a public key infrastructure, especially as it relates to cryptographic 
management. This service is built on a coherent architecture and provides a 
uniform set of security principles to Novell’s customers. In turn, businesses can 
determine their own policies for how their users can handle their PKI needs.

 

A Coherent Architecture

 

An architecture should not be a mere collection of software pieces that have 
been thrown together haphazardly. In order to reliably provide the types of 
services noted above, there has to be a coherent security architecture in which 
the pieces fit together usefully for the customer. Novell’s new security 
architecture for NetWare 5 is based upon the relationships that exist between 
the different pieces, with all the parts working together smoothly in a 
cost-effective way to ensure one of the principle value propositions for all Novell 
products: low cost of ownership.

Figure 2 is a graphical representation of the NetWare 5 security architecture 
and how its components fit together. Each component is discussed briefly after 
the figure, starting at the bottom and working up.

Security Infrastructure

Security Services

SDKs

Applications

GroupWise BorderManager NWAdmin/ConsoleOne

Trusted Computing Base Boundary

SAS

Third-party Apps

CCS PKIS SSO AAS

Platform Security Support (NetWare, Windows NT, UNIX)

NICI

Authentication Authorization Administration Cryptography Directory Audit

Figure 2: The NetWare 5 security 
architecture.
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System Platform

 

Since Novell’s PKIS uses NDS, these services will of necessity follow wherever 
NDS goes. Currently the main platform for NDS is NetWare 5. However, as 
NDS evolves to the Windows NT and Unix platforms, the PKI services will be 
available there too. Thus, the platform is a way in which Novell can carry the 
PKI forward so that Novell and our customers do not have to start all over again 
in different environments.

 

Security Infrastructure

 

On top of the system platform is the security infrastructure. This infrastructure 
provides the basic building blocks that must exist within the operating system if 
anything beneficial is going to happen. Authentication, authorization, 
administration, cryptography, directory, and audit services all fall into this layer.

 

Authentication.

 

   Authentication has always been an important part of 
Novell’s security infrastructure. The importance of authentication to the overall 
ability of the network has been noted throughout the industry, and its role in 
NetWare has been elucidated in many AppNotes. (See the November/ 
December 1997 special issue on security for more information.)

 

Authorization.

 

   On the basis of authentication, NetWare also provides for 
authorization, which is the permission a user or process receives to do certain 
things. Authorization is an important part of determining who should have 
access to what objects, whether they are the containers in an NDS tree or the 
file systems on NetWare servers.

 

Administration.

 

   Unlike other industry contenders, NetWare provides 
centralized administration for its PKI. NetWare uses the administration 
infrastructure not only to administer the PKI, but as an enabling technology for 
the deployment of cryptography.

 

Cryptography.

 

   Public keys are created by cryptography. Therefore you 
cannot have a public key infrastructure without cryptography. NetWare 5 
provides a coherent set of solutions via the cryptography infrastructure.

 

Directory.   

 

The directory service, NDS, is the foundation on which the public 
key infrastructure and other components are built.

 

Audit.

 

   Of course, a security infrastructure needs to include audit services. It is 
vital for businesses to be able to monitor what actions people have taken. 
Whereas in the past audit services have been included as an inseparable part of 
NDS, advanced audit services are being identified separately in NetWare 5 so 
that other entities besides NDS can use these services.

 

Security Services

 

On top of the infrastructure plumbing, NetWare 5 offers a set of security 
services. These are the exposed services that are available to developers and 
end-users from the infrastructure.
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NICI.

 

   The Novell International Cryptographic Infrastructure (NICI) serves as 
the basis for many of NetWare 5’s security services. Through NICI, 
cryptographic services will be made available for both server and client use 
through a standardized Software Developer Kit (SDK). Developing applications 
to the NICI Application Programming Interface (API) relieves developers from 
having to include cryptographic code in their products. It also allows 
multi-national corporations to use the same NICI-based application worldwide 
because NICI will control the encryption policy and usage.

 

SAS.

 

   Secure Authentication Services (SAS) are the authentication services 
that are exposed to developers and users, as opposed to those found in the 
plumbing layer. Later in the AppNote, you will see why developers and users 
can get significant benefit from the way in which Novell exposes these services.

 

CCS.

 

   Controlled Cryptographic Services (CCS) is an interface application 
developers can use to incorporate cryptography into their applications without 
having to do the actual cryptography or learn international laws and 
cryptographic regulations.

 

PKIS.

 

   Novell’s PKI Service (PKIS) is the focus of this discussion. It uses NDS, 
the directory service which NetWare provides. Novell’s PKIS will be discussed 
in more detail later in this AppNote.

 

SSO.

 

   We also have a secure single sign-on (SSO) service, which Novell has 
traditionally called “background authentication.” It is a very powerful and useful 
single sign-on capability.

 

AAS.

 

   The Advanced Audit Services (AAS) will provide an interface for 
developers to use Novell’s trusted audit system.

 

Trusted Computing Base Boundary

 

In order for these security services to be effective, they have to be protected by 
a security perimeter. In Figure 2 this is shown as the Trusted Computing Base 
(TCB) boundary. The components that are inside this boundary cannot be 
tampered with without affecting the overall security of the system. Thus in 
NetWare there are mechanisms to protect and control them. 

 

SDKs 

 

However, if the security services remain inside the TCB perimeter, they are of 
no use to anyone. To make them useful, Novell provides a security SDK for 
application developers. This reinforces Novell’s commitment to developers and 
provides the tools external developers will need to build products that take 
advantage of security and PKI services.
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Applications

 

Of course, it is mainly applications that are going to use these security services. 
For example, the next release of Novell’s GroupWise collaboration application 
will be tightly integrated with NDS. Address books and other applications will 
leverage the basic infrastructure. Since these services are based on NDS, you 
get the ability for the authentication that comes with NDS. This means that in 
some future product release, additional capabilities for single sign-on with 
GroupWise can expand and strengthen the existing single sign-on capability.

Other applications, such as the next release of Novell’s BorderManager, will 
have secure authentication services that include SSL. In order for SSL to work, 
you have to have a PKI. It is exactly the same PKI services discussed here that 
BorderManager uses to provide the PKI services for the server. This is a good 
example of how having these services together in a seamless way gives you an 
architecture that makes sense. 

Again, administration is highlighted as an application, since we use NWAdmin 
in NetWare 5 as the basis for administering the PKI itself. In the future, 
administration services will be expanded for the Java environment in 
ConsoleOne, as well as for third-party applications which can leverage the PKI.

 

Benefits of Novell’s Security Architecture

 

It is true that many of the components of the NetWare 5 security architecture 
are available from lots of different places. It is also true that other vendors offer 
similar components under the guise of a security architecture. However, as 
mentioned earlier, it is important that an architecture be coherent and that it 
provide a workable, cost-effective solution to real business problems.

To continue in our vein of establishing a business case for Novell’s security 
solutions, here are some of the differences between Novell’s security 
architecture and some of the “market-tectures” being proposed by other 
vendors.

 

A Real PKI Service.

 

   Assuming you have reached the point where you want 
to provide a PKI service, how would you go about doing that? Well, you could 
start by purchasing a prepackaged PKI someplace and installing it on your 
computer. Since PKI is a way to produce a certificate from some kind of 
certificate store, you’ve got to have a place to store your certificates. So you buy 
another kind of product: a box to hold your certificates, perhaps both private 
keys and public certificates. Now you’ve got your certificate management right 
there in that box.

Of course, now you’ve got to have a way to actually create certificates and get 
them signed. By the way, you also need a cryptography toolkit to perform 
cryptography in the certificate creation. You also need a Certificate Authority. 
So it’s back to the store to buy three more pieces to your PKI puzzle.
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Now, as a network administrator, you want to provide users with a single 
sign-on (SSO) capability. To do so, you need a certificate for your server, so you 
pay a certificate provider the going rate of $400 to create such a certificate for 
you. But you also want LDAP and SSL. Unfortunately, you can’t use the server 
certificate you just paid for, because there is no infrastructure to do that. You 
can’t get to your certificates from the client LDAP. You can’t even access other 
services because you’ve got your own little proprietary certificate management 
protocol. So you spring for another server certificate to use for LDAP . . . it’s 
only another $400.

Next, you find that you need a web server. But again, you can’t simply take your 
LDAP certificate and use it for your web server. So you end up paying another 
$400 to your favorite certificate provider to get the web server you wanted.

While the above scenario may seem a bit farcical, it does point out some of the 
disadvantages of working in a non-coherent security environment.

Where you get your certificates is not Novell’s business; we’re not a certificate 
authority. However, whatever certificate provider you select—whether internal 
or external—should work with our PKIS. Once you have the certificate, you 
should be able to store it in the Directory, where it will be manageable and 
accessible for other services as well.

At the same time, if you want to have cryptography to process public keys, 
Novell provides the cryptographic services that allow you to handle that. This is 
why we place so much emphasis on the architecture which is integral to 
Novell’s PKIS and abilities for electronic commerce.

 

Application Level PKI.

 

   Another significant supporting piece of the 
architecture is the administration component. In the initial release of NetWare 
5, NWAdmin can be used for a certificate authority, for key generation, for 
certificate generation, for certificate signing, and for certificate management. In 
the future, these functions will be handled by ConsoleOne, which is also 
supported by PKIS.

Authentication services are used by PKIS for login, and also as the control for 
access to the certificates. The cryptographic services are used by the PKIS for 
the usual kind of cryptography applied by a public key infrastructure, including 
everything from key generation to actual encryption and decryption where you 
want to use a certificate. 

Novell’s PKIS also provides for key wrapping and for server storage of the 
private key—an integral part of public key technology that is often overlooked. 
You always have a secret to protect: in a PKI it’s the private key; in 
authentication, it’s the user’s password. The Novell security infrastructure 
provides the ability to protect private keys via the Novell International 
Cryptography Infrastructure (NICI) that underlies our entire security 
architecture.
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A Closer Look at Novell’s PKIS

 

The PKIS components, features, and related synergies are derived from its 
integration with NDS. Novell’s PKIS allows the customer to receive value from 
the public key certificates. In NetWare 5, these certificates are an integral part 
of NDS, and the PKIS provide certificate management via the NetWare 
Administrator (NWAdmin) utility. The NWAdmin snap-in provides a 
management interface for public keys inside the certificates from within NDS. 
This allows for a single point of administration. No other commercial PKI 
system currently allows for centralized administration in a replicated 
environment.

The Novell PKIS is standards oriented. It is based on our existing support, 
primarily in the area of X.509 version 3, the dominant industry standard for 
electronic certificates. Novell provides customers with their own certificate 
authority ability, so you can either use external or internally signed certificates. 
Novell maintains the digitally-signed association between the user, a name, and 
some distinguished name, along with the public key, as a certificate. Novell also 
supplies another kind of a certificate in the form of a Public Key Cryptography 
Standards (PKCS) #10 certificate signing request. 

Typically, in working across the Internet, users will want to create a certificate 
signed from another source, such as VeriSign or Netscape. With Novell’s PKIS, 
you can do this by first making a certificate that has the name and the public key 
and is signed by you. Then you send this PKCS#10 request to the certificate 
authority and they send you your certificate.

This first offering of Novell’s PKI services is focused on providing a basic PKI 
that is already integrated with the networking platform. Add-ons and derivative 
products are soon to follow, such as public key cryptography for establishing a 
virtual private network via IPSec. Similarly, collaborative users can expect to see 
additional facility in S/MIME-based software.

In addition to PKIS and the PKCS services, NetWare 5 also includes other 
services to support SSL, as well as an LDAP implementation using SSL to 
securely access it. 

 

Features in Novell’s PKIS 1.0

 

PKIS version 1.0, which ships for free with NetWare 5, features a certificate 
management capability, including certificate generation. You can generate both 
public and private keys on your NetWare server and then send them to the PKIS 
component to be signed and turned into a certificate. You can also send 
certificate signing requests to an external CA. If you need a CA that is already 
installed in common browsers’ roots, you can generate the keys on the NICI 
server and then send the public key in a prototype certificate to an external CA 
(Verisign, GTE, or whoever) and have them sign it as well. 

In addition, no matter where the CA certificate is generated and signed, it can 
be published in NDS for easy access, control, and distribution. 
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Certificate Renewal.

 

   Likewise, we have a certificate renewal capability to 
facilitate deletion or modification when the certificate’s end of life comes up. 
You have the option to change some of the attributes or recreate the certificate 
with a new key. In the process, the security administrator can check particular 
attributes, override preconfigured information, or reject the entire certificate if it 
contains something unreasonable.

Although certificate revocation has been available for many years, the current 
process doesn’t scale well to the increasing numbers of Novell and Internet 
users. Rough estimates say it takes 3 weeks to revoke a certificate on a global 
basis. It may be fine for small organizations to go out once a month and check 
all the certificates. However, it becomes unwieldy if you’ve got thousands of 
certificates that have been revoked over the last year. Several approaches have 
been proposed to simplify revocation, such as using certificate revocation list 
(CRL) distribution points, delta CRLs, even a “CD of the month club”-type 
scheme where you could get CRLs sent to you periodically.

However, the standards in the area of certificate revocation are still not finished, 
and there is a lot of flexibility in the emerging standards. Novell will eventually 
move in one of those directions, but until the standards are fully fleshed out, we 
have something that works now: NDS. If a certificate is not valid, you simply 
delete it from the Directory and it’s gone. If you’re not quite sure whether a 
certificate has been compromised, you can suspend it by denying access to the 
user. If it turns out it really wasn’t compromised, you simply grant access again. 
If it was compromised, you can delete it entirely and audit records the detail.

 

Server Tree CA.

 

   There are other uses for certificates beyond providing 
server-level certificates, certificates for LDAP, and (in the future) end-user 
certificates. To accommodate this, we provide the Novell Root CA. (Actually, 
there may be an even higher level CA which could provide a liability- assuming 
sort of “master Root” at some future time.)

In Novell’s certificate tree, coming off the NICI is a subordinate CA which we 
use for code signing. Although you can’t see them, this is were we keep all the 
certificates necessary to sign and validate our cryptographic modules on the 
subordinate chain. Each security module in the NICI is signed by Novell to 
prevent tampering. All of these systems are generated on a TCSEC Class B3 
rated platform—in Novell’s case, a Wang Class B3 platform and operating 
system.

On the other side is another subordinate chain used in some areas of the world 
where cryptographic keys are required to be deposited in a key escrow agency. 
With this system, we must have some way of knowing whether or not the key 
escrow agency is bona fide. If so, either the subordinate system or the trusted 
root will sign the keys so that customers can be assured they are in fact sending 
their keys to a valid key escrow agency. This is an important part of key 
management in a PKI.
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The Novell Root CA is separate from the NICI CA so that we don’t use the same 
CA for generating the certificates as we use for either code signing or the key 
escrow function. Beneath the NICI CA is a licensed unique server CA. It is at 
this point, however, that NetWare 5 is packaged up into “red boxes” to be 
shipped out for resale. While Novell has several distribution methods for 
products, the red boxes are usually shipped to resellers who are responsible for 
getting the product into customers’ hands. Because Novell has no reasonable 
way of knowing who actually buys which box, we have no liability-assuming way 
to substantiate that a certain customer received a certain red box.

This presents an opportunity for both Novell and for our customers. While we 
would love to include each customer’s name in the certificate, that’s not the way 
the sales process works. So what we do is fill in a pseudo-name that contains the 
license number. We then put the license number in the certificate chain. At the 
customer level, we have a pre-CA, which is the first time customer names can be 
put into the certificate. Since we don’t know who any particular customer is, the 
customer fills in the names, and at the same time it is put into their NDS object. 
This allows the customer to use either Novell internal certificates or external 
certificates. We also provide, via the NICI and SAS tools, the APIs for 
developers to extend the structure for other uses.

For internal use, this structure works fine inside your company domain because 
you can publish this customer tree CA or any others (including the Novell Root 
CA) in your NDS Directory. You can then mandate what name is to be used to 
fill in the certificates. From the point of installation of the CA, you can use the 
server CA as 

 

the

 

 CA, use the master CA for your company or organization, and 
then you can issue additional certificates to your NetWare servers, to your 
Border Managers, and eventually to your GroupWise or S/MIME users, and so 
forth. 

However, for external use of certificates, legacy considerations, and a few other 
issues, this structure doesn’t quite work. From a due diligence standpoint, 
whoever is running a CA for customer-created certificates will want to know 
whether the organization representation filled in by the customer is accurate. 
When you have external users, you’ll want to have an external CA. This is why 
Novell has included the ability to send a PKCS #10 certificate signing request to 
an external CA (such as Verisign or GTE) and have them sign the certificate 
requests. 

Of course, some of our larger customers create multiple servers under special 
licenses and contract agreements. If a large customer buys a copy of this type of 
NetWare 5 on CD, they can then mail it around to all of their people, who in turn 
create their own server. This means we need a machine-unique CA. 
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There’s one more little problem if you’re going to use this externally. You would 
like to have your name filled in and signed by a public CA. But that means every 
customer will be knocking on the door of each browser vendor (Netscape, 
Microsoft, and everybody else) asking them to please include their self-signed 
certificates in the browser. While the industry is not there yet, there has to be 
some kind of bubble-up mechanism with trusted authorities—whether they are 
run by the state, federal government, industry associations, or banking 
associations, some sort of higher level CAs are going to emerge. At that time, 
Novell can sign the certificate and you can issue your own certificates from the 
Novell CA.

Existing CAs may not be terribly fond of this capability, since their revenue 
models are based on users buying certificates for every server and end-user in 
the entire organization, at anywhere from $10 to $40 apiece, sometimes 
renewable annually. There are good reasons for many customers to obtain an 
external CA, one that they trust. However, the Novell structure may be a better 
way to go for large organizations with tens of thousands of users where it may 
not be cost- effective to pay for external certificates.

Protecting Certificate Content

The X.509 version 3 standard provides for extended attributes. Novell has added 
some proprietary extensions which are defined in an online document entitled 
“Novell Certificate Extension Attributes--Novell Security Attributes Tutorial and 
Detailed Design” (available from Novell’s developer site at 
http://developer.novell.com/whitepapers/). 

This approach is similar to the one both Netscape and Microsoft are taking for 
their code signing certificates. Unfortunately, these two vendors defined their 
own proprietary attributes. As a result, when you go to an external CA to get a 
code signing certificate, you must obtain separate certificates for Netscape and 
for Microsoft. You can’t use the same certificate to sign both ActiveX and Java. 
It’s unfortunate, but that’s competition.

Novell’s extensions are called Novell Security Attributes, and we have 
trademarked them. The content is not a trade secret; in fact, we would like 
people in the industry who use certificates to be able to see these attributes. 
We’re simply trying to protect end-users from any misuse or misrepresentation 
of their certificate content. As long as a product vendor or CA agrees to honor 
our syntax and the semantic definitions that we will control, they can use the 
trademarked phrase.
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Additionally, within NetWare, end-users will be able to validate those attributes 
back to the Novell Root, so they can know if they were built by valid software. In 
X.509 parlance, our attribute extensions will be non-critical, which means the 
application will not reject the certificate if it does not understand the syntax and 
semantics of a particular extension. (With critical attributes, it could stop the 
application.) Our attributes are more or less advisory. Their value lies in the fact 
that the attributes created by our software will chain back to the Novell Root so 
customers will be able to validate them.

Key Quality.   The first of these extended attributes is a key quality attribute. 
Its purpose is to provide a basic high-water mark of key quality at the time the 
certificate key was generated. This tells users the certificate key cannot be any 
better than this. 

Certificate Quality.   This attribute provides the “high water mark” of the 
machine upon which the certificate is signed. This is determined by two other 
quality ratings:

• Security Rating. This attribute includes information such as the TCSEC, 
ITSEC, or Common Criteria rating. In the first release we only support 
TCSEC ratings, such as C2 or B3. We also have the ability to include other 
levels, such as “designed to meet but hasn’t been re-evaluated.” In addition 
to the computer security platform, we have the FIPS 140-1 cryptographic 
module security rating which range from level 1 to level 4. If other countries 
define their own rating criteria, NetWare has the ability to accommodate 
those as well.

• Cryptographic Quality. NetWare 5 has a cryptographic process quality that 
will be available in the future. It is a legally binding representation made by 
the CA to the customer that the CA will never use the private key used to 
sign the customer’s public keys on any nonsecure platform (such as one 
having less than a particular computer security or FIPS rating).

Enterprise ID.   This attribute is probably going to be one of the most 
interesting ones. Consider an enterprise such as General Motors (GM), a very 
large and complex corporation with a number of subsidiaries. In an extended 
enterprise model, they have thousands of parts suppliers and car dealers that 
they work with on a regular basis. Outside of that community are trusted trade 
press representatives and other people that they want to communicate with. The 
trick is to communicate these entities over the Internet. For example, suppose a 
vendor such as Botswanaland Motors wants to access the GM network to do 
just-in-time parts ordering. How does GM know this is really a friend trying to 
access their network? They can’t just look at the certificate name, because that 
is going to say Botswanaland Motors. It is not going to say O=General Motors, 
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because that would imply General Motors had some liability for Botswanaland. 
One corporation cannot be an Organizational Unit under another corporation, 
because by law corporations are separate entities. There’s a legal “firewall” 
between corporations that says even though one corporation may own the other 
one, they are separate legal entities and no liability flows upward. In such a case, 
you cannot use standard naming conventions and have them work.

With our extended security attributes, Novell has a scheme that looks very 
promising to handle this sort of naming quandary. The attributes will allow even 
a certificate issued by some Botswanaland CA to identify it as a bona fide GM 
friend. This allows a legal structure that you can rely on from CAs that conform 
to policy. It is intended to provide a very flexible way of controlling access to 
virtual private networks and allow electronic commerce to work in a lights-out 
environment so that we don’t have to have a human sitting there looking at all 
these names.

There’s a fair amount of work still to be done, not only in terms of code that has 
to written, but with business practices and arrangements that have to be set up. 
Of course, if you work in a defense environment, you may be able to operate 
things yourself. Large organizations with several million users may be willing to 
be their own CA and control the relationships with other CAs. It is only in a 
global construct that it becomes more difficult.

Classes.   Beyond these extension attributes, Novell is working to support 
other concepts such as “Class”. Verisign has several certificate classes: Class 1, 
which is a plain e-mail based certificate; Class 2, where they do a credit check to 
make sure the individual is alive and is current on their bill payments; or Class 
3, where they verify a company through Dunn and Bradstreet and may require 
notarized standards. 

Novell has broadened this standard, on the drawing board at least, to a sparse 
list ranging from 0 to 255. Class 0 is the low end of the spectrum, where you 
might buy the certificate from some anonymous source such as a vending 
machine on the street corner. The other end of the spectrum, somewhere 
around 250, is a permanent ruling by the Supreme Court of the United States or 
an authoritative declaration by the President—a final, official act of a sovereign 
state that the parties involved are who they say they are. This is about the 
highest level of trust you can get. But just in case, we have left a few open in 
case some alien monarch arrives and preempts the established governmental 
order.
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Support for Digital Signatures

Another area Novell is working on is support for digital signatures. Within 
several states—Utah, Washington, Florida, New York, Vermont, Hawaii, and 
soon Illinois—and in countries such as Germany, Bolivia, Colombia, and Italy, 
laws have been passed to officially recognize digital signatures as legally 
binding. So if you sign something using your digital signature, it may have legal 
consequences. The bad news is that if you don’t take adequate care of your 
keys, someone could forge your digital signature and use it to charge all kinds 
of things for which you would be legally responsible.

Looking to the Future
Customers are constantly looking ahead to see what’s next in future 
developments. Some are just testing the water with plans for confidential e-mail. 
Some are looking to implement greater levels of workflow. But virtually 
everyone is looking to the next step in viable electronic commerce technologies. 
Among the many issues surrounding standards and privacy are the mixed-in 
issues of security and trust, along with scaleability and manageability. We have 
noted some of the scaleability issues surrounding Certificate Revocation Lists, 
and there are others as well. But the underlying needs for scaleability and 
manageability are most likely to emerge as the most preeminent needs. No one 
is going to use technology which cannot accurately report in a timely manner 
whether an electronic transaction is bona fide or not.

Efforts by standards groups to reduce the bandwidth required for certificate 
validation and to improve timely access have resulted in the creation of 
registries. Registries are very much like directories in their structure. However, 
the proposed concept of registries allows for replication, much like a federated 
directory. While federated directories are not available in NDS today, it is clear 
that bandwidth issues fostered by pairwise and inter-group communications will 
inevitably consume more and more bandwidth (and time) than existing 
structures will allow.

Additionally, the need for multiple CAs per organization, particularly 
subordinate or hierarchical CAs, will come to bear in the future. The need for 
one CA at the top that is used rarely, with subordinate CAs for independent 
organizations, has already been discussed by major infrastructure organizations 
such as the European Union Directorates. This construct not only provides 
enhanced reliability and scaleability, but ultimately it helps narrow the playing 
field so that network users can really know who they’re dealing with. This is an 
essential element in the “closed-user” groups the industry is relying on for 
inter-organizational e-commerce activities.

The need for cross certification of CAs is another interesting and complex 
problem that Novell is working on. Clearly, with a “higher” level Root ability as 
found in the Novell Certificate Chain, customer needs can stimulate how Novell 
extends the ability.
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Another area for of demand by customers is for more third-party CA interface 
support. In NetWare 5, we are already issuing certificate signing requests to 
external CAs, but there are a lot of CAs out there and there’s only so much test 
time. At the same time, we know that customers will want to import signing 
requests to NetWare for their own use. 

The important thing to remember is that when it comes to network security, 
Novell has solutions today, and we’re making significant progress on future 
solutions beyond the server certificates for SSL that are included with 
NetWare 5 today. Providing a scaleable and manageable interface that is 
applicable to even very large organizations while maintaining Novell’s Global 
Security Architecture will enable customers to better discern (electronically) 
the levels of security commensurate with their requirement.
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NetWare 5 Security Components

 

........................................................................................................................................

Building upon NetWare 4’s security features, NetWare 5 offers richer security 
services that include Public Key Infrastructure Services, Novell International 
Cryptographic Infrastructure, Secure Authentication Service, and Audit. These 
new security features are integrated with NDS and simplify administration by 
offering single-point administration with NDS levels of access control. They also 
provide security for improved Internet data integrity and privacy across public 
networks.

This article describes:

• Public Key Infrastructure Services

• Novell International Cryptographic Infrastructure

• Secure Authentication Service

• Audit

 

What Is Public Key Infrastructure Services?

 

Novell’s Public Key Infrastructure Services (PKIS) enables public key 
cryptography and digital certificates in a NetWare environment. PKIS allows 
any designated NetWare 5 administrators to establish a Certificate Authority 
(CA) management domain within NDS. PKIS allows administrators to manage 
certificates and keys for Secure Socket Layer (SSL) security for LDAP servers. 

The certificate management capabilities offered through PKIS include:

• Establishing a CA local to your organization

• Unlimited certificate minting services for applications, using SSL in the 
NetWare environment, such as Novell LDAP Services for NDS

• Ability to create certificate signing requests for use with external CAs

• Simplified certificate revocation and certificate suspension based on NDS 
access controls without complex certificate revocation lists

• Certificate renewal
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PKIS’s Top Features and Attributes

 

PKIS offers:

• Integrity of Certificate and Private Key Storage through NDS’s trusted 
directory capabilities.

• Ability to manage such tasks as automated artificial certificate creation, 
using the local CA through NetWare Administrator as a single-point of 
administration.

• Standards Support.

1. PKIS generates certificates according to the X.509 v3 standard. PKIS is 
compatible with X.509 v 1 and v 2 certificates. The X.509 standard defines 
an internationally recognized format for providing identity and public key 
ownership. It contains the issuer’s name, the user’s identifying 
information, and the issuer’s digital signature. Version 3 of the X.509 
standard allows arbitrary extensions for value-added capabilities.

2. PKIS also generates the PKCS #10 certificate signing requests. A PKCS 
#10 certificate signing request is a public-key and identity bound for 
certification by a signing authority. The PKCS #10 certificate request is 
sent to the certificate authority for a signature. 

• Ability to securely manage the private keys for server applications.

• World wide exportable public key management capabilities with Novell’s 
international cryptographic infrastructure.

The X.509 v3 standard constitutes a widely-accepted standard upon which to 
base a public key infrastructure. With X.509 v3 defining the certificate format 
and extended attributes, the certificates generated by PKIS are interoperable 
with other public key infrastructures. This gives administrators the easiest 
possible means of creating and managing certificates using NDS, NetWare 5 
and the latest standards. Since the capabilities of X.509 v3 have advanced 
beyond the development of X.509 version 2 certificates, customers can derive 
the value inherent to this new version.

 

Why Care About PKIS?

 

PKIS helps you to build a working public key infrastructure on your network. 
You can:

• Create a CA specific to your organization.

• Use the services of an external CA.

You can also use a combination of both as your Certificate Authority needs 
dictate. 
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Using PKIS, you can control the costs associated with obtaining key pairs and 
managing public key certificates. PKIS helps you create a local CA based on 
NDS that signs certificates for other services on the network. With PKIS you 
can also generate unlimited key pairs and issue unlimited public key certificates 
through the local CA at no charge.

NDS stores all keys and certificates that are generated by PKIS or obtained 
from external Cas. NDS’s trusted directory features means that public keys can 
be openly published while private keys are securely protected.

 

What Is Novell International Cryptographic Infrastructure?

 

An infrastructure of network cryptographic services for world-wide 
consumption that will support strong cryptography and multiple cryptographic 
technologies in response to customer and internal Novell needs while 
complying with divers national policies on the shipment and use of 
cryptography. Cryptography services on the NetWare platform provide 
fundamental security features such as confidentiality, integrity, authentication, 
and non-repudiation. 

The services are modular in nature, which will allow new cryptographic 
engines, libraries, and policy managers to be dynamically added. The 
infrastructure is also tightly controlled, enforced through an integral OS loader 
which verifies modules before loading, and controls access to modules only via 
standardized interfaces. Available cryptographic services will be provided via a 
Novell SDK. 

It delivers the following fundamental security features:

• Confidentiality

• Integrity

• Authentication

• Non-repudiation

NICI is modular in nature. It allows for a transparent addition of cryptographic 
engines and policies. The secure, integral operating system loader tightly 
controls the modules by:

• Verifying the digital signature on NICI modules before they load.

• Requiring standardized application interfaces in order to access the 
modules. 

The Novell Developer’s Kit provides the cryptographic services available 
through NICI.
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NICI’s Top Features and Attributes

 

NICI offers: 

• Developers the freedom from having to include cryptographic code in their 
products. 

• A dynamically bound cryptographic library that delivers controlled 
cryptographic services to your applications regardless of where they are 
used. 

• The ability for international applications to receive expedited U.S. export 
approval.

• Integrity of key management.

• An infrastructure supporting key escrow in future releases.

• A uniform cryptographic services API.

• Network security services built on NICI.

 

Why Care About NICI?

 

NICI is the foundation for future network cryptographic services. It:

• Ensures that your product complies with international cryptography import 
and export laws through enforced region-specific cryptographic policies

• Provides for single, worldwide commodity vendor products

• Supports extensible, application-specific cryptographic libraries and 
interchangeable cryptographic technologies. 

The Novell international cryptographic infrastructure is the foundation for 
future network cryptographic services. It ensures compliance with International 
laws on import and export of cryptography through enforced region-specific 
cryptographic policies; providing for single, worldwide commodity vendor 
products; and supports extensible, application-specific cryptographic libraries 
and interchangeable cryptographic technologies. 

It has been the case in the past that applications had to provide their own 
services if they wished to employ cryptography. Because of the way the Novell 
cryptographic services are designed and will be provided via a standard SDK, 
application vendors can take full advantage of the services without having to 
incorporate cryptography in their applications. They can ship just one version of 
their product world-wide, instead of having multiple versions to accommodate 
the many and varied national cryptography policies. Novell will assure 
compliance with international laws and export requirements—leaving 
application developers free from these concerns.
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Secure Authentication Services

 

Authentication is a fundamental component of a robust network service—it is 
how you identify yourself. Without authentication, you cannot secure a network. 
Novell’s Secure Authentication Services (SAS) provides next generation 
authentication services, as well as evolving industry authentication mechanism 
for the future. In NetWare 5, SAS provides Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) support. 
Server applications use the SAS API set to establish encrypted SSL connections. 

 

SAS’s Top Features and Attributes

 

SAS is built entirely on NICI. This means:

• The SAS service itself is based on a single executable file. Because there is 
no cryptography included in the SAS NLM, you can ship a single NLM 
world-wide. This provides easy administrator management and tracking. 
Also, any applications written to the SAS API can also be based on a single 
executable file.

• Applications written to the SAS application can go through a one-time and 
usually expedited export approval process. Novell has already received 
export approval for SAS and NICI. This means that application developers 
benefit with expedited export procedures.

• PKIS provides key management for the SSL services. Any application written 
to the SAS interface inherits the ability to have PKIS manage its certificates. 
NDS Access Control Lists (ACLs) manage access to the private key that 
enables SSL. Because SAS is a network service, it has its own network 
identity. ACLs are set up on the SSL key object in such a way that allows only 
the SAS identity to read the private key. This guarantees that non-authorized 
entities such as users, other server applications, and even the application built 
on top of SAS cannot gain access to and expose or subvert the private key.

 

Why Care About SAS?

 

Authentication recognizes and protects the end-user. It is how people and 
things identify themselves. So, without authentication, you cannot secure your 
network. SAS security properties are attributed to it running on the network 
inside of the NetWare 5 security boundary. Because SAS is a service, not a 
library, applications do not have access to the protected authentication materials 
or the users’ secrets. It also provides worldwide exportable cryptographic 
services for authentication.

 

What is Audit?

 

The audit system helps you to accurately monitor and record users’ access to 
network resources.
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The audit system now takes advantage of exposed NDS audit services in the 
following ways:

• Audit log files are represented and managed as NDS objects. 

• The access to the audit information and configuration is controlled by the 
standard NDS rights. 

• Auditing is configured at the container and volume levels. 

• The audit policy for a container or volume specifies what is audited within 
the volume or container and which users are audited. 

 

Audit’s Top Features and Attributes

 

Audit offers:

• The ability to assign independent auditors that are separate and distinct from 
administrator privileges. 

• Distributed and replicated audit information. 

• An ability for multiple auditors.

• A high granularity of auditable events, to the user level.

• An auditing system that the auditor can configure to meet company policies.

• New audit events added for NetWare 5 (for example, SSL connections).

• Exportable audit data for use by reporting programs.

 

Why Care About the Audit System?

 

The audit system is an essential element of the total NetWare security 
environment. You must have network audit integrity to ensure that the network 
is secure. Additionally, some industries like banking require auditing to be done 
as part of business operations. The NetWare auditing system can monitor and 
record every relevant network transaction, which user performed the 
transaction, and when the transaction occurred. 

NetWare provides the highest level of audit data granularity. This includes:

• Which events are audited

• Control of audit configuration

• Access to audit data

 

Conclusion

 

Novell’s Public Key Infrastructure Services, Novell International Cryptographic 
Infrastructure, Secure Authentication Service and Audit components help you 
take advantage of NetWare 5’s secure environment to develop applications 
requiring extremely high levels of security, data integrity and privacy.
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New Security Features in 
NetWare 5

 

........................................................................................................................................

Building upon NetWare 4’s security features, NetWare 5 offers richer security 
services that include:

• Public Key Infrastructure Services

• Novell International Cryptographic Infrastructure

• Secure Authentication Service

• The Audit system

These new security features are integrated with Novell Directory Services 
(NDS) and simplify administration by offering single-point administration with 
NDS levels of access control. They also provide security for improved Internet 
data integrity and privacy across public networks. 

This AppNote discusses these new features and explains why they are 
important and how they provide NetWare 5 with advanced security services.
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Public Key Infrastructure Services

 

Novell’s Public Key Infrastructure Services (PKIS) enables public key 
cryptography and digital certificates in a NetWare environment. PKIS allows 
any designated NetWare 5 administrators to establish a Certificate Authority 
(CA) management domain within NDS. PKIS allows administrators to manage 
certificates and keys for Secure Socket Layer (SSL) security for LDAP servers. 

Certificate management includes services such as establishment of a CA local to 
your organization, certificate renewal, simplified certificate revocation with 
certificate suspension (without complex certificate revocation lists), creation of 
certificate signing requests (for use with external CAs), unlimited certificate 
minting services for applications, and using SSL in the NetWare environment 
(such as Novell LDAP Services for NDS).

 

PKIS’ Features and Attributes

 

Some important features that PKIS offers NetWare 5 include:

• Integrity of Certificate and Private Key Storage through NDS’ trusted 
directory capabilities.

• Ability to manage such tasks as automated artificial certificate creation, 
using the local CA through NetWare Administrator as a single-point of 
administration.

• Standards Support for the PKIS generated certificates according to the X.509 
v3 standard. PKIS is compatible with X.509 v 1 and v 2 certificates. The X.509 
standard defines an internationally recognized format for providing identity 
and public key ownership. It contains the issuer’s name, the user’s 
identifying information, and the issuer’s digital signature. Version 3 of the 
X.509 standard allows arbitrary extensions for value-added capabilities.

• Standards Support for PKIS generated PKCS #10 certificate signing 
requests. A PKCS #10 certificate signing request is a public-key and identity 
bound for certification by a signing authority. The PKCS #10 certificate 
request is sent to the certificate authority for a signature. 

• Ability to securely manage the private keys for server applications.

• World wide exportable public key management capabilities with Novell’s 
international cryptographic infrastructure.

The X.509 v3 standard constitutes a widely-accepted standard upon which to 
base a public key infrastructure. With X.509 v3 defining the certificate format 
and extended attributes, the certificates generated by PKIS are interoperable 
with other public key infrastructures. This gives administrators the easiest 
possible means of creating and managing certificates using NDS, NetWare 5 
and the latest standards. Since the capabilities of X.509 v3 have advanced 
beyond the development of X.509 version 2 certificates, customers can derive 
the value inherent to this new version.
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Why PKIS?

 

PKIS helps you to build a working public key infrastructure on your network. 
You can create a CA specific to your organization and use the services of an 
external CA. You can also use a combination of both as your Certificate 
Authority needs dictate. 

Using PKIS, you can control the costs associated with obtaining key pairs and 
managing public key certificates. PKIS helps you create a local CA based on 
NDS that signs certificates for other services on the network. With PKIS you 
can also generate unlimited key pairs and issue unlimited public key certificates 
through the local CA at no charge.

NDS stores all keys and certificates that are generated by PKIS or obtained 
from external Cas. NDS’ trusted directory features means that public keys can 
be openly published while private keys are securely protected.

 

Novell International Cryptographic Infrastructure

 

An infrastructure of network cryptographic services for world-wide 
consumption that will support strong cryptography and multiple cryptographic 
technologies in response to customer and internal Novell needs while 
complying with divers national policies on the shipment and use of 
cryptography. Cryptography services on the NetWare platform provide 
fundamental security features such as confidentiality, integrity, authentication, 
and non-repudiation. 

The services are modular in nature, which will allow new cryptographic 
engines, libraries, and policy managers to be dynamically added. The 
infrastructure is also tightly controlled, enforced through an integral OS loader 
which verifies modules before loading, and controls access to modules only via 
standardized interfaces. Available cryptographic services will be provided via a 
Novell SDK. 

It delivers the following fundamental security features:

• Confidentiality

• Integrity

• Authentication

• Non-repudiation

NICI is modular in nature. It allows for a transparent addition of cryptographic 
engines and policies. The secure, integral operating system loader tightly 
controls the modules by verifying the digital signature on NICI modules before 
they load and by requiring standardized application interfaces in order to access 
the modules. 
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The Novell Developer’s Kit provides the cryptographic services available 
through NICI.

 

NICI’s Features and Attributes

 

Some important features that NICI offers NetWare 5 include: 

• Providing developers the freedom from having to include cryptographic 
code in their products. 

• A dynamically bound cryptographic library that delivers controlled 
cryptographic services to your applications regardless of where they are 
used. 

• The ability for international applications to receive expedited U.S. export 
approval.

• Integrity of key management.

• An infrastructure supporting key escrow in future releases.

• A uniform cryptographic services API.

• Network security services built on NICI.

 

Why NICI?

 

NICI is the foundation for future network cryptographic services. It ensures that 
your product complies with international cryptography import and export laws 
through enforced region-specific cryptographic policies. NICI also provides for 
single, worldwide commodity vendor products and supports extensible, 
application-specific cryptographic libraries and interchangeable cryptographic 
technologies. 

NICI is the foundation for future network cryptographic services. It ensures 
compliance with International laws on import and export of cryptography 
through enforced region-specific cryptographic policies; providing for single, 
worldwide commodity vendor products; and supports extensible, application- 
specific cryptographic libraries and interchangeable cryptographic 
technologies.

It has been the case in the past that applications had to provide their own 
services if they wished to employ cryptography. Because of the way the Novell 
cryptographic services are designed and will be provided via a standard SDK, 
application vendors can take full advantage of the services without having to 
incorporate cryptography in their applications. They can ship just one version of 
their product world-wide, instead of having multiple versions to accommodate 
the many and varied national cryptography policies. Novell will assure 
compliance with international laws and export requirements—leaving 
application developers free from these concerns.
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Secure Authentication Services

 

Authentication is a fundamental component of a robust network service—it is 
how you identify yourself. Without authentication, you cannot secure a network. 
Novell’s Secure Authentication Services (SAS) provides next generation 
authentication services, as well as evolving industry authentication mechanism 
for the future. In NetWare 5, SAS provides Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) support. 
Server applications use the SAS API set to establish encrypted SSL connections. 

 

SAS’ Features and Attributes

 

SAS is built entirely on NICI. This means:

• The SAS service itself is based on a single executable file. Because there is 
no cryptography included in the SAS NLM, you can ship a single NLM 
world-wide. This provides easy administrator management and tracking. 
Also, any applications written to the SAS API can also be based on a single 
executable file.

• Applications written to the SAS application can go through a one-time and 
usually expedited export approval process. Novell has already received 
export approval for SAS and NICI. This means that application developers 
benefit with expedited export procedures.

• PKIS provides key management for the SSL services. Any application written 
to the SAS interface inherits the ability to have PKIS manage its certificates. 
NDS Access Control Lists (ACLs) manage access to the private key that 
enables SSL. Because SAS is a network service, it has its own network 
identity. ACLs are set up on the SSL key object in such a way that allows only 
the SAS identity to read the private key. This guarantees that non-authorized 
entities such as users, other server applications, and even the application 
built on top of SAS cannot gain access to and expose or subvert the private 
key.

 

Why SAS?

 

Authentication recognizes and protects the end-user. It is how people and 
things identify themselves. So, without authentication, you cannot secure your 
network. SAS security properties are attributed to it running on the network 
inside of the NetWare 5 security boundary. Because SAS is a service, not a 
library, applications do not have access to the protected authentication materials 
or the users’ secrets. It also provides worldwide exportable cryptographic 
services for authentication.

 

The Audit System

 

The audit system helps you to accurately monitor and record users’ access to 
network resources.
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The audit system now takes advantage of exposed NDS audit services in the 
following ways:

• Audit log files are represented and managed as NDS objects. 

• The access to the audit information and configuration is controlled by the 
standard NDS rights. 

• Auditing is configured at the container and volume levels. 

• The audit policy for a container or volume specifies what is audited within 
the volume or container and which users are audited. 

 

Audit’s Features and Attributes

 

Some important features that Audit offers NetWare 5 include:

• The ability to assign independent auditors that are separate and distinct from 
administrator privileges. 

• Distributed and replicated audit information. 

• An ability for multiple auditors.

• A high granularity of auditable events, to the user level.

• An auditing system that the auditor can configure to meet company policies.

• New audit events added for NetWare 5 (for example, SSL connections).

• Exportable audit data for use by reporting programs.

 

Why the Audit System?

 

The audit system is an essential element of the total NetWare security 
environment. You must have network audit integrity to ensure that the network 
is secure. Additionally, some industries like banking require auditing to be done 
as part of business operations. The NetWare auditing system can monitor and 
record every relevant network transaction, which user performed the 
transaction, and when the transaction occurred. 

NetWare provides the highest level of audit data granularity. This includes 
which events are audited, control of audit configuration, and access to audit 
data.

 

Summary

 

Novell’s Public Key Infrastructure Services, Novell International Cryptographic 
Infrastructure, Secure Authentication Service and Audit components help you 
take advantage of NetWare 5’s secure environment to develop applications 
requiring extremely high levels of security, data integrity, and privacy.
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This AppNote describes ways in which network administrators can provide 
enhanced security in their network environments by making use of strong 
password solutions. It discusses the concepts behind strong passwords and 
looks at currently available options for implementing strong passwords within a 
Novell Directory Services (NDS) environment. In addition, it presents some 
available authentication solutions which do not make use of passwords, or 
which can be used to augment the use of password-based systems.
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• Options for Enforcing Strong Passwords

• Other Password Security Issues

• Alternative Strong Authentication Options

• Conclusion
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Weak vs. Strong Passwords
As businesses look towards providing more customer-facing systems in the 
form of e-commerce and extranets, the use of solutions to provide enhanced 
security for both internal and external systems becomes ever more important. 

The traditional username and password combination, which has for so long 
been part of computer security, is seen by some to be a weakness in the 
Internet-based world of e-commerce. Internal and external threats to an 
organisation’s security mean that standard passwords—those that rely on the 
network user’s own “password policy”—may not be suitable for use in some 
security-sensitive applications.

Without any external influence to enforce otherwise, the user’s own mental 
“password policy” will generally prefer a shorter, more easily-remembered 
password to one which is more difficult to remember and therefore more 
difficult to “hack”. 

Short or easy-to-remember passwords are classified as “weak” passwords 
because they may be easily guessed by a human, or they can be determined 
programmatically by software written to generate password combinations. By 
contrast, a “strong” password can be defined as one which does not give itself 
readily to being guessed by a person, or hacked using a computer program.

Types of Password Attacks

Computer programs which are used to attempt to hack passwords are generally 
of two distinct types: dictionary attacks or brute force attacks. Hacking 
programs may incorporate both of these methods, such that they might use a 
brute force attack if the dictionary attack should fail. 

Dictionary Attacks. This method of attack involves reading words from a 
“dictionary” or database of frequently-used terms. For example, these might 
include personal names, names of cities, and names of football teams. The 
rationale behind the dictionary attack is to attempt to exploit the user’s weak 
internal mental “password policy”, as described above.

According to an article published in BusinessWeek in June 1997, the most 
commonly used passwords are:

• The user’s first name, last name, or child’s name

• “Secret”

• Stress-related words (such as “Deadline” or “Work”)

• Sports teams or terms (such as “Bulls” or “Golfer”)

• “Payday”

• “Bonkers”

• The current season
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• The user’s ethnic group

• Repeated characters (such as “AAAAA” or “BBBBB”)

• Obscenities or sexual terms

The main point to be made here is that users should avoid these types of 
passwords. (You can read the full text of this article on the World Wide Web at 
http://www.businessweek.com/1997/06/b351314.htm.)

Brute Force Attacks. This method of discovering passwords involves using 
software which can generate character combinations in sequence. Thus, to 
guess a three-character password where only 26 alphabetical characters (A - Z) 
are allowed, would involve testing all letter combinations between AAA and 
ZZZ—a total of 17,576 combinations.

Longer Is Stronger

The strength of a password is proportional to its length. To show how trivial it is 
to “hack” a three-character password, here is a simple BASIC program that will 
generate a file containing all 17,576 combinations of a three-character password 
using the letters A to Z.

'
' PASSGEN.BAS
' Password generator for
' three-character passwords
'
' Marcus Williamson
' 15 June 2000
'
' After this program has run, the file 
' PASSGEN.DAT will contain all the 
' possible three-character combinations
' 
START% = ASC("A")
FINISH% = ASC("Z")
'
OPEN "O", 1, "PASSGEN.DAT"
'
FOR I% = START% TO FINISH%

FOR J% = START% TO FINISH%
FOR K% = START% TO FINISH%

P$ = CHR$(I%) + CHR$(J%) + CHR$(K%)
PRINT P$
PRINT #1, P$

NEXT
NEXT

NEXT
'
CLOSE 1
'
END
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Mathematically, as the length of the password increases, the number of possible 
character combinations (and therefore the password strength) increases 
exponentially, as shown in the table below. Password strength is increased due 
to the longer time required to generate all possible combinations for a given 
number of characters.

.

Enabling NetWare’s Intruder Detection

In a Novell network environment, the effectiveness of dictionary and brute force 
password attacks can be significantly decreased by the use of the Intruder 
Detection mechanism provided by NetWare. Intruder Detection is typically 
enabled to lock out a user account after three incorrect login attempts. The 
mechanism will temporarily disable the account and prevent further login 
attempts for a period defined by the administrator.

Intruder Detection is switched off by default when NetWare is installed. Those 
desiring the extra measure of security Intruder Detection provides should 
enable this mechanism immediately after installation of any NetWare-based 
system.

Number of 
Characters in 

Password

Possible 
Combinations

(Letters A-Z Only)

Possible Combinations
(All Characters)

1 26 36

2 676 1,296

3 1,7576 46,656

4 456,976 1,679,616

5 1,1881,376 60,466,176

6 308,915,776 2,176,782,336

7 8,031,810,176 78,364,164,096

8 208,827,064,576 2,821,109,907,456

9 5,429,503,678,976 101,559,956,668,416

10 141,167,095,653,376 3,656,158,440,062,980
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Options for Enforcing Strong Passwords
Strong passwords can be enforced to some degree by using the standard Novell 
facilities provided, or improved by using add-on software from Novell or third 
parties to provide additional functionality. This section discusses options from 
both categories.

Standard Novell Password Restrictions

Novell NetWare provides rudimentary facilities for ensuring the strength of 
passwords being used. These facilities, known as “password restrictions,” are 
described below. The screen for setting these restrictions in the NetWare 
Administrator (NWAdmin) utility is shown in Figure 1.

• Minimum password length. Determines the shortest password which can be 
used.

• Require unique passwords. Ensures that up to ten previously used 
passwords cannot be used again.

Additionally, the administrator can force periodic password changes, ensuring 
that users are not able to use a certain password for longer than a given time. 
Employing this feature, as well as limiting “grace” logins, will ensure further 
password security.

Figure 1: NWAdmin 
screen for setting password 
restrictions for users.

These standard Novell password restrictions allow the administrator to define 
only the minimum length of the password and whether passwords can be 
re-used.
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Enhancement to Novell Password Restrictions

Since late 1999, Novell has provided an enhancement to the Novell Client 
software which allows enforcement of a password policy using locally stored 
data. In this case, the password policy is managed on each workstation and 
edited using a utility called LGNPWCFG (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Configuring 
additional password 
restrictions in LGNPWCFG.

This utility can be downloaded from the ZENworks Cool Solutions site at 
http://www.novell.com/coolsolutions/zenworks/tips/t_client_toolkit_zw.html. The 
filename is LGNPW.ZIP.

LGNPWCFG writes the password policy to the local registry. The password 
policy registry entries and associated utility may be distributed using the Novell 
ZENworks for Desktops software. When the user logs in and a password 
change is necessary, a login snap-in module, called LGNPWW32.DLL, is 
invoked which checks the password against the defined password restrictions. 
If the password is found to be different from the policy settings, a message is 
displayed and the user is requested to change the password to one which 
matches the policy.

While this utility does have its benefits, it is not an ideal solution. Because the 
password policy is stored locally on each workstation, it cannot be easily seen 
and managed centrally using NDS. Furthermore, if a user were able to gain 
access to the LGNPWCFG utility, he/she would be able to change the password 
policy for that workstation. For administrators, this represents an unacceptable 
security risk.
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Connectotel Password Policy Manager

Connectotel Password Policy Manager (PPM) has been available since Q4 1999. 
Its purpose is to provide a manageable, NDS-integrated solution to the issue of 
managing password policies. 

The PPM software is implemented as an NWAdmin snap-in for administration of 
password policies, as well as a client-side login snap-in, called PPMLG95.DLL 
(Windows 95/98) or PPMLGNT.DLL (Windows NT/2000), which enforces the 
password policy. The login snap-in module may be distributed by using the 
Novell ZENworks for Desktops software or by using a batch file running from 
the login script.

Installation of PPM into NDS creates a new object type, the Password Policy 
object, which can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3: The PPM 
Password Policy object.

Attributes of the NDS Password Policy object include:

• Minimum password length. The minimum acceptable length for a valid 
password.

• Minimum number of alphabetic characters. The minimum number of 
alphabetic characters (A - Z) which may be present in a valid password.

• Minimum number of numerals. The minimum number of numeric 
characters (0 - 9) which may be present in a valid password.
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• Minimum number of punctuation characters. The minimum number of 
“punctuation” characters (any non-numeric or non-alphabetical character) 
which may be present in a valid password.

• Maximum consecutive character types. Maximum number of alphabetic, 
numeric or punctuation characters which may follow each other. For 
example, set to a value of 2, this setting would allow “AB12” but not “ABXY”. 
If set to 1, every character would have to be of a different type than the 
preceding character. Thus, “A1*B8!” would be allowed, but “AA*!34” would 
not be allowed.

• Maximum instances of any character. Maximum number of times that any 
character may appear in the password. For example, set to a value of 2, this 
setting would allow “AABCDE” but disallow “AAABCDE”.

• Percent similarity compared with old password. A number between 0 and 100 
which represents how similar the newly-chosen password is to the previous 
password being used.

• Contact person. An NDS object name for an administration user. If this field 
is filled in, this user’s contact details will be provided in the message to the 
user relating to the password policy.

• Contact text. The message displayed to the user indicating that the 
password does not comply with the defined password policy.

Once the password policy has been created within a container in the NDS tree, 
it is associated with the container which holds the users for which the password 
policy should be enforced (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Associating the 
Password Policy with a 
container.
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Using this combination of a Password Policy object and a password policy 
attribute at the container level, you may define multiple password policies for 
different parts of an organisation, if required.

When the user logs in and a password change is necessary, the user sees the 
prompt shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: PPM’s password 
change prompt.

Once a new password is entered, it is checked against the relevant Password 
Policy object in NDS. This is found by examining the Password Policy attribute 
of the user’s parent container. If a password policy cannot be found, the next 
level upwards in the NDS tree will be examined, until eventually, in the absence 
of any other policy, the password policy of the Organisation object will be used. 

Upon finding the relevant Password Policy, the PPM client software checks the 
user’s newly-entered password against the Password Policy. If the password 
complies with the Password Policy, the login is allowed to continue. If it does 
not comply, the login attempt is halted and the message shown in Figure 6 is 
displayed.

Figure 6: Message 
displayed if a non- 
compliant password is 
entered.

The user must then enter an alternative password. This cycle continues until a 
suitable password has been chosen.

For further information on the PPM software, see the Connectotel Web site at 
http://www.connectotel.com/ppm
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Other Password Security Issues
Of course, even the strongest password policy could be easily compromised if 
users or administrators abuse the passwords by making them available to each 
other verbally, or by writing passwords on “Post It” notes attached to computer 
monitors.

It is therefore essential that the issue of password security be incorporated into 
“acceptable use” policy for the organisation’s network. This acceptable use 
policy may be part of an employee’s employment contract or may be a distinct 
document requiring separate signature. That same document would typically 
describe other aspects of acceptable use, such as permitted uses of the 
organisation’s computer systems and regulations governing Internet access.

Examples of guidelines which could be incorporated  into a written password 
policy include the following:

• Users shall not know the passwords of other users.

• Network administrators shall not know the passwords of users.

• Users must inform the network administrator if it becomes known that a 
password is no longer confidential.

• Passwords shall not be written down in any form in which they might be 
visible to other users.

• Passwords must have a regular expiration period, beyond which they are no 
longer valid. (This requirement can be enforced by using the password 
expiration interval within NetWare.)

Thus, the written policy and technology-enforced policy will complement each 
other to further ensure the security of the passwords being used.

Alternative Strong Authentication Options
In some scenarios, the use of a password alone (even if it is a strong password) 
is not considered sufficient for protection of the data held on especially secure 
systems. It may therefore be necessary to consider other options which are 
available for authentication to networks. These options include biometric 
devices and security tokens.

Biometric Devices

Biometric devices use some unique human biological characteristic to 
authenticate the user to a computer system. Examples include the use of a 
fingerprint or the pattern of the iris within the eye.
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Informer Systems. Informer Systems, which incorporates Mission Data, 
have developed a fingerprint-based authentication solution for NDS, known as 
SentriNet. SentriNet allows the user to log in to the network using just a 
fingerprint, instead of requiring a  password. This solution won the Novell 
Developers Contest at BrainShare in 1998.

Further information about SentriNet and Informer Systems can be found at 
http://www.informer.co.uk/product/product.htm.

Security Tokens

Security tokens are devices which are assigned to a user and which provide 
security by using the concept of “something owned” (the token) in addition to 
“something known” (the password) to ensure that users really are who they say 
they are.

Tokens are available in a number of formats. The most common format, 
implemented by both ActivCard and RSA Security (formerly known as Security 
Dynamics), is a device which displays an apparently random number to the 
user. This number is used in conjunction with a username (and often also with a 
password) to provide an additional piece of information for authentication of the 
user. The combination of the username, password, and token assignment— 
together with the entry of the correct token number—proves the authenticity of 
the user.

ActivCard. Novell provides its own “red box” version of the ActivCard One 
token device, shown in Figure 7. The Novell ActivCard devices can be ordered 
from any Novell Authorised Reseller.

Figure 7: ActivCard token 
device.

ActivCard One tokens may be used in conjunction with the following services:

• BorderManager VPN Client. In this scenario, the user is prompted for a 
username, password, and ActivCard number when logging in to the 
network via a VPN connection.
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• BorderManager Proxy. If BorderManager Proxy services has been enabled 
for use with ActivCard, the user must enter the ActivCard number before 
being granted access to the Proxy. This will allow access to the forward 
Proxy, for Web surfing outbound from an organisation, or to the reverse 
Proxy, for entry to an organisation’s intranet, for example.

• BorderManager Authentication Services. BorderManager Authentication 
Services (BMAS) provides Novell’s implementation of the RADIUS protocol 
for an NDS environment. Using BMAS, any RADIUS-compliant dial in 
device, or other RADIUS-compliant hardware or software, can authenticate 
users with an NDS account and an ActivCard device. 

Note: For more information on the use of BorderManager Authentication Services with 
ActivCard tokens, refer to the AppNote entitled “Configuring BorderManager 
Authentication Services for Use with ActivCard Token” in the May 2000 issue of 
Novell AppNotes. 

ActivCard devices are available in packs of 5 or 50, and are shipped with a 
diskette including the serial numbers of the devices contained in the pack.  
These device “images”, as they are known, are imported into NWAdmin which 
results in the devices being created as NDS objects (see Figure 8).

Figure 8: ActivCard 
device objects as seen 
in NWAdmin.

Mobile Phone. Connectotel has developed technology (Patent Pending 
9929291.4) which allows any standard mobile (cellular) phone to be used as a 
security token in any network environment. This solution takes advantage of the 
fact that the mobile phone is almost omnipresent in business in most parts of 
the world. It can now be used as a security device in its own right, without 
requiring an additional token card.

When you install the Mobile Phone Policy Manager product, the NDS schema 
is extended to include a Mobile Phone policy object, which can be configured 
for a particular user (see Figure 9).
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Figure 9: Configuring the 
Mobile Phone policy object 
in NDS.

When using this solution with NDS, the NDS user is presented with a standard 
Novell login prompt at which the NDS username and password are entered. A 
snap-in to the login process looks up the Mobile Phone object belonging to the 
user and, using the GSM Short Message Service (SMS), sends the user a 
message containing a random, unique four-character Personal Identification 
Number (PIN). The user then enters this PIN, as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Logging in to 
NDS using a mobile phone 
as a security token.

The combination of username, password, the user’s NDS relationship to the 
NDS Mobile Phone object, and successful entry of the PIN provides exceptional 
security for authentication, using both the concepts of “something known” and 
“something owned”.

The same technique can be used to provide secure access to intranet and 
Internet Web sites, creating an inexpensive mechanism for providing token- 
based access to a Web site, using a security token which is already owned by 
many intranet and Internet users.
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Novell Modular Authentication Services

Novell has recently announced a new infrastructure called Novell Modular 
Authentication Services (NMAS). The aim of this infrastructure is to allow third 
parties to develop enhanced authentication mechanisms, using a standardised 
interface. It is expected that, in time, all of the solutions outlined above will 
migrate to the NMAS environment. 

For more information about NMAS, see http://www.novell.com/products/nmas.

Conclusion
As indicated in the introduction, weak passwords are often not a sufficiently 
secure solution for providing authentication to some networks. It is hoped that 
this AppNote has shown the options for strengthening the use of password- 
based security and how additional security measures can be used to supplement 
the login process, for networks requiring enhanced security.

If you have comments or suggestions for additional AppNotes on this subject, or 
related subjects, contact the author via e-mail at marcus@myrealbox.com.

Additional Resources

The following documentation may be helpful when considering solutions for 
providing strong authentication to NDS-based networks.

• “NetWare Security: Closing the Doors to Hackers” by Mark Foust, Novell 
AppNotes, June 2000

http://developer.novell.com/research/appnotes/2000/a0006.htm

• “Configuring BorderManager Authentication Services for Use with 
ActivCard Tokens” by Marcus Williamson and Silvia Hagen, Novell 
AppNotes, May 2000

http://developer.novell.com/research/appnotes/2000/a0005.htm

• AppNotes Special Issue on Security, Novell AppNotes, November/ 
December 1997

http://developer.novell.com/research/appnotes/1997/a9711.htm
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Novell Directory Services (NDS) security actually consists of two parts known
as file system security and object security. Both aspects of IntranetWare
security work together to provide a flexible and effective method for controlling
access to your network. The file system security provides access control to files
and directories. The object security provides access control to NDS objects and
associated operations. You must determine to what extend you want to enable
the many file system and NDS security features at your disposal. NetWare is
well regarded for providing a high degree of network security, and much of the
security administration happens by default (as explained in this AppNote).

This AppNote assumes the reader has a basic understanding of NetWare’s file
system security, which has changed very little from NetWare 3. All the rules
governing rights administration are the same in IntranetWare. As an
administrator you don’t have to learn any new concepts to manage your
IntranetWare files. However, those who are new to NetWare 4 and NDS may
not fully understand how access is controlled to objects in the NDS tree.

This AppNote outlines the concepts and rules for each area of NDS security.
With the groundwork in place we will then focus on some specific examples
and explain how security is implemented for each.
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Learning the Rules of NDS Security
The first step in understanding NDS security is to understand the rules that
govern it. This AppNote will outline the concepts and rules for each area of
security. With the groundwork in place we will then focus on some specific
examples and explain how security is implemented for each.

NDS security uses the same terminology as file system security. In fact, your
familiarity with NetWare 3 file system security will provide you with a great
foundation for understanding IntranetWare security. The following concepts
will be discussed and are shown in Figure 1:

• Trustee Assignments

• Security Equivalence

• Inheritance

• Inherited Rights Filter

• Effective Rights

Figure 1: The NDS security pyramid
serves as a visual basis for under-
standing the order and concepts of
NDS security.

Trustee Assignments

A trustee assignment indicates the rights granted to an object for a specific file,
directory, object, or property. An object that has been granted rights to manage
another object is said to be a trustee of that object. A trustee assignment is a
direct, explicit assignment of rights to a particular object. Sometimes you will
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hear the term explicit trustee assignment, which means the same thing. A
trustee assignment is listed first in our pyramid diagram because it is the first
point at which rights assignments are made. It is the basis for all subsequent
security assignments, such as security equivalence and inheritance. Security
always begins with a trustee assignment. For example, the use of a group object
requires you to grant the group a trustee assignment that the members of the
group receive through security equivalence.

The installation of IntranetWare, as another example, causes some default
trustee assignments (templates) to be made for user and server objects. As an
administrator you will most likely make additional trustee assignments for
groups, containers, and other administrators as explained in the following
section.

Default Trustee Assignments for Users. During the installation of your
first IntranetWare server the ADMIN user object (if you’ve named it that)
receives an explicit assignment of object Supervisor at object [ROOT]. This
assignment is the first trustee assignment made by the IntranetWare
installation software and initially is the only object in the tree with object
Supervisor rights at [ROOT].

Note: The ADMIN object is just a user object like any other object, but it has been granted
object Supervisor rights at [ROOT]. It can be renamed, deleted, and moved like any
other user object. Be careful.

Also, during installation of IntranetWare, [PUBLIC] receives an object trustee
assignment of object Browse at object [ROOT]. With this right all users can
browse the tree after attaching to a server before logging in. This enables users
to use the CX command to browse the tree and discover object names once
they have loaded the NetWare client software and have attached to an
IntranetWare server. Figure 2 shows the PUBLIC rights received at the time of
installation of IntranetWare.

Figure 2: This diagram shows the
default trustee assignments made at
the installation of IntranetWare.

Object Object Rights Property Rights File System Rights

[ROOT] ² [Public]  [ B ]

² Admin  [S ]

IntranetWare Server Default Trustee Assignments. The
IntranetWare installation utility also makes trustee assignments at the file
system level. The ADMIN object has object Supervisor rights to the tree. The
server object is in the tree and therefore ADMIN has rights to your servers.
Because the ADMIN object has object Supervisor rights to the server object,
the ADMIN object also receives Supervisor rights to the NetWare file system of
that server. This is the only instance in IntranetWare security where object
rights have an impact on file system rights. In fact, any object with Write rights
on a server’s ACL has Supervisor rights on the file system of that server.
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[PUBLIC] receives the Read property right to the server object’s Messaging
Server property right so that if the server is being used for the default login
server, its property can be located. This assignment is in the template for the
server object.

The container object that the new server is installed into receives Read and File
Scan rights to the server’s \PUBLIC directory. This default access enables all
users in the container to execute any files stored on the server’s \PUBLIC
directory. The container also receives Create rights to the server’s \MAIL
directory.

Figure 3 shows how these trustee assignments are made when a server object
is first created.

Figure 3: This example shows how
trustee assignments are made for a
server object during installation of
IntranetWare.

Object Object Rights Property Rights File System Rights

LABS-SRV1 ²  [S ]  (S )

Admin  { R }

² [Public]  Messaging Server

\PUBLIC ² OU=LABS

\MAIL ² OU=LABS

 ( R F )

 ( C )

Default Trustee Assignments for Users. When user objects are created
they also receive some default trustee assignments (refer back to the section on
ACLs and default ACLs). These assignments greatly reduce the amount of
work required by a NetWare administrator to set up user accounts and provide
for their access. The following access is automatically granted during creation
of a user object.

For our purposes let’s assume that a new user object has been created in the
TOKYO container. The newly created user object receives the Read and
Compare rights to All Properties by default. The All Properties is a category
that is visible with either NWADMIN or NETADMIN by selecting Rights to
Other Objects. Having the Read right to All Properties allows the user to read
the values of his or her own user properties. The Compare right is a subset of
Read and enables the value of the property to be compared with another value.

The user object is granted Read and Write rights to its own login script and
print job configuration. These rights permit the users to change their own login
script and print job configuration if they want. Figure 4 shows these rights
assigned along with the others when a user object is created.
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Figure 4: Rights assignments are
made when a user object is created. Object Object Rights Property Rights File System Rights

User ²  [ B ]  { R }

User

² [ROOT]

 ² [Public]

 [ B ]

All Property Rights

 { R W }
Login_Script
Print_Job_Configuration

   {  R           }
Network_Address
Group_Membership

   {  R           }
Default_Server

Understanding the Rules of  Trustee Assignments.  As was
mentioned earlier, there are rules that govern the functionality of trustee
assignments. Learning these rules can make it much easier for you to
understand and use NetWare security.

• Trustee assignments flow down the tree.

A trustee assignment for objects and All Properties rights flows down the
tree unless it is blocked by an Inherited Rights Filter (IRF). The IRF is
explained later in this AppNote. For example, if user SIRKAY were granted
Supervisor rights to the TOKYO container, these rights would flow down to
any subsequent containers and objects below TOKYO unless an object has
an inherited rights filter.

• An explicit trustee assignment at a lower level in the tree replaces all
previous trustee assignments.

As shown in Figure 5, user SIRKAY has been granted explicit Create and
Rename rights beginning at object TOKYO. This trustee assignment flows
down until it is blocked by an IRF or reassigned by another explicit
assignment. In this example, we reassign the object the BROWSE right at
the OU=CRIME. This explicit assignment will replace all other higher
assignments at the OU=CRIME level in the tree.

Figure 5: An explicit rights
assignment made at a lower level
in the tree will replace any previous
explicit assignment to that object.

Object Object Rights Property Rights File System Rights

[ROOT] ²  [ CR ]

SIRKAY  9

O=ACME  9

OU=TOKYO

OU=CRIME ² SIRKAY

 [ CR ]

 [ CR ]

 [ B ]
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• Selected property rights override any assignment made in the All
Properties category.

At the time of user creation, a user object receives the Read property right to
all of its own properties. Any selective assignment of a property right using
the Selected Properties category will override anything assigned through
the All Properties category. For example, by default all users have the Read
property right to all of their own user object properties. Notice also that a
user also receives by default the read and write rights to his login script and
print job configuration. The fact that the read write is given again in the
selected properties assignment indicates that it has overridden the previous
assignment made in the All Properties category.

• The Access Control List (ACL) property of every object stores trustee
assignments to that object.

Each object can contain a property known as the ACL. A user by default
does not have write rights to its own ACL or to that of any other object. Keep
in mind that some objects may not have ACLs if they already have received
the explicit right.

Warning: Do not grant users the Write rights to any ACL, including their own user object,
because the Write right to the ACL controls all access to that particular object.

For example, a user possessing the write right to a container ACL has the ability to
make any changes to that object’s ACL. The user could assign anyone Supervisor
object rights to that container and could modify the object as well.

Understanding Security Equivalence

Security equivalence simply means that an object can be equivalent in rights to
another object. The majority of rights assignments should be made by
administrators through the use of security equivalence. It is quick and easy to
use security equivalence because you can deal with a large number of users
rather than a single user at a time. Time is always a factor for network
administrators, and we recommend that you assign security equivalence to
groups or containers as the best way to make rights assignments to large
numbers of people.

To meet the needs of many users requiring the same rights to a directory or
file, you can create a group, assign rights to the newly created group, and add
members to the group. The members of the group are security equivalent in
rights to the group object. Therefore, any assignment made to a group will be
received by its members through security equivalence.

In addition, a container functions much the same way as a group except that the
group is used in your login scripts and a group can span multiple containers. If
all users in a container access the same resources, it may not be necessary to
use groups. However, if you want to further differentiate your environment
setting within a container, the group object is an effective way to go.
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Consulting Experience

Be very careful with assigning rights
to the [PUBLIC] trustee because of the
security equivalence with all users
since they do not need to be
authenticated to receive those rights.
The assignment of file system rights is
nonfunctional when using the [PUBLIC]
trustee. This means that you cannot
grant access to files before the user
has successfully logged in to the
server. Generally, the use of the
[PUBLIC] trustee for granting rights
should be avoided.

Rules Governing Security Equivalence. Because the use of security
equivalence will be so common on your network, it is very important to
understand how IntranetWare security functions. You will save time as a
network administrator if you understand the rules that govern security
equivalence.

• Security equivalent rights cannot be masked.

If you receive a security equivalence, this assignment cannot be masked by
an IRF.

• Every object is security equivalent to all container objects that are part
of its distinguished name.

This security is known as implied security equivalence. For example, the
user GUINEVERE.FIN.OPS.CAMELOT in the ACME tree is security equivalent
to every object in its name. Therefore, if you were to grant the container FIN
rights to a particular e-mail server, user GUINEVERE would receive those
rights through security equivalence.

Note: You cannot single out users to not receive rights granted to a container
by using an IRF. If you grant rights to a container, all users in or
subordinate to that container will always receive those rights.

• Every object is security equivalent to [ROOT].

Once a user has successfully logged in to a server, that user is security
equivalent to [ROOT].

• Every object is security equivalent to [P UBLIC].

[PUBLIC] with the default rights of Browse enables users to browse the tree
before logging in to a server. Each user is security equivalent to [PUBLIC],
and [PUBLIC] has been granted Browse rights at object [ROOT]. This
assignment can be changed if you like.

• An object is security equivalent to all objects listed in its Security Equals
property.

An NDS object will keep a list (known as the Security Equals Property) of all
objects that it equals in rights.

Keep in mind that when a user logs in to an IntranetWare server and
authenticates to the Directory, Directory Services creates what is known as a
security equivalence vector that is stored in the connection table on the server.
The security equivalence vector contains a list of that object’s security
equivalencies and is created on every server that the client authenticates to.
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Inheritance

Inheritance is the method by which rights to objects and files flow down to
subordinate levels of the tree. As previously stated, explicit trustee assignments
at a higher level in your tree will flow down. The rights you receive at lower
levels without assignment are known as inherited rights. Inherited rights
include only the object rights and the All Properties rights. Selected property
rights are not inherited.

Note: Sometimes there is the tendency to confuse security equivalence and inheritance. Keep
in mind that inheritance is simply the way that previously granted rights flow down the
tree to subordinate levels.

Earlier in our discussion we mentioned that explicit rights, such as the ADMIN
user object possessing the Supervisor right at the [ROOT] object, flow down
the tree. The Supervisor assignment continues to flow down the tree unless it is
otherwise blocked or reassigned. Therefore, at each subsequent level in the
tree the ADMIN object’s rights are being received through inheritance.

Inherited rights also flow down independently of other rights assignments,
such as those obtained through security equivalence. This means that the
rights received through inheritance are not affected by actions you may take on
other explicit rights assignments. The two operate under separate rules. Do not
mix up your security rules.

Understanding Inherited Rights Filters (IRFs). The filter known as the
Inherited Rights Filter (IRF) is used to block inheritance. The IRF can be
applied to object rights, the All Properties category, and the Selected Properties
category.

Note: As mentioned earlier, you cannot place an IRF on rights received through security
equivalence. You can apply the IRF only to object rights, the All Properties category,
and the Selected Properties category.

The IRF enables the NetWare administrator to specify which rights can be
inherited from an object. It is easier to understand the concept of the IRF if you
compare it to a shell around an object. When you place an IRF on an object you
are placing an imaginary shell around the object. The rights that are enabled in
the IRF are the only rights that users will have to an object. For example, you
could place an IRF of Browse on a server object in a container. One user must
maintain Supervisor rights over the object, however. All other users can inherit
only the Browse right because of the IRF that is placed around the server object.

Inherited ACLs. Each partition [ROOT] object contains a property known as
the inherited Access Control List. The inherited ACL property contains the
summation of ACLs from parent containers. Unless an IRF is in effect all
objects in the partition will receive the rights contained in the inherited ACL.
NDS can then calculate rights for objects in its partition without having to walk
the Directory tree. As changes to ACLs are made to the Directory tree, NDS
will update the multivalued inherited ACL property.

The NDS janitor process has the responsibility to maintain the inherited ACLs
by recalculating inheritance if any changes are made to the inherited ACLs.
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Note: The ACL is both the trustee assignments made and the filters applied. The same
attribute (property) name is used for both.

Rules that Govern the IRF

• The IRF cannot grant rights; it only revokes previously assigned rights.

Keep in mind that the IRF is an imaginary shell wrapped around an object.

• You can enable an IRF for every Object, Property, File, and Directory.

In most cases you will not need to use that many IRFs because the user’s
default rights are limited to begin with. As shown in the scenarios at the end
of the AppNote, most IRFs are used to protect servers and to separate file
system and NDS administration.

• The Supervisor Object/Property rights can be revoked by an IRF. 

An IRF can be applied to all objects, including the server object. Therefore,
you can limit a person’s Supervisor access to an IntranetWare file server by
applying an IRF to the server object. Remember that a user possessing the
managed right (write right to the ACL) to a server object also has rights to
the file system volumes for that server as well.

• The Supervisor File/Directory rights cannot be revoked by an IRF.   

This feature is identical to NetWare 3 Supervisor rights in that any user that
has Supervisor rights to a file system directly cannot have file system rights
masked on that file server.

Understanding Effective Rights

The last step in the security pyramid is the calculation of effective rights.
Effective rights are what an object can actually do after all other security factors
are calculated against the object. The following sources are used in the
calculation of effective rights of one object to another:

• The object’s ACL

• The object’s explicit assignments

• All security equivalent access privileges

For example, we will discuss an object A with access to object B using security
equivalence calculated at the time of authentication. The rights would be
calculated as follows:

1. The sum of explicit assignments would be calculated back to partition root.
Object B would be calculated back to object B’s partition root. Of course, an
IRF would negate some assignments.

2. Add in the inherited ACLs from partition root.

3. Object A receives all explicit and inherited ACLs to which A is security
equivalent.
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Understanding Managed Rights

Managed rights (or management rights) is a term used to describe an object
(ADMIN, for example) that has the Write right to an object’s ACL. Managed
rights means that the trustee has all power over an object and can modify
anything pertaining to that object. For some operations in NDS you must have
managed rights to perform that operation. Below is a list of NDS operations and
the managed rights that are required to perform them:

• All partition operations including Create, Merge, Add replica, and Move
Subtree require the trustee to have Write rights to the target partition server
object. The Merge operation requires managed rights to the [ROOT]
objects of both trees.

• A schema modification requires the trustee to have Write rights to the ACL
of the Directory’s [ROOT] object.

• Any modifications to the following properties require Write rights to that
object’s ACL:

– Security Equals

– Group Membership

– Profile Membership

• Backup requires managed rights on the object(s) being backed up.

• The Add/Remove replica operation requires the following:

– Managed rights on the partition root

– Managed rights on the target server

Implementing NDS Security
With an understanding of the basic concepts of security, we can now begin a
discussion of how to use and implement NDS security for your network. As
stated earlier, the pyramid shown in Figure 13.6 shows a very logical approach
for understanding IntranetWare security. Each section of the pyramid will now
be explained with examples on how you can implement security in your
environment for the greatest benefit.

For our examples we will refer to the ACME tree to implement security
procedures throughout the entire organization. The following scenarios will be
discussed in terms of NetWare security. All scenarios make the assumption
that you are an administrator with object Supervisor rights at the [ROOT] of
your tree are assigned.
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Security required to install an IntranetWare server under the
OU=NORAD container

Security Concepts to Understand

• Trustee Assignments

• Security Equivalence

As a temporary administrator you are asked to install an IntranetWare server in
the NORAD container into the ACME tree. There are currently no
administrators in your location, and this server must be brought up
immediately.

1. Contact your main administrator to obtain Create rights for the NORAD
container. Supervisor rights at your container are needed to install an
IntranetWare server into your own container or to add a partition replica to
partition root. This can be accomplished in several ways as described in the
following steps.

2. The first way is to simply have the administrator explicitly grant you
Supervisor rights to the NORAD container. This method is difficult to track
if many similar requests are made to the main NDS administrator. The
administrator soon forgets who has been granted rights.

3. The second and recommended way is to use NWADMIN or NETADMIN
to create an organization role in the NORAD location and grant the role
Supervisor rights to the NORAD container known as NORAD_ADMIN.

4. The main administrator can then move you into the role temporarily as an
administrator so that you can install the IntranetWare server. An
IntranetWare installation with an add replica will NOT complete unless you
have Supervisor rights to the container in which the server is being
installed.

Security required to install an application on your IntranetWare server in the
CAMELOT container and grant application access toyour users

Security Concepts to Understand

• File System Trustee Assignments

• Supervisor rights to a server object

You are a file system administrator in the LABS location responsible for
installing all new applications on the location’s file servers.

1. You must have at a minimum the Create right to the APPS subdirectory on
your IntranetWare, for example. In most cases you will use Supervisor
trustee rights to perform these operations.

2. If you have Supervisor object rights over the file server object, you will also
have Supervisor rights over the file system.
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3. Install your application according to the directions.

4. Make sure that all executable files related to this application are flagged as
sharable read only. Most application installations automatically do this for
you, but it doesn’t hurt to check.

5. Create any supporting objects that may be needed such as groups or
directory maps. This requires Create rights at the container. You may also
need file system rights as well.

6. Consider using Novell’s Application Launcher (NAL) to launch applications
as NDS objects from a user’s desktop. For more information on the Novell
Application Manager, refer to the AppNote entitled “???” in this issue.

Security procedures for granting an individual rights to manage a
help desk center at the CAMELOT location

Security Concepts to Understand

• Trustee Assignments

• Security Equivalence

Your responsibility is to assist in managing a help desk at the CAMELOT
location.

1. Using NWADMIN or NETADMIN, create a series of specialized
organizational roles for your help desk administration such as user
administrators, server administrators, and tree administrators. Although
currently Directory Services does not enforce rights to a specific object
class, you can create organizational roles that designate these type of
administrators.

2. Assign Create, Delete, and Rename rights to the user administrator’s role.

3. Assign Supervisor file system rights to the server administrator’s role for
each server in the container to be managed.

4. Create an organizational role at the top of your tree with explicit Supervisor
rights at [ROOT]. Move the top help desk administrators into the
organizational role as occupants.

5. Make IRF assignments where appropriate to limit administrator access to
certain areas of your system.

Creation of subadministrators for each major location in the ACME tree

Security Concepts to Understand

• Trustee Assignments

• Security Equivalence

• Inheritance
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You have been given the assignment to create subadministrators for each major
location in the ACME network and assign individuals to manage the network
from that level down. You currently manage the network with only the ADMIN
user object.

1. Using NWADMIN or NETADMIN, create an organizational role object in
the containers NORAD, RIO, TOKYO, CAMELOT, SYDNEY, and TOKYO.

2. Using NWADMIN or NETADMIN, grant the newly created organizational
role objects Supervisor rights to their respective containers.

3. Choose one or more administrators to participate in the organizational role
and add them as role occupants using NWADMIN or NETADMIN.

4. Assign the ADMIN user explicit Supervisor rights to each of the
organizational role objects.

5. Using NWADMIN or NETADMIN, place an Inherited Rights Filter of
Browse (and possibly Read) on each of the organizational roles to prohibit
management of the role by the occupants.

6. These new administrators will have the power to create additional objects,
including subordinate containers, in their respective locations. The
administrators have Supervisor rights at these lower levels in the tree
through inheritance.

Creating a file system administrator and an NDS administrator in the
OU=TOKYO location

Security Concepts to Understand

• Trustee Assignments

• Security Equivalence

• Inherited Rights Filter

Administration in the TOKYO container is being divided into two responsi-
bilities. One individual will handle only the file system administration, while the
other will handle NDS administration. Each must have separate rights.

1. Using NWADMIN or NETADMIN, create two organizational roles. Name
the first role NDS_ADMIN and the second role FILE_ADMIN.

2. Using NWADMIN or NETADMIN, assign the NDS_ADMIN role
Supervisor Rights to the TOKYO container.

3. Using NWADMIN or NETADMIN, assign the FILE_ADMIN role
Supervisor rights to the server objects TOK-SRV1 and TOK-SRV2.

4. Using NWADMIN or NETADMIN, place an Inherited Rights Filter of
Browse (and possibly Read) on the server objects TOK-SRV1 and TOK-
SRV2.
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Rights necessary to perform partitioning operations at different levels in the
NDS tree

You have been made responsible for partitioning operations on the ACME
network. You want to prohibit all partitioning operations except those
performed by you and another administrator.

1. Using NWADMIN or NETADMIN, grant the other administrators in their
organizational roles all rights to their respective containers except the
Supervisor object right. Grant Read and Create rights on the container ACL
also. (Keep in mind that other administrators will not be able to install
IntranetWare servers into the tree without the Supervisor right to the
container if they are adding a replica. You can grant them the right
temporarily to handle this situation or add the replica for them.)

2. Create an organizational role for yourself and other tree administrators for
partitioning operations called OR_PARTITIONS.

3. If you have not already done so, grant the organizational role explicit object
Supervisor rights to each container immediately subordinate to [ROOT].
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depending on the chosen security parameters. SSL is most commonly used for 
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for secure communication over the Internet. 

This Developer Note assumes that the reader has a basic understanding of SSL. 
You may want to refer to some of the numerous documents available on the 
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understand how to properly manage certificates so that a reasonable trust 
decision can be made. 
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Overview
Novell provides Java SSL implementations for NetWare as well as non-NetWare 
platforms. The NetWare version uses the underlying native SSL implementation 
(provided by Novell’s Secure Authentication Services or SAS), while the 
non-NetWare version is a 100% pure Java implementation. There are significant 
differences in the capabilities of the NetWare and non-NetWare 
implementations from a management standpoint.

The NetWare implementation uses Novell Directory Services (NDS) for 
securing server keys, and Novell’s exportable cryptography (Novell 
International Cryptography Infrastructure or NICI) and Public Key 
Infrastructure Services (PKIS) for key generation. Availability of exportable key 
generation mechanism and secure key management infrastructure enables SSL 
to work in server and client modes on NetWare. The pure Java implementation 
does not have exportable key generation or secure key management 
infrastructure, which restricts its capabilities to SSL client-mode operation only. 
Being a pure Java implementation it does, however, work well on all platforms 
that support a JVM, including web browsers. Client-mode SSL requires 
management of “trusted roots”, (or trusted certification authorities) which is 
done using java.security.KeyStore for JDK1.2 and using DER-encoded 
certificate files for JDK1.1. 

Note: There are significant differences between JDK1.1 and JDK1.2, especially in their 
security model and security relevant classes, which have had direct impact on the design 
and implementation of pure Java SSL. Most commercial browsers and many application 
environments support only JDK1.1.x at this stage, and that has motivated us to support 
Java SSL on both JDK platforms, though not without some minor feature differences. The 
JDK1.1 version of our product would run on JDK1.2, but the JDK1.2 version would not 
run on JDK1.1. Fortunately for application developers, the APIs do not change at all, not 
even between the pure Java and NetWare versions. All differences are isolated in 
deployment time configurable properties. The differences are explained in more detail in 
the following sections.

Application Programming Interface (API)
Unlike most commercially available SSL interfaces, the interface for Novell SSL 
for Java is exportable outside the United States. The primary reason for its 
exportability is that it is extremely simple and benign from a cryptographic 
standpoint. While simplicity of interfaces implies that application developers can 
use them with minimal extra learning, it also implies a tradeoff with 
functionality. Fortunately, the tradeoff is not significant, and is far outweighed 
by the benefits of exportability. As indicated above, the interface is the same for 
both NetWare and pure Java implementations, and developers do not have to 
modify their code in order to use one implementation or the other. The SSL 
library automatically uses the appropriate implementation depending upon the 
operating environment. The differences in implementations however, do 
require that appropriate configuration files be created during deployment.
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Following are some key design aspects of the Java SSL interface: 

1. We introduced the notion of SecureSocket as an abstraction for transport 
layer security protocols. This has resulted in the SecureSocket family of 
classes/interfaces as a logical extension to the standard java.net.Socket 
family of classes, rather than a representation of a specific transport layer 
security protocol like SSL. An SSL implementation is merely one of the 
secure socket providers, which hides SSL specific constructs from the 
application developer. There could very well be other, possibly proprietary, 
transport layer security protocols that could be transparently plugged in as 
different providers, without causing the applications using them to change.

2. Being a logical extension, we extended the primary socket interfaces from 
java.net package, namely Socket and ServerSocket to form 
SecureSocket and SecureServerSocket respectively. This allows 
application developers to use them as normal sockets, requiring changes 
only during socket instantiation. For instantiation of these secure sockets, 
we use the much preferred “factory” mechanism over usual constructors. 
The primary advantage of the “factory” based object creation is superior 
control over the type and number of actual objects created. Two factory 
classes have been introduced for secure socket creation, namely the 
SecureSocketFactory and SecureServerSocketFactory. 

3. The secure socket factories use a service provider architecture that allows 
third party developers to plug-in their own secure socket implementations. 
Novell’s SSL implementation for NetWare and non-NetWare platforms are 
treated as default secure socket providers. The service provider interface 
has been packaged in an spi sub-package. The factories delegate actual 
socket creation to the current secure socket provider.

4. Client and server platforms usually have different security characteristics, 
which affect secure management of keys and certificates required for SSL. 
Each SSL provider manages keys and certificates on different platforms and 
defines appropriate properties that allow deployment time configuration of 
keys and certificates for its use. SecureSocket providers should subclass 
the SecureSocketProperties class in the spi sub-package to manage 
their implementation- specific properties.
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Sample Usage
An application written to plain sockets can be converted to use SecureSockets 
with a minimal change to the socket creation code only. Client socket creation 
code typically looks like:

This code would translate to the following code in order to use the default 
Novell SSL provider for SecureSocket:

If a custom SSL provider were to be used, the sequence of steps would be:

Where MySocketFactory would be the user provided SecureSocket factory.

The code for creation of server sockets is quite similar. Plain server socket 
creation code typically looks like:

The equivalent SecureServerSocket creation code, using default Novell SSL 
provider, would be:

In order to use secure sockets for RMI, LDAP or any other higher-level protocol, 
we recommend you don’t subclass (extend) the SecureSocketFactory or 
SecureServerSocketFactory. Instead, the appropriate socket factory for 
the protocol (such as RMIClientSocketFactory and RMIServerSocketFactory 
for RMI) should delegate the socket creation to an instance of 
SecureSocketFactory or SecureServerSocketFactory.

Socket sock = new Socket(host, port);

Socket sock = SecureSocketFactory.getDefault().createSocket(host, port);

SecureSocketFactory.setSocketFactory(new MySocketFactory());
SecureSocketFactory factory = SecureSocketFactory.newInstance();
Socket sock = factory.createSocket(host, port);

ServerSocket servSock = new ServerSocket(port);

SecureServerSocketFactory factory =
SecureServerSocketFactory.getDefault();
ServerSocket servSock = factory.createServerSocket(port);
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API Details
The SecureSocket family of classes/interfaces are designed to support any 
transport layer security protocol, and hence do not have special methods to take 
SSL specific parameters. The parameters are communicated using 
provider-defined properties. Novell SSL providers for NetWare (native 
implementation) and non-NetWare platforms (pure Java implementation) each 
have a different set of properties. Each property can be broadly categorized as 
required or optional. The required properties reflect the information that is 
essential for SSL to initialize. The optional properties can be used for advanced 
configuration or enhanced user experience on the client machine. The following 
list summarizes the required properties for both providers. The list of optional 
properties is quite extensive, and we refer you to the product documentation for 
a complete, up-to-date list. 

SSL Provider for NetWare

• nssl.keystore

Name of the key pair to be used for Server authentication. Key pair is stored 
as a Key Material Object (KMO) in an NDS (Novell Directory Services) Tree 
in the same container as the NetWare server. 

The signer (CA) of the key-pair is used as the default trusted root for server 
authentication (in client mode operation) or mutual authentication (in server 
mode operation). The capability to specify additional trusted roots would be 
supported in a later release.

JDK 1.2 Version of Pure Java SSL Provider for 
Non-NetWare Platforms

• ssl.keystore

KeyStore file for trusted roots

• ssl.sitekeystore

KeyStore file for trusted site certificates

The KeyStore specified by each of these properties can be a URL, the name of a 
resource (i.e., a file bundled in the application jar) or a filename. If the property 
is a URL, it must be a fully specified URL, including the protocol, host name and 
full path. If the property does not specify a URL, then a resource by the specified 
name is searched for. If no such resource exists, the property is assumed to be a 
filename. The file is searched for in the same folders as the properties files (see 
Specifying Configurable Properties).
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The trust decision is based on the certificate chain of the server. An SSL client 
keeps a set of trusted certificates, classified as either trusted site certificates or 
trusted root certificates. The point of difference between the two is that site 
certificates are not considered as trusted signers. A server certificate is 
considered trusted if it is a trusted site certificate or if any of its chain of signers 
are trusted root certificates. In the future, Novell SSL for Java will likely allow 
more flexible trust policies using a provider model.

Trusted certificates are kept in KeyStore files, which can be managed using the 
JDK’s KeyTool utility or the java.security.KeyStore API. 

If neither KeyStore property is specified, ssl.keystore is automatically set to 
“.keystore”. By default, the JDK KeyTool uses a KeyStore file named 
“.keystore” in the user’s home directory. Therefore, if neither KeyStore 
property is specified, the system will find the KeyTool’s default KeyStore and 
use it to obtain the trusted roots and no file will be read for trusted site 
certificates. If one of the properties is left unspecified, a KeyStore file will not be 
read for that certificate set. 

• ssl.keystore.password 

Password for the KeyStore holding trusted roots

• ssl.sitekeystore.password 

Password for the KeyStore holding trusted site certificates

Although the passwords are optional, we recommend that they be specified, 
since it allows an integrity check to be performed on the KeyStore and prevents 
unauthorized modification. The recommended approach is for the application to 
collect user password and set the property programmatically as described in 
Specifying Configuration Properties.

JDK 1.1 Version of Pure Java SSL Provider for 
Non-NetWare Platforms

• ssl.certs

A comma-delimited list of DER-encoded trusted root certificate files

• ssl.sitecerts

A comma-delimited list of DER-encoded trusted site certificate files

KeyStore does not exist prior to JDK 1.2. Therefore, the pure Java client uses a 
list of individual DER-encoded certificate files instead. Each certificate in the list 
is searched for in the same way as KeyStore files are (i.e. each item in the list 
can be a URL, the name of a resource or a file). It is the client’s responsibility to 
ensure that the certificates in the given list have not been substituted with 
malicious certificates.
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Specifying Configurable Properties

The properties can be specified in one of the following ways.

• In a provider specific property file: The property files for Novell SSL providers 
are nssl.properties and ssl.properties for NetWare and 
non-NetWare (pure Java) providers respectively. The appropriate file can be 
specified as a resource, (it can be contained in the same jar as the 
application classes) failing which, it is searched for in the locations specified 
by the Java runtime variables, user.home, user.dir and java.home\lib, 
in that order. Specification as a resource is particularly useful for Applets.

• Via Java runtime variables: The property values can be specified on the 
command-line when starting the Java program, using –D<name>=<value> 
syntax.

• Programmatically using a method in the socket factory: Both 
SecureSocketFactory and SecureServerSocketFactory classes 
allow programmatic specification of the properties via setSocketProperty 
and setServerSocketProperty methods respectively.

If the same property is specified in more than one way, the programmatic 
specification overrides the value specified via runtime variable, which overrides 
the value specified in the property file. The properties specified in the property 
file or via runtime variables are read once during startup. Programmatic 
changes to property values, or specification of new properties made during 
runtime, affect new sockets created after the changes. Existing sockets are not 
affected by such property changes. 

The getDefault() method always returns the singleton instance of Novell 
SSL providers, whereas the newInstance() method returns a new instance of 
either a user-specified provider if one has been specified using the 
setSocketFactory or setServerSocketFactory methods, or the Novell provider if 
none has been specified. Property changes can be applied to the singleton 
instance of the Novell default provider (returned by the getDefault() 
method), thereby affecting application wide changes. This is important if all 
threads in the application use the same factory to create new sockets. If different 
threads have different requirements of properties for socket creation, each 
thread must create a private copy of the factory (using the newInstance() 
method) and apply the property changes to its private copy. The factory 
returned by newInstance() starts initialized with the default properties 
specified via property files or runtime variables. Together, these factory creation 
methods provide an extremely flexible mechanism to address the needs of 
different applications.
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Quality of Protection

In the interest of exportability, neither SecureSocket interface nor Novell SSL 
providers allow configuration of cipher-suites to be used for SSL. Instead, the 
package defines the notion of Quality of Protection (QoP) as a coarse grained 
abstraction of actual protection offered by SSL. Four values of QoP have been 
defined, namely, “No Protection”, “Integrity Only”, “Confidentiality Only” and 
“Integrity And Confidentiality.” Applications can choose the QoP to be used for 
their SSL session or even change the QoP during an ongoing session. 

For example, an application may choose “Integrity And Confidentiality” for 
sending sensitive data such as passwords or credit card numbers, and “Integrity 
Only” for the rest of the application data in order to get better throughput. The 
current version does not allow the applications to choose the strength of 
cryptography to be used for any of the available quality of protections. QoP 
changes during an SSL session require an SSL handshake between the client 
and the server, which is not only expensive, but may even fail if the other party 
doesn’t support re-negotiation of cipher-suites. Buggy or incomplete SSL 
implementations on the other end may not recognize the change of QoP 
message, and may close the socket. Therefore, applications using this feature 
must be prepared to recover from a closed socket. 

We haven’t come across any commercial SSL implementation that supports the 
NULL cipher-suite, which implies that a request to set the QoP to “No 
Protection” would usually fail. Also, the SSL protocol does not support any 
cipher-suite that provides confidentiality with no integrity. Applications should 
therefore use the setMinimumQOP() instead of setQOP() method in 
SecureSocket, so that the implementation can safely upgrade to a higher 
available QoP. 

A few tips to developers planning to use QoP extensively: 

• Most commercial sites usually disable “Integrity Only” mode as well, which 
may limit the available QoP to “Integrity And Confidentiality” only. 

• Switching from “Integrity And Confidentiality” to “Integrity Only”, if 
successful, may increase overall throughput by a factor of 2 to 10, depending 
upon the environment and actual cipher-suites used. 

• Rarely, some SSL implementations would not recognize the change QoP 
message and would simply not respond. In order to prevent your SSL client 
from an eternal wait, it is best to set a timeout using the 
Socket.setSoTimeout() method before attempting a change of QoP.

HTTPS URL Handler

Novell SSL for Java includes a URL handler for HTTPS URLs. The URL handler 
automatically handles redirections and formats and parses HTTP headers. The 
details on installing a URL handler in different environments are elaborated in 
the product documentation.
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Configuring Java SSL on NetWare 5
This section covers the various steps required to configure Java SSL on one or 
more NetWare 5 servers. NetWare 4.x servers do not support Java SSL. Some of 
the setup steps require administrative rights to the NDS tree to which the 
server belongs.

Prerequisites

The following component versions must be installed on a NetWare 5 server to 
support Java SSL.

• NICI (Novell International Cryptography Infrastructure) version 1.31 or later

• PKIS (Novell Public Key Infrastructure Services) version 1.0.1 or later

• SAS (Novell Secure Authentication Services) version 1.2 or later

• SP2 (Support Pack version 2) for NetWare 5

These components are marked optional during NetWare 5 installation. 

Choose a Certification Authority

The first step is to choose a Certification Authority (CA) to issue the server 
certificates. You can choose an external CA, or an organizational CA. For a 
comprehensive guide on the benefits of choosing one over the other, please 
refer to the Novell PKIS documentation. An external CA can be any commercial 
CA (such as Verisign) who accepts a CSR (Certificate Signing Request) and 
issues a certificate. Novell PKIS allows creation of an Organizational CA within 
the NDS tree using ConsoleOne or NWAdmin. The Organizational CA must be 
created in the security container at the root of the NDS tree to which the server 
belongs. The following screen-shot illustrates a step in the creation of an 
Organizational CA. Please refer to the PKIS document for a complete 
step-by-step guideline.
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Create Server Keys and Certificates

The next step is to create a key pair (public and private keys) to be used for SSL. 
Novell PKIS allows creation of a Key Material Object (KMO) in the NDS tree, 
which stores the server key-pair and the certificates. Each server should use a 
different key-pair (hence, KMO) for SSL, although a given server can choose to 
use more than one key-pair. The Key Material Object for a given server should 
be created in the same container in the NDS tree to which the server object 
belongs. The following screen-shot illustrates a step in the creation of the Key 
Material Object. Note that the object is being created in the container “novell” in 
the tree “TWISTER”. The server “TORNADO” belongs to the same container.

Note: You might need to upgrade your PKIS snap-in (use PKIS version 1.0.1 or later) and use 
ConsoleOne version 1.2 or later, in order to create Server Keys using ConsoleOne.

Figure 1: A step in the creation of an Organizational CA.
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Choose a Trusted Root

SSL clients maintain a list of signers that they trust for validating server 
certificates. Self-signed certificates of trusted roots are either distributed out of 
band and imported by each client in its trusted roots store, or is distributed with 
applications that use SSL. Most commercially available web browsers, for 
example, ship with a list of commercial trusted roots. If you choose an external 
CA to sign your server certificates, the external CA (or its signer) would be the 
trusted root for the server certificates. 

If you choose the Organizational CA instead, you have a choice of selecting the 
Organizational CA itself or the Novell Root Certifier as the trusted root when 
you create server certificates. We recommend that you select the 
Organizational CA as the trusted root. All NetWare 5 servers are capable of 
creating certificates that chain back to the Novell Root Certifier. 

Choosing the Novell Root Certifier as the trusted root may therefore, give a 
false sense of security, unless the client can process the Novell Security 
Attributes specified in the certificate chain. Most commercial SSL clients do not 
understand the Novell Security Attributes. We refer you to the PKIS docs for 
details on the Novell Security Attributes. The wizard for creation of a Key 
Material Object offers the choice of selecting a trusted root for the server 
certificates.

Figure 2: A step in the creation of the Key Material Object.
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Export the Trusted Root for the Server Certificate

To export the trusted root for the server certificate, double click on the server 
KMO created in the previous step to display the details. Next view the 
“Certificates” Tabs in the details panel, which contains a button to export the 
trusted root to a file on the disk. Choose the DER encoding for the exported 
certificate file and save it on your disk. You would need to distribute this file to 
all the clients so that they can import it inside their application’s trusted roots 
store.

Runtime Configuration of Java SSL on NetWare

Here’s a small list of things you need to do for configuring your application 
runtime to use Java SSL.

• Pre-load SAS.NLM. This NLM is usually set to load in the autoexec.ncf file 
by the SAS install. Java SSL would try to auto-load SAS.NLM if it is not 
loaded, but since SAS takes a while to initialize, auto-load may fail in some 
situations.

• Include JSAS.NLM and JSSL.NLM in the search path. Usually, you can copy 
them to the SYS:\SYSTEM folder during your application install, since 
SYS:\SYSTEM is always in the search path by default.

• Include the Jar file containing Java SSL in your Java classpath, so that the 
Java Virtual Machine can find it. The Jar file is named nssl1.1_dom.jar or 
nssl1.1_exp.jar depending upon whether you have the domestic or 
exportable cryptography strength jar.

Figure 3: Create Server Certificate.
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• Specify the server key-pair name to be used by Java SSL, by specifying the 
nssl.keystore property via one of the three methods mentioned above. 
The key-pair name is the name of the Key Material Object (KMO) less the 
server name. For example, if the KMO name appears in ConsoleOne to be 
“SSLKeys-MyServer” then the key pair name is “SSLKeys”.

Configuring the Pure Java Client
The following steps need to be taken to properly configure the pure Java client.

1. Add the appropriate JAR file (for JDK 1.1 or JDK 1.2) to the classpath.

2. Obtain trusted roots and/or trusted site certificates for the target servers.

3. If you are using JDK 1.2, create KeyStore files for your trusted roots and 
trusted sites. To do this, you will need to run KeyTool with the –import 
option. Use –keystore <filename> to specify a different KeyStore file 
than the default. When importing certificates, you may get a “Signature not 
found” error. This happens because most certificates are signed using RSA 
and by default the JDK does not contain an RSA signature provider. Novell 
SSL for Java includes an RSA signature provider that performs signature 
verification only. Add

to your java.security file to register this signature provider. Note that 
when you install JDK 1.2 with JRE and/or Java plug-in, you may find more 
than one java.security files on your system. If you still get “Signature 
not found” errors, make sure you have added the provider to all your 
java.security files. Sometimes it may be necessary to run “java 
sun.security.tools.KeyTool” instead of keytool.exe to get it to 
find the correct java.security file.

4. Create an ssl.properties file and specify your trusted certificates. 

• If you are using JDK 1.2, you should specify the ssl.keystore and 
ssl.sitekeystore properties, and optionally the 
ssl.keystore.password and ssl.sitekeystore.password 
properties.

• If you are using JDK 1.1, you should specify the ssl.certs and 
ssl.sitecerts properties.

5. If you are using JDK 1.2, you may choose to enable the untrusted certificate 
dialog. This feature is unavailable for JDK 1.1. Novell SSL for Java provides 
a swing based dialog that appears when a server presents an untrusted 
certificate to the client. The dialog allows the user to interactively decide 
whether or not to trust the certificate. This feature is enabled by setting the 
ssl.client.gui property to true (the dialog is disabled by default).

security.provider.2=com.novell.service.security.net.ssl.SSLProvider
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6. If you enabled the untrusted certificate dialog, you can configure it as 
follows:

• The dialog can be customized by specifying the 
ssl.application_interaction property. To use this property, an 
application developer should define a class that implements the 
com.novell.service.security.net.ssl.gui.ApplicationInt

eraction interface. This property is then set to the fully-qualified class 
name. When the untrusted certificate dialog is going to be displayed, the 
pure Java client will create an instance of this class and call its 
getCertificateDisplayParameters method. This method returns 
customization information and a parent window for the dialog. On Win32 
platforms, failure to provide a dialog with a parent window can lead to 
undesirable results. Therefore, it is highly recommended that any 
application that enables the untrusted certificate dialog also provide an 
ApplicationInteraction object, even if it does nothing more than 
provide a parent window.

• Decide whether you want to allow the pure Java client to add certificates 
to the site certificate keystore on the fly. For the user to be able to add 
the certificate to the KeyStore file, these conditions must be met:

1. ssl.sitekeystore must specify a file and not a URL or resource

2. ssl.sitekeystore.password must be specified

3. ssl.sitekeystore.readonly must not be set to “true”

Figure 4: Untrusted Certificate 
Verification.
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If these conditions are not met, the option to accept the certificate until it 
expires is disabled. If the conditions are met, and the user selects this 
option, the certificate will be added to the keystore with a unique alias that 
is based on the common name of the certificate. For security reasons, 
certificates cannot be added to the trusted roots store on the fly. They must 
be added offline using the KeyTool.

7. Specify any of the advanced properties, such as 
ssl.allow_overlapping_certs, ssl.cache.high or 
ssl.cache.low.
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Network Security for the 21st
Century: Concepts and Issues

Network security exists because of the vital business need to electronically
communicate and share information. If information only needs to be accessed
by one person, simple isolation techniques alone would eliminate the need for
any further levels of security. However, networks are all about the sharing of
programs and data, both internally and externally. In this environment,
implementing and maintaining security is a prerequisite to protect the data and
systems. Of course, the security should not get in the way of the sharing. Its
primary goal is to prevent unexpected loss or unauthorized access while
allowing all necessary business processes to take place with a minimum
impact on the users.

Various forms of computer security are familiar to many in the networking
industry. Password protection, virus checkers, and firewalls are a few
examples. While these are important aspects of implemented security
procedures, they are only methods and devices belonging to a much greater
endeavor—that of establishing a sufficient level of security in the overall
network environment.

This AppNote begins with a discussion of basic security concepts to provide a
common context for understanding the various aspects of security covered
within this issue. It also discusses some of the key issues that must be
understood in order to design and implement secure networks in today’s
openly connected business environment.
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What Is Network Security?
Defined in its simplest form, security is “freedom from danger or risk of loss;
safety.” Thus network security can be any effort made to protect a network
from danger or risk of loss; or in other words, to make the network safe from
intruders, errors, and other threats. While this definition may be an over-
simplification, it establishes two underlying assumptions about network
security: (1) that the network contains data and resources necessary for the
successful operation of the organization; and (2) that the network’s data and
resources are of sufficient value to be worth protecting.

Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability

Computer security is concerned with three main areas: maintaining the
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of electronic data.

• Systems have confidentiality when only those who have been authorized to
access particular electronic data are able to.

• Systems have integrity when the electronic data can only be modified by
those who are allowed to do so.

• Systems have availability when the electronic data can be accessed when
needed by those authorized to do so. Adequate backup and disaster-
recovery plans play a big part here, as does ensuring that a system is not
susceptible to denial-of-service attacks.

Identification and Authentication

To ensure that only authorized persons or computers can access or modify
data on a network, there must be a method for establishing a user’s identity on
the system, along with a means to verify the identity. This is where
identification and authentication come in.

Although these two terms are closely interrelated and are often referred to
jointly by the acronym I&A, they describe two separate functions:

• Identification refers to the process that occurs during initial login whereby a
person provides some type of security token, typically a unique username
or user ID, to identify that user on the system. In effect, identification is
akin to telling the system, “This is who I am.”

• Authentication is a verification process that requires the user to provide
another token, typically a password known only to the user, to affirm that
the identity is being assumed by its rightful owner. The user is essentially
telling the system, “Here is some private information to prove that I am who
I claim to be.”
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While other forms of authentication have been proposed, such as smart cards
and biometrics (fingerprint or retinal scanners, for example), passwords
continue to be used almost exclusively in today’s networks. Thus an important
part of security is protecting the authentication secrets (passwords)
themselves so that they cannot be misappropriated by any unauthorized user.

Accountability

Based on the user identity provided during the login, the system can
determine which of the network’s resources the user is authorized to access
and at what permission level. A key goal of I&A is to enable individual
accountability: the ability of the system to reliably determine who you are when
you log in and to track your actions while you are logged in. When the I&A
mechanisms are sufficiently strong, you can be reasonably assured that any
actions taken under a particular user account were in fact performed by the
authorized user of that account.

Access Controls

In a network, access controls are applied to the data based on the users’ system
identities. These controls rely on identification and authentication, since users
must be identified and have their identities authenticated before the system
can enforce any access controls.

In security discussions you may frequently hear access controls categorized as
either discretionary or mandatory. Discretionary access controls restrict access
to files or directories based upon the identity of the user. They are
discretionary in that the owner of a file (or any user with sufficient rights) is
free to assign or revoke the access rights of other users to that file. Mandatory
access controls, on the other hand, restrict access by means of special attributes
that are set by the security administrator and enforced by the operating
system. These controls cannot be bypassed or changed at the discretion of
non-privileged users.

Mandatory access controls are typically based on labeling, where the
administrator labels each item of information with a classification name such
as Unclassified, Confidential, Secret, and so on. Each user is assigned a
clearance level from the same set of classifications. The operating system then
controls access to information based upon these classifications.

Audit

Being able to restrict unauthorized access is important, but a secure system
must also be able to audit authorized access, which means keeping a record of
who did what and when, and who was prevented from doing what and when.
Auditing is typically done by maintaining audit trails, or logs of significant
events and user actions that take place within the system. Of course, sufficient
protection must be provided for the auditing information itself to prevent
intruders from being able to erase all traces of their actions.
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A Note About MAID

When dealing with trusted systems, you might encounter the acronym
“MAID” or portions thereof. In security nomenclature, system components are
characterized by which of the following functions they provide:

• M = Mandatory access controls
• A = Audit
• I = Identification and authentication
• D = Discretionary access controls

A network server, for example, generally provides all of the A, I, and D features
and can therefore be referred to as an IAD component. Other components may
provide all, some, or none of these security functions. A component that
provides none of these functions, such as network cabling, is considered a “nil”
component.

Non-repudiation

Occasionally, it might be necessary to prove that a particular user made a
particular transaction long after it happened. Since the ability to modify data
often includes the ability for users to remove their own access rights, it is
possible for an unscrupulous user to change a piece of data, remove his or her
rights to that data, and then deny any involvement in the change. A security
system must therefore provide something beyond mere access control. With
non-repudiation, irrefutable evidence of the transaction is created and stored.
The entity which made the access or modification cannot falsely deny (or
repudiate) its actions later. (Non-repudiation is common in secure e-mail
systems, where it is used to prove that a particular user did in fact send a
message purporting to come from him, and that a user did get a message he
might deny having received.)

Cryptography Terminology
For security functions, many applications use cryptography, the art of
converting a legible message into some unintelligible form to keep its contents
safe from prying eyes. Cryptography has a jargon all its own that can be
confusing to the uninitiated. Before we proceed further into our discussion of
network security, it might be helpful to review some of the basic terms and
concepts surrounding cryptography and data encryption.

Cryptographic Algorithms

The use of codes is nearly as old as writing itself, and various forms of “secret
writing” were used by the ancient Egyptians, Hebrews, and Indians. While the
modern science of cryptography had its roots in the military arena, encryption
technology is now widely used in computer systems to maintain confidentiality
and privacy in electronic communications.
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If you wanted to protect some private data using cryptography, you could
design your own code (in the form of a mathematical algorithm) to encrypt the
data, and then provide a corresponding algorithm to decrypt the data. The next
time you want to send some private data, you are concerned that someone
might have already figured out your first code. So you design a different
algorithm and use it to encrypt the data. The problem with this approach is
that devising secure cryptographic algorithms is not easy. Professional
cryptographers spend their lives studying difficult mathematics and poring
over other peoples’ algorithms, and they still have trouble coming up with
sufficiently crack-proof algorithms. It would be much better if you could design
and implement an algorithm once, and somehow have it run differently every
time you used it.

Cryptographers have found a way to do exactly that. All it requires is an
algorithm that takes an additional input (besides the data to be processed), and
then varies what it does to the data depending on the value of this extra input.
This additional input is called a key. In much the same way as a single lock
design (on a particular model of automobile, for example) can be implemented
so that one owner’s key will not open another owner’s lock, keys provide a
value to the cryptographic system which identifies data as belonging to a
particular user and allows the locked (encrypted) information to be opened.

What Exactly Is a Key?

In computer systems, a key is simply a number with a specified length in bits.
As explained above, the key is used as an additional input that is factored into
the mathematical encryption algorithm to produce a unique result for a
particular user. In key-based encryption, the key is required for both the
encryption and decryption processes; an encrypted message can be decrypted
only if the key being used to decrypt it matches the encryption key.

In the same way that you could eventually open a combination lock if you try
all possible combinations, almost any encryption method can be cracked
simply by trying enough of the possible keys. All it takes is a “brute force”
approach where a computer (or network of computers) tries each of the
possible numerical combinations until the right one is found. This is why key
length is such an important consideration. The longer the key, the more time
and computing power it takes to crack the encryption method. The difficulty
increases exponentially as you add bits, with each single bit doubling the key’s
strength.

To demonstrate the effect of key length on the strength of encryption, RSA
Data Security, Inc., an encryption software provider, issued a series of
challenges in early 1997 and offered cash rewards for cracking the algorithm.
Here are the results so far:

• The first challenge used a 40-bit key and was cracked in 3 hours.

• The second challenge used a 48-bit key and was cracked in 13 days.

• The third challenge used a 56-bit key and the U.S. government’s Data
Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm. It took about 6 months to crack.
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• The fourth challenge also used a 56-bit key but with RSA’s stronger RC5
algorithm. In March of 1997, a world-wide effort consisting of 4,000 teams
using tens of thousands of computers linked over the Internet began trying
the more than 72 quadrillion possible combinations. They succeeded in
cracking the code within 7 months, after trying only 47 percent of the
possibilities.

It might seem an obvious solution to simply increase the key length to deter
hackers. After all, the whole idea behind encryption is not to make the
algorithms crack-proof, but to make it more costly to break the encryption than
the information being protected is worth. While using keys thousands of bits
long would provide an exceptional amount of security, it would require far too
much time and processing power to perform all of the necessary algorithmic
computations. In balancing security and practicality, the goal is to have keys
that are long enough to be secure but short enough not to require excessive
time to compute.

Secret Key vs. Public Key Encryption

Secret-key or symmetric encryption uses encryption and decryption functions
together with a single key to reversibly transform plain text input into
ciphertext. A simple example of secret-key encryption is the Caesar cipher,
where the encryption function is to move each letter a certain number of
positions up in the alphabet (rolling around to A after Z). The decryption
function rolls each letter back the same number of positions. For instance, if
the number chosen is 2 for this cipher, the word SECRET would be encrypted
as UGETGV. Obviously, this encryption system is relatively to break.

Another secret-key encryption system is to exclusive-OR the plain text with a
randomly chosen value. In this case, the encryption and decryption functions
are the same. Again, this is not a very secure system. More useful secret-key
encryption systems incorporate the government’s DES and RSA’s RC2
algorithms.

By contrast, public-key or asymmetrical encryption systems use two keys: one
which can be made public, and the other which must be kept secret (private).
The public key, which may be freely given out to anyone, is used to encrypt
messages but not to decrypt them. Only the intended recipient can decrypt the
message using his or her private key (see Figure 1).



1 Sender encrypts message using receiver's public key.
Anyone who knows receiver's public key can do this.

2 Receiver decrypts the message using his private key, which only he knows.

Encrypted
Message

"Meet me at
Midnight"

Public Key

Private Key

"Meet me at
midnight"

"Meet Me at
Midnight"

"Meet Me at
Midnight"

Receiver reads message.

 One-way 
Algorithmic Transformation
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Figure 1: Public-key encryption.

Probably the most well-known public-key encryption system is the RSA
system, named for its inventors Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman.

Keeping Track of Keys. Both secret-key and public-key encryption
systems have advantages and disadvantages. In secret-key encryption, the
biggest problem is key distribution. If two users want to communicate without
anyone else eavesdropping, they need a secret key which only they know. As
you add more users to the community, the number of keys needed for any two
members to be able to communicate securely grows as the square of the size
of the community.

The usual solution to this problem is to have a Key Distribution Center (KDC),
which shares a certain number of secret keys with each of member of the
community. If two of these members want to communicate, the KDC will
generate a temporary random session key, used only for this communication
session, and send it (encrypted) to the two members. They can then encrypt
and decrypt all of their conversations with this key. But there are several
problems with using a KDC: first, it must be online whenever two members
want to establish session keys; and second, if the KDC is compromised, all
communication within the community is also compromised.

Public-key systems have advantages over private-key systems when
communities of users want to communicate securely. Instead of needing an
on-line KDC to issue secret keys, the users’ public keys are published to the
community. Anyone wanting to send a message securely to a user simply
obtains the user’s public key and encrypts the message with it. Only the
destination user is able to decrypt the message. Public-key algorithms have
withstood scrutiny for almost 20 years and have proven themselves quite solid.

Secret-key algorithms, on the other hand, are generally much faster to execute
on a computer, making encryption and decryption fast with today’s hardware
and software. Public-key systems tend to use much slower operations, such as
raising large numbers to large powers using modular arithmetic. As a result, it
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is common for two systems to agree on a symmetric session key, which is
encrypted with a public-key system and then transmitted between the two. All
subsequent communications are then encrypted with the session key, which is
much faster.

Digital Signatures. Public-key algorithms can be used to create digital
signatures that are the electronic equivalent of physical signatures on paper
documents. Digital signatures are used to verify that a message did in fact
come from the claimed sender, and to certify that a public key belongs to a
particular individual. The process uses public and private keys together with
signing and verification functions to transform a message into a signature in
such a way that only the holder of the private key could have created the
signature.

A digital signature for a document is usually created by taking a piece of text
from the document and computing a message digest using cryptographic hash
functions. A hash function is a one-way operation that compresses the bits of a
message into a fixed-size hash value in such a way that it is extremely difficult
to reverse the process. Information about the signer is added, along with a
time stamp and other data. The resulting string is then encrypted using the
signer’s private key. This allows the recipient of the message to verify the
sender of the message without the sender having to include his private key
with the message. Well-known message digest or cryptographic hash
functions include MD2, MD4, and MD5.

Certificates and Certificate Authorities. One problem with public-key
encryption is that it’s hard to be sure a person’s public key is not a forgery. By
replacing a genuine public key with his own counterfeit version, a malicious
user could trick someone into sending him confidential data, which the
malicious user could then decrypt. However, if a trusted authority digitally
signs the user’s pubic key, the sender can be sure he has the right public key.
The public key is stored in a structure called a certificate. The trusted authority
is called a Certificate Authority, or CA. Certificates could also be used to verify
the authenticity of a piece of downloadable code.

Security Policy: Environment, Risk, and Assurance
One of the most crucial factors in implementing a secure network is the
creation of a security policy. This is a written document stating what the
organization’s policies are with regard to information security. It contains
general statements of the goals, objectives, beliefs, and responsibilities that
will guide the actual implementation of security products and procedures.
An organization’s security policy thus becomes an important part of the
network operation, and it should be referenced and updated often.

Note: The term “security policy” is also used to refer to a statement of the access control rules
enforced by a computer system. It is important to distinguish between the written
information security policy and the electronic security policies that are implemented
within a system component.
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There are two main areas to consider in writing a security policy: environment
and risk. The potential for security breaches exposed though your network’s
operating environment (environment) and the consequences of compromising
valuable information (risk) are critical factors in choosing system software.
Assurance of protection can only come through an objective, comprehensive
testing and evaluation of a product’s security features.

Environment: Network Connectivity

When devising a security policy for your organization, the first area of concern
is the environment in which the data exists and the users work. This involves
getting a clear picture of your network’s connections, both internally and
externally. NetWare allows interconnection among any number of individual
networks, thus forming an internetwork. The operating system itself can
function as a connecting point in the internetwork through its built-in routing
capabilities. Various add-on services are available to provide external
communications via modem pooling, Internet gateways, and mainframe
attachment devices.

Before you embark on any security implementation, you need to understand
what the implications are of providing access to your network, in the context of
both existing and future connectivity.

Risk: Threats and Vulnerabilities

The second area to consider in devising a security policy is risk. In the
distributed environment of networks, data stored on computers is exposed to a
variety of threats. As part of the planning process, you should identify which
data is potentially at risk and what constitutes a loss. Risks need to be assessed
in terms of how much damage would be incurred to the organization, in a
worst-case scenario, if a particular threat were to materialize. It is a fact of
human nature that the evolution of threats into real risks accelerates as the
value of the information being protected increases. The more your information
is worth, the greater the potential reward to attackers.

You also need to identify the vulnerabilities or weaknesses within your
system that would allow any of the potential threats to take place. Only then
can you determine what the appropriate security policies and countermeasures
should be.

Types of Threats. The general threat in a networked system is the
unauthorized disclosure or modification of data stored on network servers and
clients. However, there are numerous other types of threats you should be
aware of. Following are the threats listed in the NetWare Enhanced Security
Administration manual:
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• Viruses, Worms, and Bombs.  A virus is code that replicates itself within
other programs (boot sector code, applications, and so on). Viruses are
commonly spread by booting with infected diskettes, or by copying and
running infected programs from an electronic bulletin board. A worm is an
independent program similar to a virus, but it has the ability to replicate
itself from one site to another. A bomb is malicious code that is planted
within an application or operating system and triggered by a clock time or
an external event.

• Trojan Horses. A Trojan Horse is malicious code that hides within a
legitimate program and performs a disguised function.

• Trap Doors. A trap door is a mechanism built in to a system by its designer
or administrator to give that person subsequent unauthorized access to
the system.

• Spoofing. Packet spoofing is a classic problem in distributed systems. In a
packet spoofing attack, a user at a network node generates packets that
purport to be from an authorized network user.

• Wiretapping. An intruder performs a wiretap attack by connecting to the
network and reading (passive wiretapping) or writing or modifying packets
in transit (active wiretapping).

• Browsing. Novell Directory Services (NDS) performs the necessary role of
a name server within a multiple-server environment. During login, NDS
provides essential name services to unauthenticated users so they can find
trees or servers. Depending upon the configuration of the NDS [Public]
object, users can browse names in the NDS Directory or can query NDS for
the presence of objects having the specified name. Authenticated users can
also browse NDS and file system objects according to the user’s rights to
those objects. The ability for unauthenticated users to see object names
becomes a security threat in that it allows potential attackers to gather
information that may be useful in another type of attack.

• Unauthorized Use. The various resources on a network are subject to use by
unauthorized persons if sufficient safeguards are not put in place to prevent
it. Physical access to the server console is an especially serious concern, as
it leaves the server wide open for numerous types of attacks.

• Denial of Service. Denial of service is a consideration for any shared
resource, such as disk space, communications bandwidth, or printers. This
threat comes in many forms, ranging from physical destruction of the
resource to flooding the resource with so many requests that it is unable to
service legitimate users.

Effective Countermeasures. A countermeasure is any process or device
instituted to counter a security threat to a component in the network. For
instance, network countermeasures could include methods of authentication
or the use of cryptography when communicating and storing information.
Additional countermeasures could include audit trails, intruder detection
mechanisms in the operating system, and internal consistency checks.
Countermeasures can extend all the way from non-technical to esoterically
complex technical methods.
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Whenever you employ security technology, you need to consider the value of
what you’re protecting, the threats you’re protecting it from, what
countermeasures will be effective against those threats, and how long you
expect your protective measures to resist attack. It’s no use putting expensive
security measures in place to protect against certain types of attacks if you
leave your network wide open to attacks in other areas. Security is a “weakest
link” technology: the overall strength of protection is equal to that of its
weakest component. Thus, no aspect of the system design should be
overlooked when choosing security solutions.

New Issues in Network Security
Reliable communication systems are vital to the successful flow of information
in business. Yet just as vital is the ability to protect valuable information and
intellectual assets. As commercial networking extends beyond normal service
LANs, as we have known them, into broadly interconnected and distributed
networks, security becomes an even greater concern. For those who are
tasked with protecting valuable data in the interconnected environment, it is
increasingly vital to understand key security issues, to recognize how to
protect information assets through an effective security policy, and to know
which solutions exist to enforce the security policy.

The Evolution of Network Security

Computer security has long been a concern for both government and business.
In the late 1960s, mainframe system suppliers such as IBM, Digital Equipment
Corporation, and others launched a major effort to implement active security
within their operating systems. Representatives from industry, government,
and academia proposed features needed to build secure mainframe operating
systems, and billions of dollars were spent trying to achieve the elusive goal of
creating secure systems to store, process, and exchange information. These
efforts resulted in the traditional mainframe data center, a highly controlled
environment in which dumb terminals were attached to secure hosts that were
located in fortress-like rooms with carefully guarded access. For more than
twenty years, these “big iron” systems served as the chief platform for
government and military data operations, as well as servicing the majority of
commercial financial transactions.

The introduction of PC-based networks into the computing picture was initially
disdained by those who were accustomed to these secure “fortress” systems.
Given the diversity of hardware, operating systems, applications software, and
physical media used in local area networks, few believed that client-server
systems could ever offer the levels of security that had been achieved in
fortress systems. It quickly became clear that any migration to an “open”
computing environment would require operating systems with security
capabilities equivalent to those provided by host systems.
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Despite these initial doubts, PC-based networks proved themselves to be
reasonably secure for many general uses. As a result, networks have grown in
popularity until they are now the “backbone” of many companies. Virtually all
aspects of everyday work are dependent on communications such as voice,
data, or imaging. Networks help meet these communication needs by moving
and processing information, and by providing such services as messaging,
multimedia, and application development. Thanks to a symbiotic relationship
between the computing and telecommunications industries, individual and
workgroup LANs have been connected across great distances via a wide
variety of means, including leased lines, switched public networks, and satellite
links.

Technological advances in the areas of network capacity, bandwidth, and
functionality have made it possible for PC-based products to become major
players in enterprise and global networks. This have given cost-conscious
businesses the ability to “downsize” from mainframe-based hardware systems
to microcomputer-based systems and to “rightsize” their operations with the
proper software base.

Of course, the use of network computing technology is not without danger.
The information sharing environment in which data is stored, retrieved,
processed, and transmitted is not inherently secure--especially at the work-
station level. The components of networks (microcomputers, connectivity
devices, and so on) were not initially built with integrated security features and
thus do not provide an acceptable level of trust “out of the box.” The need for
network security services is clear as network operating systems are employed
to fulfill an ever-increasing number of business requirements.

NetWare’s Evolution

From its very first release in the early 1980s, the NetWare network operating
system has included a wide variety of security features to control access to
network data and resources. The NetWare 3 operating system built on the
foundation of its predecessors to provide increased security capabilities, along
with connectivity and interoperability features that elevated LANs to a new
level of respectability in corporate environments.

NetWare 4, with its X.500-like Novell Directory Services (NDS) component
and extended file system security controls, raised network security to the level
of most host implementations. In bringing the NetWare 4 operating system to
market, Novell recognized that customers wanted systems that were easy to
implement, provided enterprise networking and excellent performance, and
offered mainframe-like computing control features in a distributed network
computing environment. With the advent of NetWare 4, Novell has made
major strides in helping network and security administrators, auditors, and
users in their quest for a secure system. NetWare 4 offers extensive fault
tolerance, security, and audit features which provide a strong line of defense
against threats that arise from common daily errors as well as focused
malicious attacks and network intrusions.
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NetWare’s security and control features provide the basis for building a trusted
network computing system. NetWare 4 offers flexible, multilevel security that
controls access to both NDS and file system resources. These features allow
the system administrator to determine who can access the network, what
resources users can access, how users can utilize the resources, and who can
perform tasks at the server console. Current developments in cryptography,
PKI services, and authentication services make NetWare a leader in network
security.

New Security Challenges

Up until recently, the physical and logical isolation of NetWare LANs generally
protected them against easy invasion from the outside world. NetWare servers
ran only the standard IPX protocol and were thus incapable of communicating
over the TCP/IP-based Internet. Each local area network in a large enterprise
was essentially a self-contained entity, connected to other self-contained
networks by means of routers and dedicated WAN links. Connections to
mainframe hosts were achieved through traditional devices that had strict
access controls (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: The LANs of the past
were “islands” of security with
controlled connections to other
systems.

From a security perspective, LANs were essentially “islands” of security within
globally distributed networks. Inside each island, sensitive data was protected
from unauthorized internal access by isolating it on specific servers, by
instituting login and password restrictions, and by implementing access
controls such as file and directory permissions.

As networks have become more distributed, information storage has been
concentrated at strategic locations, while data processing has been distributed
throughout the organization. This shift has increased the reliance on data
communications and moved much of the responsibility for the information to
the desktop and to the individual user. Along with this client-oriented focus has
come new levels of connectivity, as businesses provide end-users with greater
communications capabilities by connecting their existing LANs to “open”
public networks such as the Internet. The effects of this migration are
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becoming even more evident as users gain the ability to remotely connect
from home or elsewhere via the Internet. Security protections in the form of
firewalls and Virtual Private Networks are being widely deployed as a means
to control access through public networks (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Today’s LANs are being
connected to public networks such
as the Internet, requiring new forms
of security protection.

There are numerous aspects of today’s Internet-connected, client-focused
networks that should cause concern for the security-minded. We will
summarize these under five main areas:

• The additional opportunities for indirect connections

• The possibility of “unknown” users accessing your network

• The transmission of data across unregulated processors and switches

• The weakness of the workstation as a prime target of attack

• The increased use of “off-the-shelf” operating systems and applications

This list is noninclusive, as there are undoubtedly many other areas of concern
that can and will emerge. However, these five points are illustrative of the
general considerations that should be weighed in any serious discussion of
security in open networks.

More Indirect Connections. Any way you look at it, connectivity to the
“outside” is risky. Whereas previously businesses had their employees directly
accessing business information, the Internet provides access to networks for
any user who can attach. Organizations need to review the increased risks
associated with “open” accessibility to their networks before they establish this
level of interconnectivity.

Even with firewall protection, there are several potential vulnerabilities.
Common devices such as modems, for example, can provide an access point
to your network that completely bypasses the firewall, as shown in Figure 4.
What’s worse, well-meaning but misinformed users may be convinced they
need a modem connection to the Internet precisely because of the access
restrictions imposed upon them by the firewall.
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Figure 4: The addition of a
modem can completely bypass
existing security measures such
as firewalls.

Even access to internal intranets and web servers by browser technology
should be a concern. While many companies are looking toward using
technologies like the Internet and intranet browsers to decrease the cost of
servicing both customers and employees, they need to understand the security
risks involved in providing web services. Web servers are among the easiest
targets for hackers, as evidenced by the recent attacks on well-known
government and industry web sites that have received much coverage in the
media. The increasing trend toward having web servers interact with in-house
databases necessitates a link to internal networks, making the web site another
access point into your network.

The “ Unknown” User. Interconnectivity through the Internet introduces
a new class of “unknown” or “anonymous” user into your system through the
indirect access points described above. With current network controls, it is
possible to inadvertently give this user the same rights as any other user on
the network. Responsible companies will want to know whether they have
information of value that needs to be protected from even accidental disclosure
to this new group of non-company users. You may need to think in terms of an
“us” versus “them” distinction as your network’s potential user community
expands beyond company borders.

Unregulated Processors and Switches. In the past, even the most far-
flung enterprise networks were typically connected by routers across
dedicated WAN links that were controllable. The Internet, by contrast, is
composed of unregulated processors and switches that are out of the control of
internal IT departments. Data sent across the Internet passes through many
different systems, ranging from local Internet Service Providers to host servers
on college campuses to big-name telecommunications providers such as Sprint
or MCI (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Data sent across the
Internet passes through many
unregulated processors and
switches.

Without special software and encryption, all Internet traffic travels in the clear
and can be easily monitored by anyone with freely-available “packet sniffing”
software. This amplifies the level of uncertainty and risk as data travels from
site to site across the Internet, and especially when confidential information,
such as credit card numbers or personal details, is exchanged between a
business and its customers or partners.

Off-the-Shelf Software. The complexity of the new computing paradigm
is compounded by the fact that PC-based networks have grown up as
“technology in a box” and wires in the wall. “Off-the-shelf” products have
become the norm for high tech business environments, replacing the highly
controlled and customized systems of the past. Companies routinely purchase
and install low-priced commercial applications out of the box, mindless of the
fact that the software’s operating properties have never been verified by any
independent and objective body. This issue becomes increasingly critical in
light of the recent publicity about the potential for harm that can be facilitated
with controls such as Microsoft’s ActiveX and, to a lesser extent, Java applets.

Real solutions to prevent actual information attacks are not incorporated into
COTS hardware and operating systems for several reasons, including cost,
historical oversight, and time lag to introduce hardware features where they
need to be. While there are many products that were designed with security in
mind, the lack of industry-wide security standards makes it difficult to regulate
and unify multi-vendor products in a networked environment.

Electronic Commerce and a Global Information Infrastructure
Today’s information infrastructure, which is focused on individual workgroups
and enterprises, seems destined to evolve into one that is national,
multinational and, ultimately, truly global in scope. The concepts being
espoused by the U.S. government for the National Information Infrastructure,
or “Information Superhighway,” include extensive use of distributed
computing to transmit and manipulate sensitive data between organizations.
When this paradigm is extended to the global level as a global information
infrastructure, it is illustrative of the potential environment for electronic
commerce (e-commerce) that Novell’s customers, partners, and competitors
will be dealing with as we move into the 21st century.
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Today, businesses of all sizes are looking to establish electronic commerce as
a means of reaching new customers, increasing convenience for their existing
customers, and decreasing the costs of product packing and distribution.
There are many opportunities and advantages for electronic financial
transactions and electronic software distribution within a global information
infrastructure. Such an infrastructure also promises a new level of electronic
interaction between businesses and their partners, suppliers, and customers.

Adequate security is essential to the success of these endeavors. The need to
protect financial assets such as bank accounts and major business transactions
is obvious. Other examples of the types of sensitive commercial information
being shared among the offices of multinational corporations include financial
data, customer lists, sales projections, product development plans, and patent
applications. It is also vital that private information such as credit card
numbers and medical case files be protected as fiercely as commercial
financial data and trade secrets.

New Threats: Paranoia Becoming Reality
Some skeptics dismiss the concerns of security-minded people as paranoid
delusions. However, those responsible for protecting valuable corporate
information would do well to heed the popular computer industry sentiment,
“only the paranoid survive.” Few companies can afford to put their business at
risk by not preparing for the potential threats that are becoming more and
more real every day. As the value of the information processed by networks
increases, so will the threats to the availability, integrity, and confidentiality of
that information.

Following are some of the “new” threats to intellectual and personal property
as distributed computing becomes the norm, and especially as businesses
connect to the Internet and pursue electronic commerce.

Increasing Financial Motivation for Attacks
When asked to identify the primary threat to the security of networked
computer systems, many system administrators point the finger at high
school- aged “hackers” armed with personal computers and modems. While
many such cases have been reported by the media, the biggest threat does
not come from amateurs who try to break into your system for the fun of it.
As the value of the information stored on networked systems increases, a far
greater threat comes from dedicated individuals and groups seeking ill-gotten
financial gain.

The commercial value of the intellectual property (products and trade secrets)
that will become available electronically will provide a strong motivation for
new classes of hostile attackers. As companies embrace the Internet, some of
these deliberate, malicious attacks will undoubtedly originate with agents
external to the organizations that own and use the networked systems and
resources.
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Existence of Malicious Software
In a distributed computing environment, there is significant opportunity for
malicious software to intervene between user and data, thus subverting the
intent of well-meaning users. Although much attention has been focused on
various computer viruses that have caused noticeable damage to personal
computers, the greatest threat today comes from the more sophisticated form
of virus known as a “Trojan Horse” (see Figure 6).

Figure 6: A Trojan Horse is the
most worrisome type of malicious
software, as it hides within what
otherwise appears to be useful
software.

By definition, a Trojan Horse is a virus-like piece of code hidden within what
otherwise appears to be useful software such as a spreadsheet program or
library utility. It is present without the knowledge of the system’s user, and
once activated it operates with the user’s authorizations to perform functions
that the user neither desires or intends.

In networked environments where information is shared and communicated
over wide areas, Trojan Horses are easily distributed and have ample
opportunity to cause harm. For example, a Trojan Horse could be introduced
as an authorized user prepares to download intellectual property such as a
computer program or entertainment product. The intruding software could
surreptitiously transmit the program to a third party, thus undermining the
integrity of the licensed transaction and making it impossible to tell exactly
who has gained access to the information and what actions an individual
actually took and is accountable for.

In many cases, the credibility of malicious software is questioned, especially
when there is a lack of first-hand experience with such as attack. Of course,
this makes the malicious software attack even more appealing to an interested
group. The reality is that malicious software attacks do happen, whether they
are detected or not.
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Easy Indirect Access Leads to More Opportunity
Many companies are rushing to connect to the Internet without realizing the
ramifications of this “open” connectivity and therefore failing to provide
adequate protection against the increased opportunity for attack through
indirect access. Unprotected computer systems and networks will prove easy
prey to those seeking unauthorized access to valuable information. As shown
in the Trojan Horse example above, the legitimate purchasers of intellectual
property may serve as unwitting conduits through which hostile software is
able to hijack the property and forward it on for further unauthorized
distribution without the legitimate owner ever being compensated.

Download at Your Own Risk
Another concern is that there is no effective way to protect against malicious
logic when downloading information across the Internet. There are few
restrictions on what types of software users can download, and even fewer
means of detecting whether this software is doing something other than the
application it was intended to perform. With out-of-the-box interconnectivity
to the Internet, you can set up a system in which users can easily seek out
programs originating on untrusted servers, transfer them across unregulated
network connections outside of IT control, and load these unknown
executables on their local hard disks. Thus what has long been a security
concern for diplomatic and military branches of government—the problem
of unknown software operating autonomously at the client—is now an almost
everyday occurrence.

The E-Mail Security Hole
E-mail programs have great potential for bypassing security mechanisms
altogether. Currently the majority of network administrators rely on
commercial network operating systems such as NetWare for the inter-
connectivity between users. This closed interconnectivity allows data
trafficking from one part of the network to another. With e-mail packages, one
user on the network can send another user information from directories which
the other user may not normally have access to.

In most organizations using LAN technologies, this transmission of company
information in the form of e-mail is done without much consideration as to the
sensitivity of the information. For that matter, organizations expect that the
products they use adequately and reliable reference where (who) information
is coming from and going to (whom). Yet for the majority of current networks,
this is not necessarily true, nor is it capable of being substantiated.
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Barriers to Effective Security
While many technological advances have been made in the area of network
security, effective protection has lagged behind the new challenges that are
continually coming to light. This section describes some of the detrimental
attitudes and technological barriers that must be overcome in order to provide
effective security solutions for open networks.

Old Protections Are No Longer Adequate
In the brave new world of open networks, many of the traditional protections
that the industry has come to rely on will prove largely ineffective. For
example, it is nearly impossible to physically isolate data when pervasive
interconnection is the basis of commercial activities. Likewise, it is difficult to
manually review information before it is released, when most information is
being distributed in an electronic form that is not readable by humans. Those
responsible for security solutions must recognize that new protections are
necessary to meet new challenges.

Low Level of Security Awareness
Most organizations are only barely aware of the information security needs
that are evolving with every new generation of software. The lack of
information disseminated about the relative insecurity of corporate information
has been a major limiting factor in the production and placement of real
security features. Many companies have not encountered any of the current
information threats, and therefore falsely assume that their existing security
countermeasures must be working. They have never really considered the
fundamental differences in electronically mediated digital exchanges versus
the paper-based analog exchanges used in the past. Some have even begun
conducting electronic commerce from unevaluated components in open
environments. These factors all point to the critical need for increased security
awareness.

Futility of “ Penetrate and Patch”
One of the most naive and dangerous (yet persistent) beliefs is that one can
provide meaningful security against the growing hostile threat by having
“experts” try to penetrate the security controls, and then patching any holes
that are found. This is a fundamentally flawed method, especially in the face of
malicious software. The scale is seriously unbalanced in favor of the attacker,
since the attacker need find only one hole while the defender must essentially
find all possible holes.

Reliance on Cryptography as a “ Magic Pill”
Encryption is a known technology that has been demonstrated to work for
many applications. Yet just because a product features encryption doesn’t
necessarily mean it is secure. There are many weak cryptographic
implementations where the intended protection can be easily compromised by
malicious software. For example, a Trojan Horse could be interjected into a
financial transaction to display one dollar amount to the user while digitally
signing another amount, thus undermining the integrity of the transaction.
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Malicious software can also subvert confidentiality by leaking cryptographic
keys. In this case, the loss of a few tens of bits can completely undermine the
security of an entire system. Such leakage is especially devastating since the
user is likely to assume that his or her actions are “secure” because they are
protected by encryption.

Reliance solely on cryptography can lead to a false sense of security. As
computers advance in power and connectivity, technologies that used to
provide adequate protection no longer do. A good example is encryption with
40-bit keys. Three years ago, organizations were using 40-bit encryption which
were intended to keep information secure for 20 to 30 years. However, recent
advances in the science of cryptanalysis and dramatic increases in computing
power have led to vastly improved methods used to compromise the security
of computer systems. In the last year, a public challenge to break a 40-bit
cryptographic construct was successfully met within hours. Thirty-year
confidentiality of the 40-bit encrypted information can no longer be guaranteed.

Adverse Impact of Public Policy
Tradeoffs among national security, law enforcement, and information security
may well result in a major impediment to the ability of suppliers and users to
provide adequate security. Current governmental export policies on encryption
in the United States and in other countries prevent suppliers from integrating
commercial-quality cryptography into products that will be sold worldwide.
Without the ability to provide strong encryption internationally, vendors’ hands
are tied. Valuable information exchanged on a global basis will be at risk and
business will not be able to transmit and receive the various classes of
sensitive information across national borders (see Figure 7).

Figure 7: Governmental import/
export policies with regards to
encryption are a major impediment
to security in multinational
organizations.
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Lack of International Standards
There must be continued development of standards and processes for the
independent, technically-based security evaluation of trusted system products.
Existing government standards offer some of the information that system
designers and integrators need to select and configure products. These
standards also support end-users who could use them to guide their decisions
as to which systems should be allowed to process their sensitive data.

However, to be useful to vendors, developing standards must build on the
strength of standards that have proven to be successful in the past. Too many
draft “Common Criteria” proposals lack essential elements such as a
fundamental (reference monitor) foundation and incremental evaluation.
Worse, they include complex and untried approaches and have a weak
common basis for comparison across products.

The Trouble with “ Single Point”  Solutions
Some companies will persist in the belief that their information loss and
disclosure problems can be adequately handled with “single point” or point-
based solutions. These solutions typically involve a server which is “secure”
only as a standalone component. While this may be true in certain environ-
ments, all it takes to put the company’s information assets in danger is the
simple addition of a modem on one computer. Worse, such solutions may have
serious flaws: they may not scale, or they may prove difficult to maintain.

In light of these stark realities, it is extremely risky for any company to make
the decision to implement an inter-company security strategy based on single
point solutions from one vendor or another. Deploying such a solution now
may lock you into a particular technology and may have serious ramifications
in the future as you attempt to further leverage your electronic solutions.
There is the possibility you may have to completely redo your security
infrastructure at some point down the road.

Corporate developers in particular must carefully assess the feasibility of
deploying potentially unscalable and unmaintainable technologies in an
electronic business environment. Internet commerce techniques which were
designed for mass-market use are not necessarily good business tools for intra-
and inter-business activity, especially where corporate developers must create
these inter-business products themselves. Creating applications for an “open”
environment from single point solutions is difficult enough. In fact, it may lead
to more difficulties in the form of additional communications and security
requirements needed to maintain privacy while meeting international laws
and regulations.
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A Prescriptive Approach to Network Security
With this background on the concepts and issues behind network security, you
are better prepared to tackle the challenges of designing and implementing
your own system. As a summary, here is a suggested prescriptive approach.

1. Promote security awareness with the organization.

The escalating potential for information loss, disclosure or alteration,
especially in an interconnected open network environment such as the
Internet, should be a primary concern for any organization with valuable
information. Managers, administrators, auditors, and end-users must all
make security a top priority in product purchases and deployment.

2. Increase your understanding of risks and the critical need for security
protections.

While the technologies used for protecting confidentiality have been
making rapid advances, so have the technologies used for unauthorized
access and disclosure. It is important that the community of users—
individuals, managers, and policy makers— understand the threats to the
confidentiality, availability, and integrity of their information, as well as the
limitations of most currently available countermeasures.

3. Devise an information security policy that is meaningful and
implementable.

The formation of corporate information security policy is a proactive,
rather than a reactive, approach to enabling information security in your
organization. An effective security policy not only considers the value of
information assets, but also people and philosophies of protection.

4. Choose products and applications that help enforce your
security policy.

Security problems need solutions that enforce your security policy; your
policy should not be adapted to the limitations of products. A properly
planned and implemented security architecture that covers the entire
network—servers, workstations, and cabling—is of immense benefit.

Here are some additional points to consider in choosing products:

• Recognize what technology can and can’t do. It is a misconception to
assume that the electronic world offers protections like those of the
paper world, even when the majority of electronic forms and documents
are reproduced in paper. The broadly-held belief that networks can be
protected by technology alone is inaccurate.

• Demand security from vendors and developers. Affordable, secure
commercial products will become widely available only when meeting a
particular security level is made a significant purchase criterion among
the customer base. Customers must clearly state to operating system
manufacturers, as well as to application developers, their need for a
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clean and user-friendly interface to security services. A vendor’s
intended security directions should also be examined and compared
with other offerings in the interconnected environment.

5. Seek assistance from qualified auditors.

The audit function has traditionally been relied upon to protect corporate
executives in matters of security, and auditing personnel are commonly
found in larger organizations. Yet because very little information is
currently available in the area of information security in interconnected
environments, most auditors are barely up to speed on the technologies
they will have to confront as LANs become more interconnected.
Electronic auditing in a distributed network is fundamentally different
from previous forms of audit used for LANs, WANs, MANs, and
mainframes. Electronic audit is a technology whose details are best
understood by highly-trained IT auditors who specialize in distributed
database integrity.

Help is available from the Information Systems Audit and Control
Association (ISACA), a worldwide organization dedicated to improving
audit, control and security practices, at http://www.isaca.org. While there,
be sure to obtain information about the CobiT (Control Objectives for
Information and Related Technology) project, a cooperative effort to link
information technology and control practices to consolidate and harmonize
standards from 18 dissimilar, prominent global sources into a critical
resource for management, users, and IS auditors.

Conclusion
In this AppNote, we have endeavored to enlighten users concerning the
security-related issues that must be dealt with as we near the beginning of
another century. In doing so, we recognize that the public in general does not
care to understand the precise nature of the security attacks we have
discussed, nor are they likely to comprehend the intimate details of the
protective mechanisms being developed. Neither is it our intent to hold up the
specter of malicious software and unscrupulous hackers as scare tactics to
bully customers into becoming security-minded. As far as end-users, product
purchasers, and system administrators are concerned, much of the underlying
security mechanisms should remain abstract and undisclosed. They should be
reliable, testable, maintainable, and usable, without the user having to
completely understand what’s going on behind the scenes.
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Customers need to actively participate in discussions about security and
vocally support the implementation of security services through account
representatives, buyers, and vendor contacts. Users must communicate clearly
to product manufacturers their need for real, economical security—that if a
product does not have security services and features that are implementable,
maintainable, and affordable, they will not buy it. User-friendly applications
which employ security services and features coming directly from a secure
base need to be at the top of customers’ “must have” lists. Customers can only
benefit when they include as a purchase criterion that security must be “real”
in the environment it is intended for.

To remain competitive, companies must expand their communication systems
by incorporating a trusted network environment. The continued shift to
network computing in an enterprise model requires funding and major
changes to the way data is handled. It also requires education. Thus,
management and security personnel must form an integrated working
partnership to provide the policy, procedures, and education necessary for
secure business systems.
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